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Preface
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Denmark, as part of the Federated Logic Conference (FLoC 2002).
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2004), which was held from May 31 through June 5, 2004, in Aachen. RDP 2004 consisted of the
15th International Conference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications (RTA 2004) and various
workshops.
The aim of HOR is to provide an informal forum to discuss all aspects of higher-order rewriting.
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applications, foundations, frameworks, implementations, and semantics.
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Inverse Limit Models as Filter Models
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1
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Abstract. Natural intersection type preorders are the type structures which agree with
the plain intuition of intersection type constructor as set-theoretic intersection operation
and arrow type constructor as set-theoretic function space constructor. In this paper we
study the relation between natural intersection type preorders and natural λ-structures,
i.e. ω-algebraic lattices D with Galois connections given by F : D → [D → D] and
G : [D → D] → D. We prove on one hand that natural intersection type preorders induces natural λ-structures, on the other hand that natural λ-structures admits presentations
through intersection type preorders. Moreover we give a concise presentations of classical
D∞ λ-models of untyped λ-calculus through suitable natural intersection type preorders
and prove that filter λ-models induced by them are isomorphic to D∞ .

1

Introduction

Intersection type preorders can be viewed as domain logics for ω-algerbraic lattices (see
[CDCHL84], [Abr91]). That means that ω-algebraic lattices can be defined in a syntactic
way through “axioms and rules” which involve intersection type preorders. This possibility brings a nice consequence. The classical way to interpret a statement of the shape
M |= φ (the program M satisfies the property φ) in a semantic domain D is to view M
as a point in D, and φ as a (suitable) subset Φ of D, obtaining a membership judgment
in D: i.e. M |= φ is translated into [[M ]]D ∈ Φ, where the interpretation function [[·]]
maps programs to elements of D. The Stone duality perspective uses intersection type
preorders in order to “reverse” this point of view. Types are taken for setting up a basis
for the topology of the space (in algebraic terms: the meet-semilattice of coprime compact open sets of the lattice under consideration). Points are not the building blocks of
the semantic domains, rather they are recovered as filters of types. Following this view
M |= φ is translated in an “opposite” membership judgment A ∈ [[M ]]D , that is: “the
type A (corresponding to the property φ and interpreted as Φ) is a member of the filter
(of properties) which sets up the whole interpretation of M ”.
This view is fruitful in the following sense: the interpretation of a program is fully
determined when all the properties which the program satisfies are known. Since actually the syntactic way of defining lattices through intersection type preorders puts at disposal a machinery (the type assignment system) which allows to assign types/properties
to programs in a finitary way, the gain consists in the possibility of definining program
?

Partially supported by EU within the FET - Global Computing initiative, project DART ST-2001-33477,
and by MURST Cofin’02 project McTati. The funding bodies are not responsible for any use that might
be made of the results presented here.
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interpretations by answering the question:“which types can be assigned to programs by
the type assignment system?”, whose answer can in turn exploit useful technical results
on type assignment system (such as, for instance, the Generation Theorem at page 11).
Since, as mentioned, Stone duality is the mathematical framework where to settle
the relationship between intersection type preorders and ω-algebraic complete lattices,
we now recall shortly some basics facts concerning it. A complete treatment can be
found in the milestone paper [Abr91].
Let X be a topological space with topology Ω(X) (we recall that Ω(X) is a frame,
that is a complete distributive lattice).
Define a completely prime filter over X 1 as a subset ξ ⊆ Ω(X) such that (a, b range
over Ω(X)):
–
–
–
–

X ∈ ξ;
a ∈ ξ and a ⊆ b imply b ∈ ξ;
a ∈ ξ and b ∈ ξ imply a ∩ b ∈ ξ;
S
i∈I ai ∈ ξ implies ai ∈ ξ for some i ∈ I.

Let Pt(Ω(X)) be the set of all completely prime filters over Ω(X). The fundamental
result is that if we work in the category Sob of sober spaces, then we have bijections
(†) X ' Pt(Ω(X))
from which it follows an equivalence between the categories Sob and Loc (this last one
is the opposite of the category of frames).
The importance of this result can be summarized as follows: given certain topological spaces (the sober ones), one can forget points, since topology allows to recover them
completely.
Without entering the details of the rather involved definition of sober space (see
[Joh86]), we just recall that all algebraic domains used in denotational semantics enjoy
the property of being sober.
Intersection type preorders are particular structures which arise when restricting the
equivalence (†) above to the case of the category ALG of ω-algebraic lattices endowed
with their Scott topology. In such a case, it is possible to exploit the following property
of the topology of ω-algebraic lattices: Ω(X) can be completely recoverd by the subsets
Cpr(Ω(X)) of the coprime compact open sets (an open set a is coprime if a ⊆ b ∪ c
implies a ⊆ b or a ⊆ c). The domain Cpr(Ω(X)) turns out to be a meet-semilattice
(whence the meet-semilattice structure of intersection types) and it satisfies
Pt(Ω(X)) ' Filt(Cpr(Ω(X))),
where Filt is the operation of taking filters (defined by dropping the last condition in the
definition above of completely prime filter). As a consequence of (†), any ω-algebraic
lattice X satisfies
X ' Filt(Cpr(Ω(X))).
1

Actually one can take completely prime filters over any complete lattice D, not just topologies.
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A further step is to notice that Filt(Cpr(Ω(X))) is isomorphic to Kop (X), the subspace
of compact elements of X, with the reverse ordering of X. Thus the final form which
the “Stone duality” theory assumes when applied to ω-algebraic lattices is expressed by
the isomorphism:
X ' Filt(Kop (X)).
This result is the foundation which guarantees the possibility of describing ω-algebraic
lattices by means of intersection type preorders.
In the present paper we are mainly interested in a fine analysis of type preorders
which agree with the intuition that arrow type constructor corresponds to the set-theoretic
continuous function space constructor. We call natural this kind of type preorders. Our
first result is to show that the semantic counterpart of natural type preorders are ωalgebraic lattices D endowed with pairs of continuous function F : D → [D → D],
G : [D → D] → D which set up Galois connection:
F ◦ G w Id[D→D]

G ◦ F v IdD .

We call natural λ-structures this kind of lattices. We prove on one hand that the space
of filter on a natural type preorders is a natural λ-structure. On the other hand natural
λ-structures can be presented via natural type preorders, that is
(iso) each natural λ-structure is isomorphic, both as lattice and as applicative structure,
to the space of filters of a suitable natural type preorder.
Then we turn our attention to λ-models of untyped λ-calculus computed inside ALG,
built through the classical inverse limit technique (see [Sco72]). As a consequence of
(iso), for any D∞ it is possible to build a filter structure isomorphic to it, but the construction given in the proof of (iso) is not effective and uses a possibly countable amount
of redundant types (since it introduces a constant type for any compact element of the
domain). So we look for a more concise presentation of D∞ . Our second result is to
prove that the natural type preorder which induces a filter λ-model isomorphic to D∞ ,
starting from D0 , is exactly the natural type preorder freely generated by a type preorder
which induces D0 together with the equalities which arise from encoding the initial projections.
This second isomorphism result could be obtained by adapting the technique of
[Abr91], Section 4. Our approach does not use the complex Abramsky’s machinery
(tailored for more general domains, the SFP’s ones) and allows to get a rather quick
isomorphism proof.
Finally, the organization of the paper. In Section 2 we recall some standard facts
on ω-algebraic lattices, and introduce natural λ-structures. Section 3 discusses type preorders, filter structures and type assignment systems. In Section 4 we prove the two
isomorphism results which relate natural intersection type preorders with natural λstructures. Finally, in Section 5, we give the effective and “concise” presentations of
D∞ λ-models via suitable natural intersection type preorders and show that the filter
structures induced by them are isomorphic to D∞ ’s.
6

2

Natural λ-structures

We start with a standard definition:
Definition 1. 1. If D is an ω-algebraic complete lattice, [D → D] denotes the set of
continuous functions from D to D, and K(D) the set of compact elements of D.
2. If a, b ∈ D, then a ⇒ b is the step function defined by
a ⇒ b (d) = if a v d then b else ⊥.
Recall that the compact elements in the domain of continuous functions are exactly the
sups of finite sets of step functions between compact elements. Moreover we restate
some well know properties of continuous functions [GHK+ 80]. Let I be a finite set.
F
F
Proposition 1. 1. c ⇒ d v i∈I (ai ⇒ bi ) iff d v i∈J bi where J = {i ∈ I | ai v
c}.
2. Each continuous function f is the sup of the step functions between compact elements which are under f , i.e.
F
f = F{a ⇒ b | a ⇒ b v f, a and b compact}
= {a ⇒ b | b v f (a), a and b compact}.
Next definition introduces natural λ-structures. Natural λ-structures set up a bridge
between domain theoretic λ-models and filter structures: more precisely, they are the semantic counterpart of those intersection type preorders (the natural ones, see Definition
6) whose axioms agree with the intuition that the arrow type constructor corresponds to
the set-theoretic function space constructor.
Definition 2 (Natural λ-structure). A natural λ-structure is a triple hD, FD , GD i, where
D is an ω-algebraic complete lattice, and FD : D → [D → D], GD : [D → D] → D
are Scott continuous functions such that hFD , GD i sets up a Galois connection, i.e.:
1. FD ◦ GD w Id[D→D] ;
2. GD ◦ FD v IdD .
Given a natural λ-structure hD, FD , GD i and a, b ∈ D, we will often write a · b as
short for FD (a)(b).
Example 1. An example of a natural λ-structure is hD♠ , F♠ , G♠ i, where
– D♠ is IN ∪ {⊥, >}, endowed with the order which is flat on natural numbers, and
moreover ⊥ = m u n, > = m t n, for any m, n ∈ IN, m 6= n;
– F♠ (a) = (⊥ ⇒ a) for any a ∈ D♠ ;
– G♠ (f ) = f (>) for any f ∈ [D♠ → D♠ ].
hD♠ , F♠ , G♠ i is a natural λ-structure. In fact
– G♠ (F♠ (a)) = G♠ (⊥ ⇒ a) = (⊥ ⇒ a)(>) = a;
– F♠ (G♠ (f )) = (⊥ ⇒ f (>)) w f ,
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hence F♠ and G♠ set up a Galois connection.
Natural λ-structures are λ-structures as defined in [Plo93], Section 3.
The following properties of natural λ-structures follow easily from their definitions.
Although they are almost immediate consequence of the fact that, from a categorical
point of view, FD is left adjoint of GD , we will recall the direct proof.
Proposition 2. Let hD, FD , GD i be a natural λ-structure.
1. GD maps always compact elements into compact elements.
2. FD determines GD by
GD (f ) = u{d | f v FD (d)}
for all continuous functions f .
3. GD is additive, GD (f t g) = GD (f ) t GD (g).
Proof. Notice that, by condition (2) of Definition 2,
(∗) GD (f ) v GD (FD (d)) imply GD (f ) v d.
F
1. We show that if f is compact then GD (f ) is compact, that is if GD (f ) v z∈Z z,
where Z is directed, then GD (f ) v z for some z ∈ Z.
F
F
GD (f ) v z∈Z z ⇒ FD (GD (f )) v z∈Z FD (z)
sinceFFD is continuous
⇒ f v z∈Z FD (z)
by condition (1) of Definition 2
⇒ ∃z ∈ Z.f v FD (z)
since f is compact and {FD (z) | z ∈ Z} is directed
⇒ ∃z ∈ Z.GD (f ) v GD (FD (z))
since GD is monotone
⇒ ∃z ∈ Z.GD (f ) v z
by (*).
2. It sufficies to show that GD (f ) v d iff f v FD (d).
GD (f ) v d ⇒ FD (GD (f )) v FD (d) since FD is monotone
⇒ f v FD (d)
by condition (1) of Definition 2
f v FD (d) ⇒ GD (f ) v GD (FD (d)) since GD is monotone
⇒ GD (f ) v d
by (*).
3. We have
GD (f t g) v GD (FD (GD (f )) t FD (GD (g))) by condition (1) of Definition 2
v GD (FD (GD (f ) t GD (g)))
since FD is continuous
v GD (f ) t GD (g)
by condition (2) of Definition 2.
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Natural λ-structures provide interpretation to terms of λ-calculus in a standard way:
interpretation of application is obtained by applying FD to the interpretation of the term
M (in function position) in (M N ); interpretation of abstraction is obtained by applying
GD to the function induced by λx.M . Notice that the possibility of interpreting λ-terms
just relies on the existence of FD and GD , independently from the fact they set up a
Galois connection.
In the following Λ denotes the set of λ-terms, EnvD denotes the set of functions
Var → D from term variables to D (term environments).
Definition 3. Let hD, FD , GD i be a natural λ-structure. The interpretation [[ ]]D : Λ ×
EnvD → D is defined inductively on λ-terms as follows:
[[x]]D
= ρ(x);
ρ
D
D
[[M N ]]D
ρ = FD ([[M ]]ρ )([[N ]]ρ );
[[λx.M ]]D
λd ∈ D.[[M ]]D
ρ = GD (λ
ρ[x:=d] )
where ρ ranges over the set of term environments EnvD .
Example 2. Consider the natural λ-structure D♠ defined in Example 1. Then for any
♠
M ∈ Λ, [[(λx.x)M ]]D
= >. In fact
ρ
♠

[[(λx.x)]]D
= G♠ (λ
λd ∈ D♠ .d)
ρ
F
= GF♠ ( {a ⇒ a | a ∈ D♠ })
= ( {a ⇒ a | a ∈ D♠ })(>)
= >.
Therefore

♠

♠

[[(λx.x)M ]]D
= F♠ (>)([[M ]]D
ρ
ρ )
♠
= (⊥ ⇒ >)([[M ]]D
ρ )
= >.

By the way notice that this proves that hD♠ , F♠ , G♠ i is not a λ-model, since, for any y,
ρ such that ρ(y) = ⊥, it follows
♠

[[(λx.x)y]]D
=>
ρ
6= ⊥
♠
= [[y]]D
ρ .
As well known, whenever FD ◦ GD = Id[D→D] , the λ-structure hD, FD , GD i is a
λ-model, being a reflexive object in the cartesian closed category of ω-algebraic lattice
and continuous functions.
The notion of isomorphism between λ-structures is as expected: a lattice isomorphism which “commutes” with F and G.
Definition 4 (Isomorphism of natural λ-structures). Two natural λ-structures hD, FD , GD i
and hE, FE , GE i are isomorphic if there exists a lattice isomorphism m : D → E such
that for any d ∈ D and f ∈ [D → D]:
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1. FE (m(d)) = m ◦ FD (d) ◦ m−1 ,
2. m(GD (f )) = GE (m ◦ f ◦ m−1 ).
It is easy to show that previous definition can be simplified.
Proposition 3. Two natural λ-structures hD, FD , GD i and hE, FE , GE i are isomorphic
iff there exists a lattice isomorphism m : D → E such that
∀d, d0 ∈ D.m(d · d0 ) = m(d) · m(d0 ).
Proof. First notice that condition (1) of Definition 4 is equivalent to the condition of
Proposition 3. So it is enough to prove that condition (1) of Definition 4 implies condition (2) of the same definition.
Proof of GE (m ◦ f ◦ m−1 ) v m(GD (f )).
GE (m ◦ f ◦ m−1 ) v GE (m ◦ (FD (GD (f )) ◦ m−1 ) by condition (1) of Definition 2
= GE (FE (m(GD (f ))))
by condition (1) of Definition 4
v m(GD (f ))
by condition (2) of Definition 2.
Before proving the other inequality, notice that in a symmetric way we can show
(\) GD (m−1 ◦ f ◦ m) v m−1 (GE (f )).
Proof of GE (m ◦ f ◦ m−1 ) w m(GD (f )).
m(GD (f )) = m(GD (m−1 ◦ m ◦ f ◦ m−1 ◦ m))
v m(GD (m−1 ◦ (FE (GE (m ◦ f ◦ m−1 )) ◦ m)) by condition (1) of Definition 2
= m(m−1 (GE (FE (GE (m ◦ f ◦ m−1 )))))
by (\)
= GE (m ◦ f ◦ m−1 )
by condition (2) of Definition 2.

3

Natural filter structures

Intersection types, the building blocks for the filter λ-models, are syntactical objects
built by closing a given set CC of type atoms (constants), which contains the universal
type Ω, under the function type constructor → and the intersection type constructor ∩.
Definition 5 (Intersection type language). The intersection type language over CC, denoted by T
T=T
T(CC), is defined by the following abstract syntax:
TT = CC | T
T → TT | TT ∩ T
T.
Much of the expressive power of intersection type languages comes from the fact
that they are endowed with a preorder relation, which induces, on the set of types, the
structure of a meet semi-lattice with respect to intersection. We consider here a class of
preorder relations we call natural, for the general definition see [ADCH03].
Definition 6 (Natural intersection type preorder).
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1. A natural intersection type preorder (nitp) Σ is a pair (CCΣ , ≤Σ ) where CCΣ is a set
of type constants and ≤ Σ is a binary relation over T
TΣ = T
T(CCΣ ) satisfying the
following set ∇0 (“nabla-zero”) of axioms and rules:
(ref l) A ≤Σ A

(idem) A ≤Σ A ∩ A

(inclL ) A ∩ B ≤Σ A
A0

(inclR ) A ∩ B ≤Σ B
B0

(mon)

A ≤Σ
B ≤Σ
A ∩ B ≤Σ A0 ∩ B 0

(trans)

A ≤Σ B B ≤Σ C
A ≤Σ C

(Ω)

A ≤Σ Ω

(Ω-η)

Ω ≤Σ Ω → Ω

(η)

A0 ≤Σ A B ≤Σ B 0
A → B ≤Σ A0 → B 0

(→-∩) (A → B) ∩ (A → C) ≤Σ A → B ∩ C

2. A recursive set ∇ of axioms and rules of the shape A ≤∇ B over T
T∇ = T
T(CC∇ )
∇
is said to generate the nitp Σ ∇ = (CC , ≤∇ ) if A ≤∇ B holds iff it can be derived
from the axioms and rules of ∇ ∪ ∇0 .

Axiom (Ω) states that each nitp has a maximal element.
The meaning of the last three axioms and rules can be grasped if we consider types
to denote subsets of a domain of discourse and we look at → as the function space
constructor in the light of Curry-Scott semantics, see [Sco75]. Thus the type A → B
denotes the set of total functions which map each element of A into an element of B.
Axiom (Ω-η) expresses the fact that all the objects in our domain of discourse are total
functions, i.e. that Ω is equal to Ω → Ω [BCDC83]. This is so since Ω → Ω is the set
of functions which applied to an arbitrary element return again an arbitrary element.
The intended interpretation of arrow types motivates axiom (→-∩), which implies
that if a function maps A into B, and the same function maps also A into C, then,
actually, it maps the whole A into the intersection between B and C (i.e. into B ∩ C),
see [BCDC83].
Rule (η) is also very natural in view of the set-theoretic interpretation. It implies that
the arrow constructor is contravariant in the first argument and covariant in the second
one. It is clear that if a function maps A into B, and we take a subset A0 of A and a
superset B 0 of B, then this function will map also A0 into B 0 , see [BCDC83].
Notation.
– A ∼Σ B and A ∼∇ B will be short for A ≤ Σ B ≤ Σ A and A ≤ ∇ B ≤ ∇ A,
respectively.
T
– Since ∩ is commutative and associative (modulo ∼Σ ), we shall write i≤n Ai for
A1 ∩ . . . ∩ An . Similarly we shall write ∩i∈I Ai , where I denotes always a finite set.
Moreover we make the convention that ∩i∈∅ Ai is Ω.
Before going on, we give a simple lemma, whose proof is obtained combining rules
(→-∩) and (η).
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Lemma 1. Let Σ be a nitp. Then, for any I, Ai , Bi ∈ T
TΣ (i ∈ I), we have:
\
\
\
(Ai → Bi ) ≤Σ
Ai →
Bi .
i∈I

i∈I

i∈I

We can devise semantic domains out of intersection types by means of an appropriate notion of filter over a type preorder. This is a particular case of filter over a generic
meet semi-lattice (see [Joh86]).
Definition 7 (Σ-filters). A Σ-filter (or a filter over TTΣ ) is a set X ⊆ TTΣ such that
1. Ω ∈ X;
2. if A ≤Σ B and A ∈ X, then B ∈ X;
3. if A, B ∈ X, then A ∩ B ∈ X.
F Σ denotes the set of Σ-filters.
Given X ⊆ TTΣ , ↑ X denotes the Σ-filter generated by X. For A ∈ T
TΣ , we write
↑ A instead of ↑ {A}.
Proposition 4. The set of Σ-filters F Σ , ordered by subset inclusion, is an ω-algebraic
complete lattice, where ↑ Ω is the bottom, and T
TΣ is the top. Moreover if X, Y ∈ F Σ :
X t Y = ↑ (X ∪ Y );
X u Y = X ∩ Y.
F
S
If χ ⊆ F Σ is a directed set, then χ = χ.
The finite elements are exactly the principal filters.
It is possible to turn the space of filters into a natural λ-structure.
Definition 8 (Filter structures).
1. Application

· : F Σ × F Σ → F Σ is defined as
X · Y =↑ {B | ∃A ∈ Y.A → B ∈ X}.

2. The maps F Σ : F Σ → [F Σ → F Σ ] and GΣ : [F Σ → F Σ ] → F Σ are defined by:
F Σ (X) = λY ∈ F Σ .X · Y ;
GΣ (f ) = ↑ {A → B | B ∈ f (↑ A)}.
The triple hF Σ , F Σ , GΣ i is called the filter structure induced by Σ.
We now give a simple proposition whose results will be useful later on.
Proposition 5. 1. Each f ∈ [F Σ → F Σ ] satisfies
B ∈ f (↑ A) ⇐⇒ ↑ A ⇒↑ B v f
and
f=

G

{↑ A ⇒↑ B | B ∈ f (↑ A)}.
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2. For all A, B ∈ TTΣ ,
B ∈ X· ↑ A iff A → B ∈ X.
Proof. (1) Immediate by Proposition 1(2), taking into account that ↑ A ⇒↑ B are all
and only the step functions in [F Σ → F Σ ].
(2) (⇒) If B ∼Σ Ω then Ω → Ω ≤ Σ A → B by rule (η). So A → B ∈ X by
definition of Σ-filter (Definition 7). Otherwise by definition of application (Definition
8(1)) B ∈ X· ↑ A iff B T
∈↑ {D | T
∃C ∈↑ A. C → D ∈ X}. Then there is I and types
Ci , Di such that A ≤Σ i∈I Ci , i∈I Di ≤Σ B and Ci → Di ∈ X for all i ∈ I by
definition of Σ-filter (Definition 7). So we get A → B ∈ X by axiom (→-∩) and rule
(η).
(⇐) Trivial.
Arrow types allow to describe the functional behaviour of filters, as shown in the
next proposition which relates them with step functions, F Σ and GΣ .
Proposition 6.
F
1. For all X ∈ F Σ we get F Σ (X) = {↑ A ⇒↑ B | A → B ∈ X}.
2. For all A, B ∈ T
TΣ we get GΣ (↑ A ⇒↑ B) =↑ (A → B).
F
Proof. (1) Let Ξ = {↑ A ⇒↑ B | A → B ∈ X}. It suffices to show
D ∈ Ξ(↑ C) ⇔ D ∈ F Σ (X)(↑ C).
We first prove (⇐). If D ∈ F Σ (X)(↑ C), then, by Proposition 5(2), it follows C →
D ∈ X. From this fact and D ∈ (↑ C ⇒↑ D)(↑ C), a fortiori we get immediately
D ∈ Ξ(↑ C).
(⇒). If D ∈ Ξ(↑ C), then, by definition of step function, we get ↑ C ⇒↑ D v Ξ. By
compactness of ↑ C ⇒↑ D and Proposition
Fand Ai , Bi ∈
F 1(1), there exist I finite set
TTΣ , such that ∀i ∈ I, Ai → Bi ∈ X, i∈I ↑ Ai ⊆↑ C, and ↑ D ⊆ i∈I ↑ Bi . We
rewrite the previous three statements using the fact that X is a Σ-filter and Proposition
4 asT
follows:
(a) i∈I (AT
i → Bi ) ∈ X;
(b) T
C ≤Σ i∈I Ai ;
(c) i∈I Bi ≤Σ D.
T
T
Using rule (η) and (b), (c) above, we get i∈I Ai → T
i∈I Bi ≤Σ C → D. This last
judgment, along with rule (trans) and Lemma 1, imply i∈I (Ai → Bi ) ≤Σ C → D.
By (a) above and the fact that X is a Σ-filter, we get C → D ∈ X, hence D ∈
F Σ (X)(↑ C) by Proposition 5(2).
(2)
GΣ (↑ A ⇒↑ B) = ↑ {C → D | D ∈ (↑ A ⇒↑ B)(↑ C)} by definition of GΣ
⊇ ↑ (A → B).
GΣ (↑ A ⇒↑ B) = ↑ {C → D | D ∈ (↑ A ⇒↑ B)(↑ C)} by definition of GΣ
= ↑ {C → D | C ≤Σ A and B ≤Σ D}
⊆ ↑ {C → D | A → B ≤Σ C → D}
by rule (η)
= ↑ (A → B).
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3.1

Interpreting λ-terms in filter structures

Any filter structure F Σ , being endowed with the two mappings F Σ and GΣ , can be
turned into a domain where to interpret λ-calculus by using the interpretation function
Σ
[[ ]]F as defined in Definition 3. In this subsection we will see how this interpretation
can be built by means of a suitable type assignemnt system. The advantage of using
type assignment systems consists in the possibility of calculating term interpretation in
a finitary way, as filters of types that can be assigned to terms.
Definition 9 (Type assignment system). The intersection type assignment system relative to the nitp Σ, notation λ∩Σ , is a formal system for deriving judgements of the
form Γ `Σ M : A, where the subject M is an untyped λ-term, the predicate A is in
TTΣ , and Γ is a Σ-basis. Its axioms and rules are the following:
(Ax)
(→ I)
(∩I)

(x : A) ∈ Γ
Γ `Σ x : A

(Ax-Ω) Γ `Σ M : Ω

Γ, x : A `Σ M : B
Γ `Σ λx.M : A → B
Γ `Σ M : A Γ ` Σ M : B
Γ `Σ M : A ∩ B

(→ E)
(≤)

Γ `Σ M : A → B Γ `Σ N : A
Γ `Σ M N : B
Γ `Σ M : A A ≤Σ B
Γ `Σ M : B

It is easy to verify that the following rules are admissible 2 :
Γ, x : A ` M : B A0 ≤Σ A
Γ, x : A0 ` M : B
Γ ` M : B x 6∈ Γ
Γ, x : A ` M : B x 6∈ F V (M )
(W)
(S)
Γ, x : A ` M : B
Γ `M :B
(≤ L)

We continue with a standard Generation Theorem, which is necessary for proving
the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 1 (Generation Theorem).
1. Assume A6∼Σ Ω. Then Γ `Σ x : A iff (x : B) ∈ Γ and B ≤Σ A for some B ∈ TTΣ .
2. Γ `Σ M N : A iff Γ `Σ M : B → A, and Γ `Σ N : B for some B ∈ T
TΣ .
T
Σ
Σ
3. Γ ` λx.M : A iff Γ, x : Bi ` M : Ci and i∈I (Bi → Ci ) ≤Σ A, for some I and
Bi , Ci ∈ TTΣ .
Proof. The proof of each (⇐) is easy. So we only treat (⇒).
(1) Easy by induction on derivations, since only the axioms (Ax), (Ax-Ω), and the
rules (∩I), (≤) can be applied. Notice that the condition A6∼Σ Ω implies that Γ `Σ x :
A cannot be obtained just using axiom (Ax-Ω).
2

Recall that a rule is admissible in a system if, for each instance of the rule, if its premises are derivable
in the system then so is its conclusion.
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(2) If A ∼Σ Ω we can choose B ∼Σ Ω. Otherwise, the proof is by induction on
derivations. The only interesting case is when A ≡ A1 ∩ A2 and the last applied rule is
(∩I):
Γ `Σ M N : A1 Γ `Σ M N : A2
.
(∩I)
Γ `Σ M N : A1 ∩ A2
The condition A6∼Σ Ω implies that we cannot have A1 ∼Σ A2 ∼Σ Ω. We give the proof
for A1 6∼Σ Ω and A2 6∼Σ Ω, the other cases can be treated similarly. By induction there
are B1 , B2 such that
Γ `Σ M : B1 → A1 , Γ `Σ N : B1 ,
Γ `Σ M : B2 → A2 , Γ `Σ N : B2 .
Then Γ `Σ M : (B1 → A1 ) ∩ (B2 → A2 ) and by rules (η), (→-∩):
(B1 → A1 ) ∩ (B2 → A2 ) ≤Σ B1 ∩ B2 → A1 ∩ A2 ≤Σ B1 ∩ B2 → A.
We are done, since Γ `Σ N : B1 ∩ B2 by rule (∩I) .
(3) The proof is very similar to the proof of Point (2). It is again by induction on
derivations and again the only interesting case is when the last applied rule is (∩I):
Γ `Σ λx.M : A1 Γ `Σ λx.M : A2
.
Γ `Σ λx.M : A1 ∩ A2
By induction there are I, Bi , Ci , J, Dj , Gj such that
(∩I)

Σ
Σ
∀i
T ∈ I. Γ, x : Bi ` M : Ci , ∀j
T ∈ J. Γ, x : Dj ` M : Gj ,
i∈I (Bi → Ci ) ≤Σ A1 &
j∈J (Dj → Gj ) ≤Σ A2 .
T
T
So we are done since ( i∈I (Bi → Ci )) ∩ ( j∈J (Dj → Gj )) ≤Σ A.

We are now in position for proving the main result of this subsection: in filter structures the interpretation of a term coincides with the set of types which are deducible for
it.
Theorem 2. Let hF Σ , F Σ , GΣ i be a filter structure. Then, for any λ-term M and environment ρ : Var → F Σ ,
[[M ]]Σ
TΣ | ∃Γ |= ρ. Γ `Σ M : A},
ρ = {A ∈ T
where [[ ]]Σ is the interpretation function [[ ]]F
B ∈ ρ(x).

Σ

and Γ |= ρ iff ρ(x : B) ∈ Γ implies

Proof. First notice that Γ |= ρ and Γ 0 |= ρ imply (by definitions of |= and of filter)
Γ ] Γ 0 |= ρ, where we use ] to denote the union between bases defined by:
Γ1 ] Γ2 = {(x:τ ) | (x:τ ) ∈ Γ1 & x/
∈Γ2 } ∪
{(x:τ ) | (x:τ ) ∈ Γ2 & x/
∈Γ1 } ∪
{(x:τ1 ∩ τ2 ) | (x:τ1 ) ∈ Γ1 & (x:τ2 ) ∈ Γ2 }.
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Moreover notice that by rules (W) and (≤ L) if Γ `Σ M : A then Γ ] Γ 0 `Σ M : A
for all Γ 0 . We can conclude that:
(♥) Γ |= ρ, Γ 0 |= ρ, and Γ `Σ M : A imply Γ ] Γ 0 |= ρ and Γ ] Γ 0 `Σ M : A.
We prove now the thesis by induction on M .
If M ≡ x, then
[[x]]Σ
ρ = ρ(x)
= {A ∈ TTΣ | ∃B ∈ ρ(x). B ≤Σ A}
= {A ∈ TTΣ | ∃B ∈ ρ(x). x : B `Σ x : A} by Theorem 1(1)
= {A ∈ T
TΣ | ∃Γ |= ρ. Γ `Σ x : A}.
If M ≡ N L, then
Σ
Σ
[[N L]]Σ
ρ = [[N ]]ρ · [[L]]ρ
Σ
Σ
= ↑ {C ∈ TT | ∃B ∈ [[L]]Σ
ρ .B → C ∈ [[N ]]ρ }
by definition of application
Σ
= {A ∈ TTΣ | ∃I, Bi , Ci . Bi → Ci ∈ [[N ]]Σ
ρ , Bi ∈ [[L]]ρ ,
T
i∈I Ci ≤Σ A}
by definition of filter
= {A ∈ T
TΣ | ∃ΓT|= ρ, I, Bi , Ci . Γ `Σ N : Bi → Ci ,
Σ
Γ ` L : Bi , i∈I Ci ≤Σ A}
by induction and (♥)
= {A ∈ TTΣ | ∃Γ |= ρ. Γ `Σ N L : A}
by Theorem 1(2) and rule (≤).

If M ≡ λx.N , then
Σ λX ∈ F Σ .[[N ]]Σ
[[λx.N ]]Σ
ρ = G (λ
ρ[x:=X] )
= ↑ {B → C ∈ T
TΣ | C ∈ [[N ]]Σ
ρ[x:=↑B] }
Σ
by definition of G
Σ
Σ
= {A
T ∈ TT | ∃Γ |= ρ, I, Bi , Ci . Γ, x : Bi ` N : Ci ,
i∈I (Bi → Ci ) ≤Σ A}
by induction and (♥)
= {A ∈ TTΣ | ∃Γ |= ρ. Γ `Σ λx.N : A}
by Theorem 1(3) and rule (≤).

4

Isomorphism results

In this section we will see that nitps are closely related to natural λ-structures. On one
hand, any nitp induces a filter structure which is a natural λ-structure. On the other
hand, for any natural λ-structure hD, FD , GD i, it is possible to find a presentation of it
by means of a nitp Σ, i.e. hF Σ , F Σ , GΣ i and hD, FD , GD i are isomorphic as natural
λ-structures. This kind of presentation is not always given by means of a recursive set
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of axioms and rules, but it will be so in the case of D∞ λ-models as shown in the final
section of the paper.
The correspondence between nitps and natural λ-structures can be refined in a categorical setting, showing that both natural λ-structures and nitps are objects of suitable
categories, which turn out to be equivalent. In the present paper we give instead a direct
proof.
We begin the present section by showing the first (easy) isomorphism result.
Theorem 3 (Isomorphism I). Each hF Σ , F Σ , GΣ i is a natural λ-structure.
Proof. We have just to prove that F Σ and GΣ set up a Galois connection, that is
F Σ ◦ GΣ w Id[F Σ →F Σ ]
GΣ ◦ F Σ v IdF Σ .
The first inequality is given by:
F
F Σ (GΣ (f )) = F{↑ A ⇒↑ B | A → B ∈ GΣ (f )} by Proposition 6(1)
w {↑ A ⇒↑ B | B ∈ f (↑ A)}
by definition of GΣ
=f
by Proposition 1(2).
For the second inequality we get
GΣ (F Σ (X)) = ↑ {A → B | B ∈ F Σ (X)(↑ A)} by definition of GΣ
= ↑ {A → B | A → B ∈ X}
by Proposition 5(2)
⊆ X.
In the remaining of the present subsection we will prove the vice versa, i.e. that each
natural λ-structure can be generated by a suitable nitp.
To each λ-structure hD, FD , GD i we associate a nitp Σ DD . The preorder relation on
types takes into account both the partial order between compact elements of D and the
mapping GD .
Definition 10. Let hD, FD , GD i be a λ-structure. We define:
1. CCDD = {ψc | c ∈ K(D)}, where ψ⊥ is Ω and ψc is a fresh constant for each other
c ∈ K(D);
2. ≤DD ⊆ T
TDD × TTDD as the preorder relation generated by adding to ∇0 :
D
D = {ψc ≤DD ψd | d v c} ∪ {ψc ∩ ψd ≤DD ψe | e = c t d}
∪{ψc → ψd ∼DD ψe | e = GD (c ⇒ d)}
where ψc , ψd , ψe ∈ CCDD ;
3. Σ DD = hCCDD , ≤DD i.
The nitp Σ DD enjoys some useful properties.
Proposition 7. 1. For all A ∈ T
TDD there is c ∈ K(D) such that A ∼DD ψc .
D
D
2. For all ψc , ψd ∈ CC : ψc ≤DD ψd iff d v c;
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3. For all ψc , ψd , ψe ∈ CCDD : ψe ≤DD ψc → ψd iff GD (c ⇒ d) v e.
Proof. (1) By induction on A. Let B ∼DD ψb and C ∼DD ψc .
If A ≡ B ∩ C then A ∼DD ψbtc .
If A ≡ B → C then A ∼DD ψd where d = GD (b ⇒ c).
For (2) define pp : T
TDD → K(D) by:
pp(ψc )
= c;
pp(A ∩ B) = pp(A) t pp(B);
pp(A → B) = GD (pp(A) ⇒ pp(B)).
It is easy to verify by induction on ≤DD that A ≤DD B implies pp(B) v pp(A). This
yields ψc ≤DD ψd ⇒ d v c. The other implication is immediate by definition of D
D.
(3) follows from (2) since ψc → ψd ∼DD ψGD (c⇒d) .
Notice that the first two points of the above proposition imply that for each type A
in T
TDD there is exactly one compact element c in D such that A ∼DD ψc .
We define now a lattice isomorphism between the set F DD of D
D-filters over T
TDD and
D.
Definition 11. The mapping m : F DD → D is defined by
G

m(X) =

c.

ψc ∈X

It is not difficult to verify that m(↑ ψc ) = c and that m is a lattice isomorphism between
F DD and D.
We show that m commutes with application.
Lemma 2. m(X · Y ) = m(X) · m(Y ).
Proof. By the continuity of m and of application we need to consider only finite elements in F DD , i.e. using also Proposition 7(1) we only need to show:
m(↑ ψc · ↑ ψd ) = m(↑ ψc ) · m(↑ ψd ).
First notice that
ψc ≤DD ψd → ψb ⇔ GD (d ⇒ b) v c by Proposition 7(3)
⇔ d ⇒ b v FD (c) by condition (1) of Definition 2
⇔ b v FD (c)(d) by definition of step function
⇔bvc·d
by definition of application.
We get (using three times rule (η))
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m(↑ ψc · ↑ ψd ) = m(↑ {A | ψc ≤DD ψd → A})
by definition of application
= m(↑ {ψb | b ∈ K(D) and ψc ≤DD ψd → ψb })
by
F Proposition 7(1)
= {b ∈ K(D) | ψc ≤DD ψd → ψb }
by
F definition of m
= {b ∈ K(D) | b v c · d}
by above
=c·d
= m(↑ ψc ) · m(↑ ψd ).
Finally we can give the second isomorphism result, whose proof follows immediately from the previous lemma and Proposition 3.
Theorem 4 (Isomorphism II). Let hD, FD , GD i be a natural λ-structure, then the nitp
Σ DD of Definition 10 is such that hD, FD , GD i and hF DD , F DD , GDD i are isomorphic.

5

D∞ -λ-models and filter λ-models

Since all ω-algebraic complete lattices which are extensional λ-models are clearly natural λ-structures, Theorem 4 implies that any such λ-model is isomorphic to a filter
λ-model. However the finitary logical description provided by the proof of Theorem 4
is rather opaque. In this section we show that in the special case of D∞ inverse limit
λ-models, one can obtain far more concise type theoretic descriptions. Remarkably the
nitp which induces a filter λ-model isomorphic to D∞ , starting from D0 , is exactly the
nitp freely generated by a nitp which induces D0 together with the equalities which arise
from encoding the initial projections.
First of all we fix some notations and recall the standard D∞ construction.
Definition 12. 1. Let D0 be an ω-algebraic complete lattice and
hi0 , j0 i : D0 → [D0 → D0 ]
be an embedding-projection pair, i.e. i0 : D0 → [D0 → D0 ] and j0 : [D0 → D0 ] →
D0 satisfy i0 ◦ j0 v Id[D0 →D0 ] and j0 ◦ i0 = IdD0 .
2. Define a tower hin , jn i : Dn → Dn+1 in the following way:
– Dn+1 = [Dn → Dn ];
– in (f ) = in−1 ◦ f ◦ jn−1 for any f ∈ Dn ;
– jn (g) = jn−1 ◦ g ◦ in−1 for any g ∈ Dn+1 .
3. The set D∞ is defined by
D∞ = {hdn i | ∀n. dn ∈ Dn and jn (dn+1 ) = dn },
where hdn i is short for hdn in∈N
I.
4. The ordering on D∞ is given by
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hdn i v hen i ⇔ ∀k. dk v ek .
5. Let hΦm∞ , Φ∞m i denotes the standard embedding-projection pair from Dm to D∞ :
for any d ∈ Dm , hdn i ∈ D∞ ,
Φm∞ (d) = h. . . jm−2 (jm−1 (d)), jm−1 (d), d, im (d), im+1 (im (d)) . . .i,
Φ∞m (hdn i) = dm .
6. Let Φmn : Dm → Dn be Φ∞n ◦ Φm∞ .
7. Let F∞ : D∞ → [D∞ → D∞ ] be defined by
F∞ (hdn i)(hen i) =

F

n∈N
I Φn∞ (dn+1 (en )),

and G∞ : [D∞ → D∞ ] → D∞ by
G∞ (f ) =

F

n∈N
I Φ(n+1)∞ (Φ∞n

◦ f ◦ Φn∞ ).

Remark 1. From previous definition it follows easily that, if n ≤ p ≤ k and d ∈ Dn ,
e ∈ Dp , then Φnp (d) v e iff Φnk (d) v Φpk (e) iff Φn∞ (d) v Φp∞ (e).
Theorem 5. ([Sco72]) hD∞ , F∞ , G∞ i is a λ-model.
Next definition exhibits nitps which induce filter λ-models isomorphic to D∞ λmodels. Notice the similarities with Definition 10. In particular, the equivalences between arrow types and constants are built in both cases by considering the action of the
compact element preserving map (GD in the case of Definition 10, i0 here). A difference with respect to Definition 10 is that we are forced to define such equivalences by
means of intersections and sups. The reason for this is that we do not have a constant for
each compact function, which could lead to an apparently smoother definition such as
in the case of Definition 10 (which actually yields a lot of redundant types), but rather
we represent a compact function as a sup of suitable step functions. Dually, in the nitp,
the compact function will be represented by the intersection of the arrow types which
correspond to the involved step functions.
Definition 13. Define:
1. CC∞ = {ψc | c ∈ K(D0 )}, where ψ⊥ is Ω and ψc is a fresh constant for each other
c ∈ K(D0 );
2. ≤∞ as the preorder relation generated by adding to ∇0 :
∞ = {ψcT≤∞ ψd | d v c} ∪ {ψc ∩ ψd ∼∞ ψF
e | e = c t d}
∪{ j∈J (ψcj → ψdj ) ∼∞ ψd | i0 (d) = j∈J (cj ⇒ dj )}
where ψc , ψd , ψe , cj , dj ∈ CC∞ ;
3. Σ ∞ = hCC∞ , ≤∞ i.
The nitp Σ ∞ enjoys some useful properties.
T
Lemma 3. 1. i∈I ψci ∼∞ ψFi∈I ci .
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2.

T

i∈I (Ci

→ Di ) ≤∞ A → B implies

T

i∈J

Di ≤∞ B where J = {i ∈ I | A ≤∞

Ci }.
3. ↑

T

i∈I (Ci

→ Di )· ↑ A = ↑

T

i∈J

Di where J = {i ∈ I | A ≤∞ Ci }.

Proof. (1) follows easily from Definition 13.
For (2) notice that by definition for each constant α ∈ CC∞ there is exactly one
T
(α)
(α)
(α) (α)
judgement of the shape α ∼∞ l∈L(ψd ) (γl → δl ), where γl , δl ∈ CC∞ .
We can prove by simultaneous induction on the definition of ≤∞ two statements,
the first of which implies the thesis.
T
T
T
T
– if ( i∈I (Ai → Bi )) ∩ ( h∈H αh ) ≤∞ ( j∈J (Cj → Dj )) ∩ ( k∈K βk ), then for
T
T
T
(α )
each j ∈ J: ( i∈I 0 Bi ) ∩ ( h∈H 0 ( l∈L(αh ) 0 δl h )) ≤∞ Dj where I 0 = {i ∈ I |
0

(α )

Cj ≤∞ Ai }, H 0 = {h ∈ H | ∃l ∈ L(αh ) Cj ≤∞ γl h }, and L(αh ) = {l ∈ L(αh ) |
(α )
Cj T
≤∞ γl h };
T
T
T
– if ( i∈I (Ai → Bi )) ∩ ( h∈H αh ) ≤∞ ( j∈J (Cj → Dj )) ∩ ( k∈K βk ), then for
T
T
T
(α )
(β )
each k ∈ K, m ∈ L(βk ) ( i∈I 0 Bi ) ∩ ( h∈H 0 ( l∈L(αh ) 0 δl h )) ≤∞ δm k where
(β )

(β )

(αh )

I 0 = {i ∈ I | γm k ≤∞ Ai }, H 0 = {h ∈ H | ∃l ∈ L(αh ) γm k ≤∞ γl
0
(β )
(α )
L(αh ) = {l ∈ L(αh ) | γm k ≤∞ γl h }.

}, and

For (3) the inclusion ⊆ follows immediately from the definition of filter application.
We show the reverse inclusion.
T
T
B ∈↑ i∈I (Ci → Di )· ↑ A ⇒ A → B ∈↑ i∈I (Ci → Di )
by
T Proposition 5(2)
⇒ i∈I (Ci → Di ) ≤∞ A → B
by
T definition of filter
⇒ i∈J Di ≤∞ B where J = {i ∈ I | A ≤∞ Ci }
by (2).
The proof of the isomorphism will be postponed because several preliminary results
are needed. These are the subjects of Lemmata 4, 5 and 6.
First we classify the types in TT∞ according to the maximal number of nested arrow
occurrences they may contain.
Definition 14. 1. We define the map rank rk : TT∞ → IN by:
rk(ψc )
= 0;
rk(A → B) = max{rk(A), rk(B)} + 1;
rk(A ∩ B) = max{rk(A), rk(B)}.
T∞ | rk(A) ≤ n}.
2. Let T
T∞
n = {A ∈ T
We can associate to each type in T
T∞
n an element in Dn : this will be crucial for
defining the mapping which gives the desidered isomorphism (see Definition 16).
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Definition 15. We define, for each n ∈ IN, a map wn : TT∞
n → Dn by a double induction
∞
on n and on the construction of types in T
T :
wn (ψc )
= Φ0n (c);
wn (A ∩ B) = wn (A) t wn (B);
wn (A → B) = wn−1 (A) ⇒ wn−1 (B).
The following property of wn shows that no information is lost if we map a type into
any Dn with n greater than the rank of the type.
Lemma 4. For all A ∈ TT∞
n and for all m, p ≥ n we have Φm∞ (wm (A)) = Φp∞ (wp (A)).
Proof. We show by induction on the definition of wn that wn+1 (A) = in (wn (A)). Then
the desired equality follows from the definition of the function Φ. The only interesting
case is when A ≡ B → C. We get
wn+1 (B → C) = wn (B) ⇒ wn (C)
by definition
= in−1 (wn−1 (B)) ⇒ in−1 (wn−1 (C)) by induction
= in (wn−1 (B) ⇒ wn−1 (C))
by definition of in
and of step function
= in (wn (B → C))
by Definition 15.
The maps wn reverse the order between types, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let n ≥ rk(A ∩ B). Then A ≤∞ B implies wn (B) v wn (A).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the definition of ≤∞ . We consider just the case
of rule (η). Let A ≡ C → D, B ≡ E → F , with E ≤∞ C, D ≤∞ F . Then
by induction wn (C) v wn (E) and wn (F ) v wn (D), hence wn (E) ⇒ wn (F ) v
wn (C) ⇒ wn (D). Thus we get, by definition of wn , wn+1 (B) v wn+1 (A), hence,
by Lemma 4, in (wn (B)) v in (wn (A)). By Remark 1 (since in = Φn(n+1) ) the thesis
follows.
Also the reverse implication of Lemma 5 holds.
Lemma 6. Let rk(A ∩ B) ≤ n. Then wn (B) v wn (A) implies A ≤∞ B.
Proof. The proof is by induction onTrk(A ∩ B). T
wn (B)Fv wn (A)
If rk(A F
∩ B) = 0 we have
F
F A ≡ i∈I ψci , B = j∈J ψdj . Then
implies j∈J Φ0n (dj ) v i∈I Φ0n (ci ), that
is,
by
Remark
1,
j∈J dj v
i∈I ci . By
T
T
Definition 13 and Lemma 3(1) it follows i∈I ψci ≤∞ j∈J ψdj , hence A ≤∞ B.
Otherwise, let
\
\
\
\
A ≡ ( ψci ) ∩ ( (Cl → Dl )), B ≡ (
ψdh ) ∩ (
(Em → Fm ))
i∈I

l∈L

h∈H

T

m∈M

T

where ψci ∼∞ j∈Ji (ψaj → ψbj ), ψdh ∼∞ k∈Kh (ψek → ψfk ). The last two equivalences imply by Lemma 5 that for all n ≥ 1
G
G
wn (ψci ) = wn (
(ψaj ⇒ ψbj )), wn (ψdh ) = wn (
(ψek ⇒ ψfk )).
j∈Ji

k∈Kh
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So we get
F
F
F
( k∈Kh wn (ψek ) ⇒ wn (ψfk )) t ( m∈M wn (Em ) ⇒ wn (Fm )) v
h∈H
F
F
F
i∈I ( j∈Ji wn (ψaj ) ⇒ wn (ψbj )) t ( l∈L wn (Cl ) ⇒ wn (Dl )).
Now by definition of step function this implies that for each h ∈ H, k ∈ Kh ,
G
G G
wn (Dl ))
wn (ψfk ) v
(
wn (ψbj )) t (
l∈L0

i∈I 0 j∈Ji0

where I 0 = {i ∈ I | ∃j ∈ Ji & wn (ψaj ) v wn (ψek )}, Ji0 = {j ∈ Ji | wn (ψaj ) v
wn (ψek )}, L0 = {l ∈ L | wn (Cl ) v wn (ψek )}.
Since all types involved in the two above judgments have ranks strictly less than rk(A ∩
B), by induction and by Lemma 3 we obtain
T
T
T
ψek ≤∞ i∈I 0 ( j∈J 0 ψaj ) ∩ l∈L0 Cl ,
i
T
T
T
i∈I 0 ( j∈J 0 ψbj ) ∩ l∈L0 Dl ≤∞ ψfk .
i

Therefore we have A ≤∞ ψek → ψfk for each h ∈ H, k ∈ Kh . In a similar way we
can prove that A ≤∞ Em → Fm , for any m ∈ M . Putting together these results we get
A ≤∞ B.
We can now prove the isomorphism between hD∞ , F∞ , G∞ i and hF ∞ , F ∞ , G∞ i.
First we give the isomorphism map.
Definition 16. Let m̂ be the unique continuous extension of the mapping m : K(F ∞ ) →
K(D∞ ) defined by
m(↑ A) = Φr∞ (wr (A)),
where r = rk(A).
Notice that by Lemma 4 we have m(↑ A) = Φn∞ (wn (A)) for all n ≥ rk(A). This will
be freely used in the proof of Theorem 6.
We recall that (see [Sco72])
1. F∞ ◦ G∞ = Id[D∞ →D∞ ] ;
2. G∞ ◦ F∞ = IdD∞ .
On the other hand, hF ∞ , F ∞ , G∞ i is a natural λ-structure. So both hD∞ , F∞ , G∞ i and
hF ∞ , F ∞ , G∞ i are natural λ-structures.
Theorem 6. The natural λ-structures hD∞ , F∞ , G∞ i and hF ∞ , F ∞ , G∞ i are isomorphic.
Proof. The mapping m is monotone and injective by Lemmas 5 and 6, hence m̂ is so.
We prove surjection over D∞ by induction on n, by showing that each wn is surjective
on Dn . Surjection of w0 is obvious by definition of w0 and of the nitp Σ ∞ .
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Let
F f ∈ Dn+1 . By Proposition 1(2) there exist I and ai , bi ∈ Dn such that f =
i∈I (ai ⇒ bi ). By induction there exist types Ai , Bi such that for all i ∈ I, wn (Ai ) =
ai and wn (Bi ) = bi . Therefore
T
F
wn+1 ( i∈I (Ai → Bi )) = Fi∈I (wn (Ai ) ⇒ wn (Bi ))
= i∈I (ai ⇒ bi )
=f
We have so proved that each wn is surjective. This implies m is surjective onto compact
elements of D∞ , hence m̂ : F ∞ → D∞ is surjective.
From Lemma 6 it follows that m−1 is monotone, hence m̂−1 is continuous (by definition). We have finally to prove that m̂ commutes with application. Since it is enough
to prove the thesis on compact elements, that is on principal filters of F ∞ , we are left to
prove that for any A, B ∈ TT∞
m(↑ A· ↑ B) = m(↑ A) · m(↑ B).
T
Let A, B ∈ T
T∞ , A ∼∞ i∈I (Ci → Di ), J = {i ∈ I | B ≤∞ Ci }, and n any
natural number greater than rk(A ∩ B). Then by the definition of Φn∞ and Lemmas 5,
6 we get
([)J = {i ∈ I | Φn∞ (wn (Ci )) v Φn∞ (wn (B))}.
T
Di ) by Lemma 3(3)
m(↑ A· ↑ B) = m(↑ i∈JT
=F
Φn∞ (wn ( i∈J Di )) by definition of m
= i∈J Φn∞ (wn (Di ))
by
F definition of wn and addittivity of Φn∞
= i∈I (Φn∞ (wn (Ci )) ⇒ Φn∞ (wn (Di ))) · Φn∞ (wn (B))
by
F definition of step function and ([)
= i∈I Φ(n+1)∞ (wn (Ci ) ⇒ wn (Di )) · Φn∞ (wn (B))
by definition of Φ
Tn∞
= Φ(n+1)∞ (wn+1 ( i∈I (Ci → Di ))) · Φn∞ (wn (B))
by definition of wn
= m(↑ A) · m(↑ B) by definition of m.
This completes the proof that hD∞ , F∞ , G∞ i and hF ∞ , F ∞ , G∞ i are isomorphic as
natural λ-structures, hence as λ-models.

(ω-Scott) Ω → ω ∼ ω
(ωϕ)

ω ≤Σ ϕ

(ω → ϕ) ω → ϕ ∼ ϕ

(ω-Park) ω → ω ∼ ω
(ϕ → ω) ϕ → ω ∼ ω
(I)

(ϕ → ϕ) ∩ (ω → ω) ∼ ϕ

Fig. 1. Possible Axioms and Rules concerning ≤Σ .
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CCSc
CCPa

= {Ω, ω}

Sc

= {(ω-Scott)}

= {Ω, ω}

Pa

= {(ω-Park)}

CCCDZ = {Ω, ϕ, ω} CDZ = {(ωϕ), (ϕ → ω), (ω → ϕ)}
CCHR = {Ω, ϕ, ω} HR = {(ωϕ), (I), (ω → ϕ)}
Fig. 2. Type Theories: constants, axioms and rules.

Figure 1 lists axioms and rules used in Figure 2 to define nitps which induce filter λmodels isomorphic to well known inverse limit λ-models. We shall denote such theories
as Σ ∇ , with various different names ∇ corresponding to the initials of the authors who
have first considered the λ-model induced by such a theory. For each such Σ ∇ we
specify in Figure 2 the nitp Σ ∇ = (CC, ≤∇ ) by giving the set of constants CC∇ and the
set ∇ of extra axioms and rules.
As particular cases of Theorem 6 we get that Scott λ-model as defined in [Sco72] is
isomorphic to the filter λ-model induced by the nitp Σ Sc and Park λ-model as defined
in [Par76] is isomorphic to the filter λ-model induced by the nitp Σ Pa .
The construction of Theorem 6 was first discussed in [CDCHL84]. Other relevant
references are [CDCZ87], which presents the filter λ-model induced by the nitp Σ CDZ ,
[HRDR92], where the filter λ-models induced by the nitps Σ Pa , Σ HR and other λmodels are considered, and [Ale91], [DGH93], [Plo93], where the relation between
λ-structures and nitps is studied.
Results similar to Theorem 6 can be given also for other, non-extensional, inverse
limit λ-models, obtained as solutions of domain equations involving also other functors.
For instance one can consider the lifted space of functions [ → ]⊥ , the space of strict
functions [ →⊥ ], a product [ → ]×A, or a sum [ → ]+A with a set A of atoms, and so on.
In all such cases one gets concise type theoretic descriptions of the λ-models obtained
as fixed points of such functors corresponding to suitable choices of G [CDL83]. At
least the following result is worthwhile mentioning in this respect, see [CDCHL84] for
a proof. We define [BCDC83]
CCBCD = {Ω} ∪ CC∞

BCD

= {(Ω-η)}

where CC∞ is an infinite set of fresh (i.e. different from Ω, φ, ω) constants.
Proposition 8. The filter λ-model induced by Σ BCD is isomorphic to hD, F, Gi, where
D is the initial solution of the domain equation [D → D] × P(CC∞ ) ≡ D, the pair
hF, Gi set up a Galois connection and G is the map which picks always the minimal
element in the extensionality classes of all functions.
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Abstract. Although higher-order rewrite systems (HRS) seem to have a first-order flavor, the direct translation into first-order rewrite systems, using e.g. explicit substitutions, is by no means trivial. In this paper,
we explore a two-stage approach, by showing how higher-order pattern rewrite systems, and in fact a
somewhat more general class, can be expressed by conditional first-order rewriting in the open calculus of
constructions (OCC), which itself has been presented and implemented using explicit substitutions. The key
feature of OCC that we exploit is that conditions are allowed to contain quantifiers and equations which
can be solved using first-order matching. The way we express HRS works in spite of the fact that structural
equality of OCC does not subsume α-conversion. Another topic that we touch upon in this paper is the use
of higher-order abstract syntax in a classical framework like OCC, because it is often used in connection
with higher-order rewriting.

1

Introduction

Higher-order rewriting in the general sense aims to generalize first-order rewriting to the
higher-order case, that is to allow patterns that contain binders and to perform rewriting
modulo a substitution calculus that correctly handles instantiation of such binders [33].
Two natural frameworks have evolved, namely combinatory reduction systems (CRS) [15]
and higher-order rewrite systems (HRS) [23], called pattern rewrite systems in [19,24], and
both formalisms have been shown to have essentially the same expressive power [32]. In the
case of higher-order rewrite systems (HRS), the underlying substitution calculus is simply
typed λ-calculus with β-reduction and restricted η-expansion.
The main objective of this paper is to explore how HRS can be expressed by conditional
first-order rewriting in the open calculus of constructions (OCC) [29]. OCC is an equational
type theory with dependent types, but its operational semantics is based on first-order
rewriting and goal-oriented proof search. Built-in higher-order features, such as β-reduction
are mapped to first-order rewriting using CINNI [29,28], a calculus of substitutions with
named and indexed variables. OCC was designed to integrate two lines of research, which
are: (1) λ-calculi with dependent types in the style of Martin-Löf’s type theory [25] and
the calculus of constructions [7], and (2) algebraic specification languages in the style of
membership equational logic [4] and rewriting logic [20] as implemented in Maude [6].
The simulation of HRS in OCC is possible thanks the operational semantics of conditional computational equations in OCC, but we will see that there is still a gap between
?
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the two approaches, which is caused by the more extensional nature of our representation,
and requires assumptions about the strategy used to solve conditions. We decided to make
such assumptions syntactically explicit using the concept of matching equations [5]. There is
some related work in this direction, namely [3,10], where explicit substitutions calculi based
on de Bruijn indices are directly used to represent higher-order concepts. Our approach,
on the other hand, proceeds in two stages: HRS are represented in OCC, which provides a
notion of essentially first-order rewriting (with β-reduction, but without η- and even without α-conversion), and OCC has itself been presented and implemented using CINNI, that
is explicit substitutions with names. Another closely related line of work, from which the
idea of higher-order patterns originated, is the work on higher-order logic programming, see
e.g. [21], which is based on the more powerful concept of (higher-order) unification (modulo
α-conversion), rather than matching (without α-conversion) which we use in this paper.
Last but not least, we address how the operational semantics of OCC, which supports
both equations and predicates, can be used to overcome certain semantic issues concerned
with the use of higher-order abstract syntax, which is often used together with higherorder rewriting. In this paper we use a particular predicative instance of OCC,1 that is an
instance with a fixed predicative hierarchy of universes and a straightforward set-theoretic
and operational semantics. To illustrate the capabilities of OCC we employ a new version of
the OCC prototype that supports all the features needed in this paper (especially conditions
with quantifiers and matching equations) and will be made publicly available in the near
future.

2

Preliminaries

For a uniform way to deal with binding in the presentation of OCC we use CINNI [29,28],
a generic calculus of explicit substitutions that generalizes Lescanne’s λυ [2] and can be
instantiated to the syntax of nearly arbitrary object languages. We say that the syntax of an
object language is a CINNI syntax if there is a distinguished sort of names and all variables,
i.e. referencing occurrences of names, are of the form Xi for a name X and an index i ∈
N. The idea is that Xi refers to the X-binder that can be reached on the way towards
the outermost position after skipping i X-binders. Hence, X0 (wich we simply write as X
if there is no danger of confusion) refers to the innermost encompassing X-binder. Given
the CINNI syntax L of a language we use CINNIL to denote the instantiation of CINNI
to the syntax of L. The language of CINNIL extends L by simple substitutions [X:=M ],
shift substitutions ↑X, and lift substitutions ⇑X S, and a notion of substitution application,
written S M , assuming that S ranges over substitutions and M ranges over terms. The
equations of CINNIL define the semantics of these substitutions and have been shown to be
strongly normalizing. Since substitutions can always be eliminated using these equations,
each CINNIL term is equivalent to a unique L term. We use this as a justification for
introducing the general convention to identify CINNIL terms that are equivalent by virtue
of the equational theory of CINNIL throughout the present paper. Note, however, that this
1

A slight difference to [29] is that we allow reduction under binders, a feature that is implemented in the
new version of the OCC prototype.
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convention does not imply that α-equivalent terms are identified. In fact, a key point in the
design of OCC is that in spite of the use of names there is no need for the assumption of
α-equality to define a notion of reduction.
We use [] to denote the empty list and a comma to denote list concatenation. We
sometimes indicate the length of a list with a superscript. Therefore, X n denotes a list of
n elements. We write Xi (or Xin ) for the i-th element of X. We abbreviate constructions
over all elements in a list as constructions over the list itself: for example, we may write
(M N n ) for (M N1 . . . Nn ), and {X n : U n } for {X1n : U1n } . . . {Xnn : Unn }.

3

The Open Calculus of Constructions

The open calculus of constructions (OCC) is a family of type theories that are concerned
with three classes of terms: elements, types and universes. Types serve as an abstraction
for collections of elements, and universes as an abstraction for collections of types.
OCC is parameterized by OCC signatures defining the universe structure. In this paper we use a fixed signature Σ = (S, S p , Prop, :, R, ≤) with predicative universes S p =
{Type, Type1 , Type2 , . . . }, which form a cumulative predicative hierarchy, and we add a
propositional universe at the bottom by defining S = {Prop} ∪ S p . This means that we
have Prop : Type : Type1 : Type2 . . . , a subtyping relation Prop ≤ Type ≤ Type1 ≤
Type2 . . . (also called subuniverse relation), and (s, s0 , s00 ) ∈ R for all s, s0 ∈ S, where s00 is
the least upper bound w.r.t. ≤ in S p (not in S).2
The formal system of OCC is designed to make sense under the propositions-as-types
interpretation, where propositions are interpreted as types and proofs are interpreted as elements of these types. Since in OCC there is no a priori distinction between terms and types,
and furthermore between types and propositions, we use all these notions synonymously.
OCC has the standard constructs known from pure type systems (cf. [1,29,30]) and a
few additional ones. An OCC term can be one of the following: a universe s, a variable Xi
(CINNI syntax), a typed λ-abstraction [X : S]M , a dependent function type {X : S}T , a
type assertion M : T , an ²-construct ² A to denote an irrelevant proof of a proposition A,
a propositional equality M = N , or one of three flavors of operational propositions, written
as || A, !! A, or ?? A. Here and in following we usually use M , N , P , Q, S, T , U , V , A, and
B to range over OCC terms, and X, Y , Z to range over names. Operational propositions
can either be structural propositions designated by || (built into the term representation),
computational propositions designated by !! (used for reduction), or an assertional propositions designated by ?? (used for goal-directed proof search). Subsequently, we use τ to
range over these three flavors {||, !!, ??}.
OCC contexts are lists of declarations of the form X : S. The empty context is written
as []. Typically, we use Γ to range over OCC contexts. An OCC specification is simply an
OCC context Γ in this paper.
2

The effect of this choice of R, a standard parameter for pure type systems [1], is that for arbitrary types
S : s (in a context Γ ) and T : s0 (in a context Γ, X : S) with s, s0 ∈ S we can form the dependent type
{X : S}T : s00 (in Γ ) for s00 = s t s0 . Note that Prop is not closed under formation of dependent types,
and hence it is not impredicative in this paper !
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3.1

Model-theoretic Semantics

Since we are working with a predicative instance of OCC, it is straightforward to define
a model-theoretic semantics based on classical set theory with suitable universes [29]. A
similar semantics has been used for Martin-Löf’s type theory [8,9] and for predicative universes of the extended calculus of constructions (ECC) [17] and the calculus of inductive
constructions CIC [34].
A set-theoretic universe 3 is a set that is closed under the standard constructions of
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of choice (ZFC) [22,27].
In this paper we work with a fixed but arbitrary OCC frame for Σ, i.e. a family of sets
(Us )s∈S and satisfies the following conditions: For the OCC universe s = Prop we require
Us = {∅, {•}}, that is the propositional universe is simply interpreted as the Boolean set
{F, T}, with F = ∅ and T = {•} (T is inhabited by • as a proof). Additionally, for each
predicative OCC universe s ∈ S p we require a classical set-theoretic universe Us , such that
s ≺ s0 implies Us ∈ Us0 for all OCC universes s, s0 ∈ S. We immediately observe that in
each OCC frame s : s0 implies Us ∈ Us0 , and that s ≤ s0 implies Us ⊆ Us0 for all s, s0 ∈ S,
which means that the cumulative hierarchy of OCC universes is strictly reflected in the settheoretic semantics,
i.e. by set-theoretic membership and inclusion. We furthermore define
S
the set U = {Us | s ∈ S}. S
In the semantics of OCC we will use the sets in U to interprete
types, and the elements in U to interprete arbitrary terms. To construct an OCC frame
for a fixed OCC signature we can use well-known axiomatic extensions of ZFC which are
sufficiently strong to interprete all OCC universes (see [29] for details).
Given an OCC frame we have to define the interpretation of OCC terms, OCC contexts,
and finally OCC judgements. To this end, we first extend the original definition of OCC
terms/context to enriched OCC terms/context by adding a new term constructor σ with
S
U as its domain so that enriched OCC terms are
S defined by the same syntax as OCC
terms but extended by constructs σ(α) for all α ∈ U. We usually leave σ implicit, writing
α instead of σ(α). Also, we define enriched CINNIOCC terms/contexts in complete analogy
to CINNIOCC terms/contexts, again with the general convention to identify them if they
are equivalent by virtue of CINNIOCC .
We first define a partial interpretation [[−]]. It is a partial function on closed enriched
terms which is subsequently extended to enriched contexts, and we generally assume that it
is undefined for all cases not covered by the definitions below.4 We begin with the definition
of [[−]] for closed enriched OCC terms:
[[α]] = α
[[s]] = Us
[[M N ]] = [[M ]]([[N ]])
[[[X : S]M ]] = λ α ∈ [[S]] . [[[X:=α]M ]] if [[S]] ∈ U
[[{X : S}T ]] = Π α ∈ [[S]] . [[[X:=α]T ]] if [[S]] ∈ U
3
4

called Z-F universe in [22] and just universe in [18]
We also make use of the standard convention that a set-theoretic formula can only hold and a set-theoretic
expression can only be defined if all its subexpressions are defined.
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[[M : S]] = [[M ]] if [[M ]] ∈ [[S]] ∈ U
[[M = N ]] = T if [[M ]] = [[N ]] and [[M ]], [[N ]] ∈
[[M = N ]] = F if [[M ]] 6= [[N ]] and [[M ]], [[N ]] ∈

S
S

U
U

[[² A]] = a unique element of [[A]] if [[A]] 6= ∅ and [[A]] ∈ U
[[τ P ]] = [[P ]] if [[P ]] ∈ U
On the right hand side of the equations for [[[X : S]M ]] and [[{X : S}T ]] we have used the
set-theoretic λ-abstraction and the set-theoretic dependent function space: λ x ∈ S . t(x)
denotes the total function f with domain S defined by f (x) = t(x) for all x ∈ S, and Π x ∈
S . T (x) denotes the set of all functions f with domain S with the property that f (x) ∈
T (x) for all x ∈ S.
The uniqueness requirement in the definition of ² A can be realized by choosing an
element that is minimal w.r.t. a fixed well-founded total order. The term ²A is used to
denote an unspecified proof of A if A can be proved by means of the operational semantics.
Concerning the interpretation [[τ P ]] of operational propositions, we can see that the settheoretic semantics abstracts from their operational nature which is specified by τ .
The partial interpretation [[−]] of closed enriched OCC contexts is defined by sets of
tuples of the form (α1 , α2 , . . . , αn ) = (α1 , (α2 , (. . . , (αn , ())))) as follows.
[[[]]] = {()}
[[X : S, Γ ]] = Σ α ∈ [[S]] . [[[X:=α] Γ ]] if [[S]] ∈ U
Here we use the set-theoretic dependent sum Σ x ∈ S . T (x) to denote the set of pairs (x, y)
satisfying x ∈ S and y ∈ T (x). Given an OCC specification Γ = Z n : S n , a model of Γ is
simply a tuple γ n ∈ [[Γ ]].
3.2

Formal System and Operational Semantics

The operational semantics of OCC is explained in terms of the formal system of OCC. It
is a direct generalization of the operational semantics of membership equational logic [4] as
implemented in Maude [6].
The formal system of OCC defines derivability of OCC judgements Γ ` J. For brevity
we only give an informal explanation of all judgements and their intuitive operational
meaning.
• The type inference judgement Γ ` M →: S asserts that the term M is an element of the
inferred type S in the context Γ . Operationally, Γ and M are given and S is obtained
by syntax-directed type inference and possible reduction using computational equations
modulo the structural equations of Γ .
• The typing judgement Γ ` M : S asserts that M is an element of type S in the context
Γ . Operationally, Γ , M and S are given and verifying Γ ` M : S amounts to type
checking. Type checking is always reduced to type inference and the verification of an
assertional subtyping judgement.
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• The structural equality judgement Γ ` || (M = N ) is used to express that M and N are
considered to be structurally equal elements in the context Γ . Operationally, structural
equality is realized by a suitable term representation so that structurally equal terms
cannot be distinguished when they participate in computations.
• The computational equality judgement Γ ` !! (M = N ) is the judgement that defines
the notion of reduction for the simplification of terms. The judgement states that the
element M can be reduced to the element N in the context Γ . Operationally, Γ and
M are given and N is the result of reducing M using the computational equations in
Γ modulo the structural equations in Γ . Computational equality subsumes β-reduction
(CINNI-based) and as an extension of [29] we add rules for reduction under binders.
• The assertional judgement Γ ` ?? A states that A is provable by means of the operational
semantics in the context Γ . Operationally, Γ and A are given and the judgement is
verified by a combination of reduction using the computational equations and exhaustive
goal-oriented search using the assertional propositions in Γ . Both processes take place
modulo the structural equations in Γ . It is important to point out that assertional
equality subsumes α-conversion, but structural and computational equality do not.
• The assertional equality judgement Γ ` ?? (M = N ) states that M and N are assertionally equal in Γ , a notion that treats equality as a predicate and subsumes the structural
and computational equality judgements. Operationally, Γ , M and N are given and the
judgement is verified like other assertional judgements in a goal-oriented fashion.
• The assertional subtyping judgement Γ ` ?? (S ≤ T ) subsumes the assertional equality
judgement and states that S is a subtype of T in Γ as a consequence of the cumulativity
of the universe hierarchy. Operationally, Γ , S and T are given and the judgement is
verified like other assertional judgements in a goal-oriented fashion.
All these judgements are interdependent. For instance, computational equations can
have conditions giving rise to assertional judgements. Conversely, solving assertional judgements may apart from exhaustive proof search involve simplification using computational
equations. Both computational equations and assertional propositions can be universally
quantified, and like in higher-order logic programming [21] their conditions can again involve universal quantifiers. A universally quantified condition {X : A}B gives rise to a goal
Γ ` ??{X : A}B. To solve such goals, OCC has an inference rule (corresponding the the
introduction rule for universal quantifiers) which reduces the goal Γ ` ??{X : A}B to Γ, X :
A ` ??B, that is the subject B needs to be proved for a symbolic X : A.
Conditions can contain other logical operators that can be specified inside OCC, such
as conjunction or existential quantifiers. We assume that this is done in an initial context
that we do not make explicit in the reminder of this paper. It should contain at least the
following logical constants, operators, and introduction rules:
False : Prop .
True : Prop .
True_intro : ?? True .
Not : Prop -> Prop .
Not_intro : {A : Prop}(A -> False) -> (Not A) .
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And : Prop -> Prop -> Prop .
And_intro : ?? {A,B : Prop} A -> B -> (And A B) .
Ex : {T : Type} (T -> Prop) -> Prop .
Ex_intro : ?? {T : Type}{x : T}{P : (T -> Prop)} (P x) -> (Ex T P) .

To cover a wide range of implementations, the formal system of OCC leaves open how
operational propositions are instantiated. Typically, this will be done by matching, but
variables that cannot be determined in this way are instantiated by metavariables with the
hope that they can be solved later.
The formal system has been shown to be sound w.r.t. to the classical set-theoretic semantics given earlier [29], a result that immediately implies consistency of the formal system
as a logic, i.e. under the propositions-as-types interpretation. To formulate the soundness
result, we first define validity of OCC judgements, based on the partial interpretation [[−]]
of enriched OCC terms. For arbitrary set-theoretic expressions α, we use the abbreviation
↓α to express that α is defined. We assume that the validity predicate is false in all cases
not covered by the following definition.
|= M →: S if [[M ]] ∈ [[S]]
|= M : S if ↓[[S]] implies [[M ]] ∈ [[S]]
|= ?? A if ↓[[A]] implies [[A]] 6= ∅
|= ?? (M = N ) if (↓[[M ]] and ↓[[N ]]) implies [[M ]] = [[N ]]
|= ?? (S ≤ T ) if (↓[[S]] and ↓[[T ]]) implies [[S]] ⊆ [[T ]]
|= || (M = N ) if (↓[[M ]] or ↓[[N ]]) implies [[M ]] = [[N ]]
|= !! (M = N ) if ↓[[M ]] implies [[M ]] = [[N ]]
Γ |= J if ↓[[Γ ]] implies |= [Z n :=γ n ] J for all γ n ∈ [[Γ ]]
where Γ is of the form Z n : S n .
Theorem 1 (Soundness).
For each derivable OCC judgement Γ ` J we have Γ |= J.
As a simple corollary we obtain consistency of the formal system, i.e., that we cannot
prove the absurd proposition ⊥s = {X : s}X for any universe s in the empty context.
Corollary 1 (Consistency). The formal system of OCC is consistent,
i.e., [] ` M : ⊥s is not derivable for any M , s.
By fixing the signature at the beginning of this section, we have introduced a particular
instance of OCC. The full version of OCC [29] includes (nonequational) rewrite judgements
and generalizes rewriting logic [20], a logic for the specification of distributed systems. We
have omitted these judgements in our presentation of OCC, because we focus on purely
equational rewriting in this paper.
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4

Higher-Order Rewriting via First Order-Rewriting

A simple example of higher-order rewriting that can be treated entirely as first order rewriting is the following. We introduce a parameterized type of finite multisets with three constructors and the standard structural axioms of a commutative monoid. For better readability, we write {T | Type} instead of {T : Type}, a way of expressing that this argument
is implicit and should be inferred.
fms : Type -> Type .
empty : {T | Type} (fms T) .
single : {T | Type} T -> (fms T) .
union : {T | Type} (fms T) * (fms T) -> (fms T) .
assoc : || {T : Type}{l1,l2,l3 : (fms T)}
(union (l1,(union (l2,l3)))) = (union ((union (l1,l2)),l3)) .
comm : || {T : Type}{l1,l2 : (fms T)}
(union (l1,l2)) = (union (l2,l1)) .
id : || {T : Type}{l : (fms T)}
(union (l,empty)) = l .

Now the higher-order function map, which applies a function to each element of a given
multiset, can be naturally specified using computational equations:
map : {U,V | Type} (U -> V) -> (fms U) ->(fms V) .
map-empty : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}
(map f empty) = empty .
map-cons : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}{x : U}{l : (fms U)}
(map f (union (l,(single x)))) = (union ((map f l),(single (f x)))) .

With red the OCC prototype reduces the given term in the current context according to
the computational equality judgement until it cannot be further reduced:
red (map ([x : nat] (suc x))
(union ((single 0),union((single 1),(single 2))))) .
result: (union ((single 1),(single 2),(single 3)))

Although these features are not the main topic of this paper, this examples also shows how
OCC allows us to express polymorphism and rewriting modulo structural axioms.
4.1

Conditional Higher-Order Rewriting

An example using the expressive power of conditional higher-order rewriting is the following
function select which selects elements from a multiset satisfying a certain predicate, i.e.
an element of type (T -> Prop).
select : {T | Type} (T -> Prop) -> (fms T) -> (fms T) .
select-empty : !! {T : Type}{P : (T -> Prop)}
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(select P empty) = empty .
select-single-1 : !! {T : Type}{P : (T -> Prop)}{x : T}{l : (fms T)}
(P x) -> (select P (union (l,(single x)))) =
(union ((select P l),(single x))) .
select-single-2 : !! {T : Type}{P : (T -> Prop)}{x : T}{l : (fms T)}
(Not (P x)) -> (select P (union (l,(single x)))) =
(select P l) .

Note how the predicate P is passed as an argument and used in the condition. The following
execution shows that β-reduction can be involved in solving conditions, apart from the
exhaustive goal-oriented search, which takes into account the assertional inequality axiom.
A : Type .

a : A .

b : A .

not-eq-a-b : ?? (Not (a = b)) .
red (select ([x : A](x = b)) (union ((union ((single a),(single b))),(single a)))) .
result: (single b)

4.2

Dealing with Binders in Patterns

Since computational equations do not operate modulo α-equality, binders in patterns, like
in the following equation, are useless. For instance, the following naive representation of
a higher-order rewrite rule in OCC would take the name of the bound variable on the
left-hand side seriously:
map-id : !! {T : Type}{l : (fms T)}(map ([x : T] x) l) = l .
red (map ([x : nat] x) empty) .
result: empty
red (map ([y : nat] y) empty) .
result: (map ([y : nat] y) empty)

Fortunately, we can express this equation in a semantically equivalent way (in the modeltheoretic sense) by using the power of universally quantified conditions:
map-id : !! {T : Type}{id : T -> T}{l : (fms T)}
({X : T} ((id X) = X)) -> (map id l) = l .
l : (fms nat) .
red (map ([x : nat] x) l) .
result: l

The universal quantifier in the condition operationally amounts to a fresh variable X that
can be used to symbolically verify (id X) = X, in this case using the built-in β-reduction.
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4.3

Rewriting Higher-Order Abstract Syntax

Higher-order abstract syntax [26] has been proposed as a systematic approach to represent
the abstract syntax of languages with binding constructs in logical frameworks such as LF
[12]. The main idea is to represent the binding constructs of the object language using
binding constructs of the metalanguage, i.e. to aim at a shallow embedding. The advantage
of using higher-order abstract syntax is that α-equality is inherited from the metalanguage
and substitution corresponds to β-reduction.
In the following we use terms of the untyped λ-calculus with a single constant as an
example. Using the original approach [26] a type of terms would be specified as follows:
term : Type .
const : term .
app : term -> term -> term .
abs : (term -> term) -> term .

For instance, the untyped λ-term λx.λy.x would be represented as
(abs ([x : term] (abs ([y : term] x))))

in the context of this specification.
To give a first example how this representation can be used operationally, we specify an
equality predicate by the following conditional assertional axioms:
eq : term -> term -> Prop .
eq_0 : ?? {M : term} (M = M) -> (eq M M) .
eq_1 : ?? {M,N,M’,N’ : term} (eq M M’) -> (eq N N’) -> (eq (app M N) (app M’ N’)) .
eq_2 : ?? {B,B’ : term -> term} ({M : term}(eq (B M) (B’ M))) -> (eq (abs B) (abs B’)) .

With ver the OCC prototype tries to solve the assertional judgement corresponding to the
given proposition in the current context:
ver (eq (abs ([y : term] y)) (abs ([x : term] x))) .
all goals solved

To accommodate for the equational nature of the λ-calculus, the specification can be
extended by a computational equation for β-reduction and by an assertional equality for
η-conversion:
beta : !! {B : (term -> term)}{M : term} (app (abs B) M) = (B M) .
red (app (abs ([x : term] x)) (abs ([x : term] x)) ) .
result: (abs ([x : term] x))
eta : ?? {B : (term -> term)}{F : term} ({X : term} ((app F X) = (B X))) -> (abs B) = F .
ver ((abs ([x : term] (app const x))) = const) .
all goals solved
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Alternatively, we could specify η-conversion using a computational equation rather then
using an assertional equality:
eta : !! {B : (term -> term)}{F : term} ({X : term} ((app F X) = (B X))) -> (abs B) = F .
red (abs ([x : term] (app const x))) .
result: const
red (abs ([x : term] (app x x))) .
result: (abs ([x : term] ((app x) x)))

Notice that the conclusion (abs B) = F of eta has a variable F on the right which does not
appear on the left hand side of the conclusion. Operationally, F can be determined by the
condition (app F X) = (B X) using pattern matching, i.e. by reducing (B X) and matching
against the pattern (app F X). In general, solving goals with metavariables variables (like
F in this case) may require unification (or more generally narrowing), but for all purposes
of this paper matching is sufficient. Note also that nothing happened in the last reduction,
because it would require binding F to X which is not in the scope of F.
4.4

Rewriting with Nested Binders

The binding structure of patterns is not always as simple as in the above example of λcalculus. Consider the following fragment of classical higher-order logic:
implies : bool -> bool -> bool .
all : (bool -> bool) -> bool .
ex : (bool -> bool) -> bool .

We want to formulate the higher-order rewrite rule, naively represented in OCC as
eq : !! {P : bool -> bool -> bool}
(implies (ex [X : bool] (all [Y : bool] (P X Y)))
(all [Y : bool] (ex [X : bool] (P X Y)))) = true .

in a way that captures its actual meaning in HRS. Obviously, we need to get rid of all binders
in the pattern on the left hand side. A naive attempt, which introduces local variables X and
Y using quantifiers in the condition and decomposes the formula using matching equations,
might look like this:
eq : !! {L,L’,R,R’ : (bool -> bool)}
({X,Y : bool} (And (And ((all L’) = (L X))
((ex R’) = (R Y)))
((L’ b) = (R’ X)))) ->
(implies (ex L) (all R)) = true .
red (implies (ex [x : bool] (all ([y : bool] true)))
(all [y : bool] (ex ([x : bool] true)))) .
result: true
red (implies (ex [x : bool] (all ([y :
(all [y : bool] (ex ([x :
result: ((implies (ex ([x : bool] (all
(all ([y : bool] (ex

bool]
bool]
([y :
([x :
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x)))
x)))) .
bool] x)))))
bool] x)))))

Unfortunately, the second reduction does not give the desired result. The core of the problem
is that the only potential solution for L’ in (all L’) = (L X) requires L’ to contain X,
but this is impossible, because L’ is outside of the scope in which X is known. The correct
representation needs to allow the dependency of L’ on X, which can be achieved using an
existential quantifier inside the condition:
eq : !! {L,R : (bool -> bool)}
({X,Y : bool}
(Ex (bool -> bool) [L’ : (bool -> bool)]
(Ex (bool -> bool) [R’ : (bool -> bool)]
(And (And ((all L’) = (L X))
((ex R’) = (R Y)))
((L’ Y) = (R’ X)))))) ->
(implies (ex L) (all R)) = true .
red (implies (ex [x : bool] (all ([y : bool] true)))
(all [y : bool] (ex ([x : bool] true)))) .
result: true
red (implies (ex [x : bool] (all ([y : bool] x)))
(all [y : bool] (ex ([x : bool] x)))) .
result: true

4.5

Higher-Order Rewrite Systems

Generalizing the ad hoc approach of the previous section, we now define a translation from
HRS into OCC. Since HRS are based on simply typed λ-calculus, we assume in the following
that all term variables are restricted to terms or types (depending on the context) of the
simply typed λ-calculus, which both constitute terms in OCC.
A higher-order rewrite system (HRS) is a set of rewrite rule of the form LHS → RHS,
where LHS and RHS are long βη-normal forms, and LHS is a higher order-pattern,
and not a free variable. A higher-order pattern is a term in β-normal form satisfying the
condition that in each free variable application, i.e. in a subterm term (P M1 . . . Mn ) with
P free in LHS, all M1 . . . , Mn are η-equivalent to distinct bound variables of LHS. For
simplicity we assume that all bound variables are distinct. We write M →R M 0 to express
that M and M 0 are terms in βη-normal form and there is a rule LHS → RHS in R, a
position p in M , and a substitution θ such that M/p = θ(LHS), M 0 = RHS[θ(RHS)]p .
Here, substitution application is defined by θ(N ) = (([X n : S n ]N )P n ) lηβ for a substitution
θ mapping typed variables X n : S n to terms P n . For further details we refer to [24].
We start with the naive representation of a HRS in OCC, i.e. a context where each HRS
rewrite rule LHS → RHS is represented as a universally quantified unconditional equation
of the form
eq : !! {Z z : W z } LHS = RHS,
where LHS and RHS are of the same base type, the free variables of RHS are a subset of
the free variables Z z (which have types W z ) of LHS, and LHS is a higher-order pattern.
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Obviously, the requirement that LHS is of base type implies that LHS cannot be a
λ-abstraction [X : S]M itself. Furthermore, by the definition of higher-order patterns a free
variable application can occur only under a binder.
The translation proceeds in three steps. The first step brings the HRS into left-linear
form, and the remaining two steps successively eliminate binders in patterns. Each equation
of the naive representation is translated into a conditional equation of the form
eq : !! {Z z : W z } {P p : U p } C → D → LHS = RHS,
where the condition C is of the form {X x : S x } ∃[Qq : V q ] (C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Cc ) with
C1 , . . . , Cc being equations (used to express matching constraints), and D is of the form
(D1 ∧ D2 ∧ . . . ∧ Dd ) with D1 , . . . , Dd being possibly universally quantified equations
(used to express left-linearity constraints). The order of quantifiers is not essential, except
that in the condition C the existential quantifiers should be in the scope of the universal
quantifiers.
1. As long as there is an free variable P occurring more than once in LHS do the following:
• Choose a fresh variable P 0 .
• Replace the second leftmost P in LHS by P 0 .
• Add a universally quantified condition {Y y : T y }(P Y y ) = (P 0 Y y ),
assuming that P has the type T y → T , with T being a base type.
2. As long as there is a λ-abstraction in LHS do the following:
•
•
•
•

Choose a fresh variable P .
Replace the leftmost subterm [X : S]M in LHS by P .
Add an outer universal quantifier {P : U }, with U being the type of [X : S]M .
Add an equation [X : S]M = P to the condition.

3. As long as the condition contains an equation P AT = N such that P AT contains a
λ-abstraction choose the leftmost such equation and do the following:
(a) If P AT is a λ-abstraction then:
• Replace the leftmost condition of the form [X : S]M = N by M = (N X).
• Add an outer universal quantifier {X : S} to the condition.
(b) If P AT contains a λ-abstraction as a proper subterm then:
• Choose a fresh variable Q.
• Replace the leftmost subterm [X : S]M in P AT by Q.
• Add an inner existential quantifier ∃[Q : V ] to the condition,
with V being the type of [X : S]M .
• Add an equation [X : S]M = Q to the condition.
Let us apply this translation to our previous example. For brevity, we sometimes combine
two steps in one. Note that the first step makes the rule left-linear:
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eq : !! {P : bool -> bool -> bool}
(implies (ex [X : bool] (all [Y : bool] (P X Y)))
(all [Y : bool] (ex [X : bool] (P X Y)))) = true .
eq : !! {P,P’ : bool -> bool -> bool}
({X,Y : bool} (P X Y) = (P’ X Y)) ->
(implies (ex [X : bool] (all [Y : bool] (P X Y)))
(all [Y : bool] (ex [X : bool] (P’ X Y)))) = true .
eq : !! {P,P’ : bool -> bool -> bool}{L,R : bool ->bool}
(And (([X : bool] (all [Y : bool] (P X Y))) = L)
(([Y : bool] (ex [X : bool] (P’ X Y))) = R)) ->
({X,Y : bool} (P X Y) = (P’ X Y)) ->
(implies (ex L) (all R)) = true .
eq : !! {P,P’ : bool -> bool -> bool}{L,R : bool ->bool}
({X : bool}{Y : bool}
(And ((all [Y : bool] (P X Y)) = (L X))
((ex [X : bool] (P’ X Y)) = (R Y)))) ->
({X,Y : bool} (P X Y) = (P’ X Y)) ->
(implies (ex L) (all R)) = true .
eq : !! {P,P’ : bool -> bool -> bool}{L,R : bool -> bool}
({X : bool}{Y : bool}
(Ex (bool -> bool) [L’ : bool -> bool]
(Ex (bool -> bool) [R’ : bool -> bool]
(And (And ((all L’) = (L X))
((ex R’) = (R Y)))
(And (([Y : bool] (P X Y)) = L’)
(([X : bool] (P’ X Y)) = R’)))))) ->
({X,Y : bool} (P X Y) = (P’ X Y)) ->
(implies (ex L) (all R)) = true .
eq : !! {P,P’ : bool -> bool -> bool}{L,R : bool -> bool}
({X : bool}{Y : bool}
(Ex (bool -> bool) [L’ : bool -> bool]
(Ex (bool -> bool) [R’ : bool -> bool]
(And (And ((all L’) = (L X))
((ex R’) = (R Y)))
(And ((P X Y) = (L’ Y))
((P’ X Y) = (R’ X))))))) ->
({X,Y : bool} (P X Y) = (P’ X Y)) ->
(implies (ex L) (all R)) = true .

The last equation is operationally equivalent to our running ad hoc solution of Section 4.4,
but it is more general, because it would also allow the use of P on the right hand side. In
the goals generated by the last two conditions (P X Y) = (L’ Y) and (P’ X Y) = (R’ X)
the variables P and P’ become metavariables, and they have trivial solutions, namely
[X : bool][X : bool] (L’ Y) and [X : bool][X : bool] (R’ X). So in cases like this,
where the pattern is a free variable application, there is not even a need for matching.
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The general way to express this is to perform matching modulo β0 , a trivial form of
β-conversion generated by ([X : T ]M )X = M . The more general idea of unification modulo
β0 to deal with higher-order patterns is well-studied [21], but here we use β0 in an even more
restricted sense that does not admit α-conversion. In general, β0 -conversion is needed to
solve matching equations of the form (P X1 . . . Xn ) := M with a free variable application
as the pattern.5 The solution in this case is simply P = [X x : S x ]M for suitable types S x .
Because of the trivial nature of β0 we consider it as a structural equation for the reminder
of this paper, that is we identify β0 -equivalent terms.
Another example that illustrates the translation is the following:
f : ((nat -> nat) -> nat) -> nat .
eq : !! {F : (nat -> nat) -> nat}
(f ([X : nat -> nat] (F ([Z : nat] (X Z))))) = (F ([Y : nat] Y)) .
eq : !! {F : (nat -> nat) -> nat}{L : ((nat -> nat) -> nat)}
(([X : nat -> nat] (F ([Z : nat] (X Z)))) = L) ->
(f L) = (F ([Y : nat] Y)) .
eq : !! {F : (nat -> nat) -> nat}{L : ((nat -> nat) -> nat)}
({X : nat -> nat} (((F ([Z : nat] (X Z)))) = (L X))) ->
(f L) = (F ([Y : nat] Y)) .
eq : !! {F : (nat -> nat) -> nat}{L : ((nat -> nat) -> nat)}
({X : nat -> nat} (Ex (nat -> nat) [L’ : nat -> nat]
(And (((F L’)) = (L X))
(([Z : nat] (X Z)) = L’)))) ->
(f L) = (F ([Y : nat] Y)) .
eq : !! {F : (nat -> nat) -> nat}{L : ((nat -> nat) -> nat)}
({X : nat -> nat}{Z : nat} (Ex (nat -> nat) [L’ : nat -> nat]
(And (((F L’)) = (L X))
((X Z) = (L’ Z))))) ->
(f L) = (F ([Y : nat] Y)) .
F : (nat -> nat) -> nat .
red (f ([x : nat -> nat] (F ([z : nat] (x z))))) .
result: (F ([Y : nat] Y))

Note that the goal generated by the last condition (X Z) = (L’ Z) will not contain any
metavariables.
The next theorem makes precise the statement that HRS can be simulated in OCC. Since
HRS require us to go to long βη-normal form (which may require the traditional implicit
use of α-conversion) before applying a rule,6 and OCC does not have α- and η-conversion
5

6

In the goals generated by matching equations P is a metavariable possibly subject to certain substitutions,
but due to the structure of our representation of HRS in OCC all dependencies are explicit in X1 , . . . , Xn
so that these substitutions can be eliminated.
To be precise we should distinguish between two notions of β-reduction: HRS uses the standard one which
allows α-conversion, and OCC uses CINNI and hence preserves names [30].
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(at the structural and computational level), we allow for some extra αη-conversion after the
simulation step. We do not explicitly mention the trivial β0 -conversion, because according
to our convention it is always part of the structural equality of OCC.
Theorem 2. Let R be an arbitrary HRS and ΓR the OCC context obtained by our translation of R, and let M and M 0 be terms in the simply typed λ-calculus. Then
M lηβ →R M 0 ⇒ ∃M 00 . ΓR ` !!(M =R M 00 ) in OCC ∧ M 00 ≡αη M 0 ,
where ΓR ` !!(M =R M 0 ) means ΓR ` !!(M = M 0 ) with the restriction that (disregarding
goals arising from conditions) it is generated by an application of one of the computational
equations in ΓR , preceeded or followed by any number of OCC β-reduction steps.
Proof Sketch. Consider an extension OCCαη of OCC with structural α- and η-equality.
Let Γ1 be the naive representation of R in OCC, and let Γ1 , Γ2 , . . . , Γn =ΓR be the sequence
of OCC contexts obtained by our translation. Since β0 -equivalent terms are identified we
can show that
M lηβ →R M 0 ⇒ Γ1 ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη .
Furthermore, it can be easily verified that each of the steps of our translation, namely
(1), (2), (3a), and (3b) preserves computational equality in the sense that for all i, i+1 ∈
{1, . . . , n} we have
Γi ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη ⇒ Γi+1 ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη .
As a consequence we obtain
M lηβ →R M 0 ⇒ ΓR ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη .
However, in the final result ΓR of the translation we do not make use of binders on the left
hand side of the computational equations so that, disregarding the process of solving conditions, in the derivation of ΓR ` !!(M =R M 0 ) all α- and η-conversions can be postponed.
Furthermore, for each solution of a condition of ΓR in OCCαη there is an αη-equivalent
solution that does not require structural α- or η-conversion and hence is a solution in OCC.
Therefore we have
ΓR ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη ⇒ ∃M 00 . ΓR ` !!(M =R M 00 ) in OCC and M 00 ≡αη M 0 .
4.6

Matching Equations

Given the previous theorem an obvious question is whether each application of a computational equation in the OCC representation to a simply typed λ-term (in long βη-normal
form) can be simulated by the original HRS in some reasonable sense, but it can be easily
shown that this is not the case. Consider the following example:
T : Type . a, b, c : T .
h : (T -> T) -> T .
eq-1 : !! a = b .
eq-2 : !! (h ([x : T] a)) = c .
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In a HRS with these two rules the term (h ([x : T] b)) does not reduce, but if we
apply our translation, which only affects eq-2, a reduction is possible:
eq-2 : !! {P : T -> T} ({X : T} (a = (P X))) -> (h P) = c .
red (h ([x : T] b)) .
result: c

This example might suggest that it would be sufficient to assume that the left hand sides
of all equations of the HRS are normalized w.r.t. the HRS itself, but a slightly modified
example shows that this is not sufficient:
f : T -> T .

g : T -> T .

eq-1 : !! (f a) = (g b) .
eq-2 : !! {Z : T} (h ([x : T] (f Z))) = c .

The term (h ([x : T] (g b))) is not reducible in this HRS, but applying our translation replaces eq-2 by the following equation, which can be potentially (according to the
formal system of OCC) instantiated with Z bound to a, so that (h ([x : T] (g b)))
becomes reducible.
eq-2 : !! {P : T -> T} {Z : T} ({X : T} (f Z) = (P X)) -> (h P) = c .

For applications in theorem proving it seems actually beneficial to have a less constrained
reduction relation as long as it is not the source of nontermination and consistent with the
model-theoretic semantics, which in some sense serves as an upper bound for computational
equality and operational propositions in general. For instance, in an OCC based proof
assistant the theorem (h ([x : T] b)) = c can be automatically proved in our first OCC
representation of out first counterexample but not in the original HRS, although it obviously
holds. On the other hand, to transfer termination arguments from HRS to their OCC
representation we need some form of simulation in the opposite direction. Unfortunately,
there does not seem to be an easy way to strengthen the theorem without restrictions on
the strategy used to solve conditions. For instance, in the second conterexample, solving the
condition by matching cannot result in Z being bound to a, but the use of narrowing would
allow this solution.
Since such restrictions are not desirable for all purposes we introduce the concept of a
matching equation P AT := M , which is simply an ordinary equality P AT = M , but with
the operational restriction that reduction is never applied on its left hand side (except for
trivial β0 -steps that we included in our structural equality).
Now we redefine our translation such that each equation P AT = M introduced in the
condition by the steps (2) or (3) becomes a matching equation P AT := M . The following
theorem states: (1) that our previous result remains valid, and (2) that a simulation in the
opposite direction is possible as well. Regarding (2), it is noteworthy that a single step in
OCC can give rise to several steps in HRS, because an arbitrary number of reductions can
be hidden in the process of solving conditions. Furthermore, we need to be more relaxed by
allowing extra β-conversion steps after the HRS reduction, because HRS force us to go to
long βη-normal form before a rule can be applied.
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Theorem 3. Let R be an arbitrary HRS and ΓR the OCC context obtained by our (redefined) translation of R, and let M and M 0 be terms in the simply typed λ-calculus. Then
1. M lηβ →R M 0 ⇒ ∃M 00 . ΓR ` !!(M =R M 00 ) in OCC ∧ M 00 ≡αη M 0 , and
00 ∧ M 00 ≡
0
2. ΓR ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCC ⇒ ∃M 00 . M lηβ →+
αβη M .
R M
Proof Sketch. The proof of (1) is the same as the proof of the previous theorem, except
that the implication
Γi ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη ⇒ Γi+1 ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη .
needs to be reverified for the three steps of our translation, taking into account that reduction is not possible on the left hand side of goals corresponding to matching equations.
The proof of (2) essentially reverses the reasoning of (1). Obviously,
ΓR ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCC ⇒ ΓR ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη .
Furthermore, it can be easily verified that each of the steps of our translation, namely
(1), (2), (3a), and (3b) preserves the computational equality in the sense that for all i, i−1 ∈
{n, . . . , 1} we have
0
Γi ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη ⇒ Γi−1 ` !!(M =+
R M ) in OCCαη .

The use of =+
R instead of =R on the right hand side is needed only for the steps (1) and
(2), because terms that appear in the condition are moved to the left hand side of the
computational equation so that computations required to solve the condition need to be
performed before the equation is applied. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
Γ1 ` !!(M =R M 0 ) in OCCαη ⇒ ∃M 00 . M lηβ →R M 00 ∧ M 00 ≡αβη M 0 ,
and by postponing α- and η-conversion we obtain
η
+
0
00
00 ∧ M 00 ≡
0
Γ1 ` !!(M =+
αβη M .
R M ) in OCCαη ⇒ ∃M . M lβ →R M

Although this theorem does not require confluence or termination properties it should
be clear that each implementation of OCC assumes (equational) confluence and termination
for terms involved in actual computations. Recall, however, that the consistency of OCC is
established completely independent of such assumptions.
4.7

Beyond Higher-Order Patterns

Last but not least, we show that our translation cannot only be applied to HRS, but actually
covers a more general class. The following equation does not fit into the restricted form of
HRS or CRS, because H is applied to a pattern which is not simply a variable. As pointed
out in e.g. [16] it might be desirable to extend HRS/CRS to include rules like this.
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f : (nat -> nat) -> nat .

g : (nat -> nat) -> nat .

eq : !! {H : nat -> nat}
(f ([X : nat] (H (suc X)))) = (g ([X : nat] (H X))) .
eq : !! {H : nat -> nat}{L : nat -> nat}
([X : nat] (H (suc X))) := L ->
(f L) = (g ([X : nat] (H X))) .
eq : !! {H : nat -> nat}{L : nat -> nat}
({X : nat} (H (suc X)) := (L X)) ->
(f L) = (g ([X : nat] (H X))) .
red (f ([x : nat] (suc (suc x)))) .
result: (g ([X : nat] (suc X)))

5

Higher-Order Abstract Syntax in a Classical Setting

We cannot consider the higher-order abstract syntax specification of Section 4.3 as an
inductive definition, because of the negative occurrence of term in the argument type of
abs. Another well-known problem with the specification above is that the assumption of
a standard elimination principle would allows us to construct elements in term that do
not represent terms in the λ-calculus, and the same problem occurs with the induction
principle if we assume the axiom of unique choice [13]. An even more serious problem with
that specification appears if we need β-equality for the represented λ-terms. Our addition
of β-equality as an axiom requires abs to be injective, which is clearly impossible, or more
precisely the specification does not have a model under a classical set-theoretic semantics.
In view of these difficulties it is not immediately clear how the idea of higher-order
abstract syntax could be fruitfully used under a classical set-theoretic semantics. Obviously
the full set-theoretic function space (term -> term), which is used as a domain of abs,
contains functions that do not represent the body of a λ-abstraction. If we wish to maintain
the computational benefits of higher-order abstract syntax, a possible solution is to refine
the previous specification and to be precise about what elements of term and term -> term
are suitable representatives of terms and abstraction bodies. To capture this information
we specify two predicates term? and body? as follows. The main idea behind the last axiom
below is that a function in term -> term represents a body if it is uniform in the sense
that it respects each conceivable (partial) congruence eq.
term?_ax_1 : ?? (term? const) .
term?_ax_2 : ?? {M,N : term} (term? M) -> (term? N) -> (term? (app M N)) .
term?_ax_3 : ?? {B : term -> term} (body? B) -> (term? (abs B)) .
body?_eq : ?? {B : term -> term}
({X,Y : term}{eq : term -> term -> Prop}
(?? (eq const const)) ->
(?? {M,N,M’,N’ : term}
(eq M M’) -> (eq N N’) ->
(eq (app M N) (app M’ N’))) ->
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(?? {B,B’ : term -> term}
({X,Y : term}(eq X Y) -> (eq (B X) (B’ Y))) ->
(eq (abs B) (abs B’))) ->
(?? (eq X Y)) -> (eq (B X) (B Y))) ->
(body? B) .
ver (term? (abs ([x : term] (abs ([y : term] x))))) .
all goals solved

Notice that the condition ({X,Y : term}{eq : term -> term -> Prop} ...) of the operational assertion body?_ax has a universal quantifier which operationally amounts to the
generation of fresh variables X,Y, and eq, for which the condition ... is verified.
The only change w.r.t. to our previous representation of β- and η-equality is the need for
a few extra conditions. For instance, the computational equation for β-reduction becomes:
beta : !! {B : (term -> term)}{M : term} (body? B) -> (term? M) ->
((app (abs B) M) := (B M)) .
red (app (abs ([x : term] x)) (abs ([x : term] x))) .
result: (abs ([x : term] x))

Initial models of this specification can be constructed, e.g. using an approach similar to
[11] based on de Bruijn indices.

6

Conclusion

In all our examples the use of conditional equations allows us to avoid binding constructs in
patterns. The patterns that we use on the left hand side of computational and assertional
equations are essentially first-order, meaning that they constitute a very simple form of
higher-order patterns that for all nontrivial cases can be solved by first-order matching.
It seems that this rather modest approach constitutes an interesting intermediate stage
between purely first-order rewriting and the notationally more convenient higher-order approaches to rewriting. We have shown that the most commonly used HRS can be simulated
in OCC, and a simulation in the opposite direction is possible under some natural restriction on the strategy that is employed to solve conditions. This restriction corresponds to
the concept of matching equations, which can be found in the recent version of Maude [5]
and have also been implemented in the new version of the OCC prototype. We furthermore
found that our translation applies to a class that is somewhat more general than HRS, but
the precise characterization of this class is left as future work.
We have also illustrated that rewriting in OCC is more general for various other reasons,
the increased generality of the type system, the possible use of structural equations, the use
of conditions giving rise to assertional propositions with an operational semantics based on
goal-oriented proof search and equational simplification. The latter has been used to deal
with higher-order abstract syntax in a classical framework in a way that seems to be beyond
the capabilities of HRS.
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The underlying assumption of this paper is that HRS are interpreted as the specification of an equational theory, similar to the spirit of higher-order algebraic specifications
[14]. A less abstract interpretation of HRS is to consider them as the specification of a
transition system, similar to the rewrite rules of rewriting logic [20]. Some recent work on
representing π-calculus using higher-order abstract syntax [31] suggests that this interpretation might be useful for symbolic analysis of systems at a level more abstract (because
it does not distinguish α-equivalent states) than a naive first-order representation. In OCC
this would amount to using computational rewrite axioms rather than computational equations. Furthermore, in this case the higher-order rewrite rules cannot impact the solutions
of equational conditions, which should make the correspondence to HRS even easier to
establish.7
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Abstract. As observed by Hyland, the Finite Developments Theorem follows from the fact that the residuals of a redex will never nest one another along a development. We generalise this method to combinatory
reduction systems by replacing nesting by Melliès’ holding relation.

1

Introduction

A development is a rewrite sequence along which only residuals of redexes in its source are
contracted. The Finite Developments Theorem (FD) states that all developments terminate.
Various proofs of FD for various rewriting formats can be found in the literature. In this
note, we analyse a proof due to Hyland [1] for the λ-calculus and extend it to Klop’s
combinatory reduction systems.
The problem in proving FD is to control the way in which residuals may replicate one
another. To that end, we introduce a ‘may replicate’ relation between residuals, which
should be preserved by rewriting. In particular, the residuals of one and the same redex
should never be related to one another.
Definition 1 A binary relation on redex( occurrenc)es is called parting for a class of rewriting systems, if it can never be satisfied by the residuals of any redex along any rewrite
sequence.
Once an appropriate such relation has been found, the idea is to weigh a redex by the
redexes which it may replicate, and show that the total weight decreases along any rewrite
step.
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic syntactic rewrite theory of first-order
term rewriting systems (TRSs), the lambda calculus (Λ), combinatory reduction systems
(CRSs), and higher-order pattern rewriting systems (PRSs), in particular with residuals and
developments [6].

2

λ-calculus

For the λ-calculus, the above can be instantiated with the nesting relation. A redex is said
to nest another redex if the latter is a proper subterm of the former. Parting of nesting is
known as the disjointness property (DP [2, Def. I.4.3.1]).
Remark 2 1. Nesting is trivially parting for TRSs since subterms can only be duplicated,
not nested, by performing a rewrite step [2, Rem. I.4.3.2].
2. As remarked there as well, nesting is non-parting for the lambda calculus, hence for
PRSs, as witnessed by the rewrite sequence (λx.xx)λy.R(y) →β (λy.R(y))λy.R(y) →β
R(λy.R(y)), where R(M ) =def (λx.M )N . Note that in the second step of this sequence
a redex created in the first step has been contracted.
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As shown in [1] contraction of a created redex, as in the second item of the remark, is
necessary in order to nest residuals of a redex. We present a simple proof of this fact,
employing the following well-known formalisation of developments for the λ-calculus.
Definition 3 The set Λ of underlined lambda terms is defined by:
(var) x ∈ Λ, for all (countable many) variables x,
(app) M , N ∈ Λ =⇒ M N ∈ Λ,
(abs) M ∈ Λ =⇒ λx.M ∈ Λ,
(beta) M , N ∈ Λ =⇒ (λx.M )N ∈ Λ.
The rewrite relation on Λ is generated by the rule: β: (λy.P )Q → P [y7→Q] .
A development in the ordinary lambda calculus Λ is defined as a rewrite sequence in the
underlined lambda calculus Λ from which the underlining has been removed. We want to
prove that nesting is parting for Λ. Let P denote the subset of Λ for which nesting is parting.
Lemma 4 ([1]) Λ = P.
Proof One proves for all Λ-terms M and substitutions σ mapping the free variables of M
to terms in P, it holds that M σ ∈ P, by induction on the derivation of M ∈ Λ, from which
the lemma follows taking the identity for σ (variables are in P). The only interesting case
is for underlined beta redexes.
(beta) ((λx.M )N )σ = (λx.M σ )N σ . M σ and N σ are in P by the induction hypothesis, so a non-P rewrite sequence must be of the form (λx.M σ )N σ ³β (λx.M 0 )N 0 →β
0
σ
M 0[x7→N ] ³ . . .. Since (by the substitution lemma) (λx.M σ )N σ →β M σ[x7→N ] ³β
0
M 0[x7→N ] and the middle term is in P by the induction hypothesis, it suffices to show P
is reflected by the first step. For this, the only problem might be that redexes in distinct
copies of N σ eventually get nested, but since no variable in any copy is bound by a
lambda outside it the copies remain non-nested, hence the residuals in them as well.
0
(Formally one shows that if M σ →β M̂ , then M̂ = M 0σ and either M →β M 0 , σ = σ 0
or M = M 0ρ , ρ; σ →β σ 0 for renaming ρ.) ¤
Remark that substituting SN (strong normalisation) for P yields the proof of FD à la Tait
for Λ as presented in [7].1 Here we focus, as outlined in the introduction, on an alternative
way to derive FD, using the lemma as a black box. The proof is originally due to Micali
(see [2, Lem. I.4.3.3]). We give an account of that proof replacing his multiset argument by
an appeal to recursive path orders (RPO).
Proof (of FD) Λ-terms are interpreted as first-order terms via the mapping T defined by
T (x) =def c
T (M N ) =def @(T (M ), T (N ))
T (λx.M ) =def T (M )
T ((λx.M )N ) =def i(T (M ), T (N ))
where the weight i of an underlined beta redex (λx.M )N is the number of distinct residuals
(i.e. residuals of initially distinct redexes) it nests. By choosing the precedence j > i > @, c,
for all j > i, we have M →β N =⇒ T (M ) >RP O T (N ), since by P the weight of a redex
is always larger than the weight of all redexes it nests, from which FD follows. ¤
1

The proof of FD is actually simpler than the proof of DP since the reflection argument is not needed. It
is the shortest proof we know of.
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3

Combinatory reduction systems

The problem we are faced with is to find a relation which is parting for developments in
combinatory reduction systems. We will show that the notion of gripping as introduced by
Melliès, in his abstract approach to FD [3], meets the requirements.
Remark 5 In the case of CRSs nesting is non-parting even for developments as remarked
in [2, Rem. II.2.13], and witnessed by the CRS:
µ([x]Z(x)) → Z(µ([x]Z(x)))
a(x) → b(x)
After the step µ([x]a(x)) → a(µ([x]a(x))) the residual of the a-redex on the left nests the
one on the right.
A redex is said to grip another redex if the latter nests a variable bound by the (pattern
of the) former. Holding is the transitive closure of gripping. (In the initial term of previous
example, the µ-redex holds the a-redex.)
Remark 6 Holding is trivially parting for TRSs, but is non-parting for Λ, hence for PRSs,
as witnessed by the reduction (λx.xx)λy.R(y) →β (λy.R(y))λy.R(y) →β R(λy.R(y)) →β
(λx.R(x))N , where R(M ) =def (λx.M x)N .
We prove that holding is parting for developments in CRSs. To that end, the definition of
underlined system is generalised to Nipkow’s pattern rewrite systems (PRSs), hence applies
to CRSs as the latter are a special case of the former.
Definition 7 The underlined version P of a PRS P is:
1. The alphabet of P is the alphabet of P extended with a function symbol l → r of type θ
for any rule l → r of type θ in P.
2. For rule l → r in P, there’s a rule l → r → r in P.
Let P denote the subset of P for which holding is parting, and P→ its subset consisting
of terms of the form X.a(M ) such that a(M )σ ∈ P for every substitution σ ∈ P→ (on a
subset of X). This is well-defined since the types of the terms in σ are smaller than the type
of X.a(M ). The set Pn is obtained by bounding substitutions by order n in the definition
of P→ .
Lemma 8 Let P be a CRS, then every P term is in P.
Proof We prove that every X.a(M ) such that X is a vector of metavariables and a(M ) a
metaterm (in CRS-jargon) is in P2 , i.e. that for any substitution (substitute in CRS jargon)
σ ∈ P1 , a(M )σ ∈ P by induction, first on the number of underlined symbols and then
on the number of head symbols in the term, from which the lemma follows by taking the
identity for σ (variables are trivially in P1 , hence we may also assume that X is the domain
of σ)2 . By induction hypothesis we know that X.Mi ∈ P2 for every Mi among M . The
proof is by cases on a, the only interesting case being the rule case.
2

In fact, this shows P for underlined CRS metaterms implying P for underlined CRS terms.
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(rule) If a is an underlined symbol l → r for some rule l → r of P, then since its arguments
are in P2 by the induction hypothesis, a rewrite sequence witnessing non-P must look
like l → r(M σ ) ³ l → r(M 0 ) → r(M 0 ) → . . .. Since (by the substitution lemma)
l → r(M σ ) → r(M σ ) ³ r(M 0 ) and the middle term is in P by the induction hypothesis,
it suffices to show P is reflected by the first step. For this, the only problem might be
that redexes in distinct copies of some Mi σ eventually hold one another, but since no
second-order variable in Mi σ is bound by a λ outside it,3 the copies remain non-holding,
hence the residuals in them as well. (Formally one shows that if M σ → M̂ for non0
underlined metaterm M , substitute σ, and (underlined) term M̂ , then M̂ = M 0σ with
M = M 0ρ , and ρ; σ → σ 0 for renaming ρ.) ¤
Again, substituting SN for P (and omitting the reflection argument) yields a proof of FD
for CRSs (cf. [6]). Here we focus, as outlined in the introduction, on an alternative way to
derive FD for CRSs, using the lemma as a ,4 which is due to Melliès [3]. We present a
slight modification of that proof replacing his multiset argument by an appeal to RPO.
Proof (of FD) P-terms are interpreted as first-order terms via the mapping T .
T (X.Y (M )) =def c(T (M ))
T (X.f (M )) =def f (T (M ))
T (X.l → r(M )) =def i(T (M ))
where the weight i is the number of distinct redexes the redex l → r(M ) holds5 . Taking
the precedence j > i > f, c, for all j > i, we show that M → N =⇒ T (M ) >RP O T (N ).
The correspondence between this proof and the proof in [4, Ch. 3], based on a number of
axioms (A,B,C,fd-1,fd-2,fd-3,fd-4,Z-1, and Z-2), is illustrated by decorating the proof steps
with the corresponding axioms.6
σ0
One shows: M = C[lσ ] → C[rσ ] = N =⇒ CT [lTσT ] >RP O CT0 [rTT ], for some CT ≥RP O
CT0 , lT >RP O rT , and σT ≥RP O σT0 . This decomposition is achieved as follows:
(Ctx) We can take for CT and CT0 just the parts of the first-order terms (T (M ) and
T (N )) corresponding to the context C, in which weights can only decrease by rewriting
due to P (Axiom fd-3), hence CT ≥RP O CT0 .
(Rule) For lT , we take that part of the first-order term which corresponds to the redexes
which are held by l, and for rT the descendant of that part. Firstly, we show that the soconstructed parts are convex. For lT this is clear since redexes inbetween the contracted
redex and a redex held by it, are held as well (Axiom fd-4). For rT this holds since for a
residual u0 of u above a residual v 0 of a redex v in lT , we must have that either u itself
is held by the contracted redex and belongs to lT so u0 belongs to rT (Axiom fd-2), or
u belongs to CT and u0 belongs to CT0 . By P (Axiom Z-1), the weights of all residuals
in rT are strictly dominated by the weight of the left-hand side lT , hence lT >RP O rT .
(Sub) For σT and σT0 , the remaining parts of the first-order terms are collected. Since
none of the subterms in σT is held by the contracted redex, its descendants can only
3
4

5
6

This is exactly what fails to be true in third-order PRSs.
Actually, the FD proof for CRSs in [4, Sec. 7.3.3] is based on the (weaker) property that gripping is
acyclic.
Formally c and the is have to be indexed by the number of arguments they take.
The correspondence is not exact (the axioms are much more abstract, e.g. they only concern redexes and
their residuals, but the RPO proof employs terms containing non-redex function symbols as well), hence
some proofsteps here are not essential, and are not backed up by an axiom in the abstract approach.
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have been duplicated (Axiom FD-1), and the weights of the redexes in them has not
changed, hence σT ≥RP O σT0 . ¤

4

Pattern rewrite systems?

Surprisingly, holding need not be parting for developments in orthogonal PRSs in general.
Consider the underlined version of the following (orthogonal) PRS:
g(M.N.X(x.M (x), N )) →γ X(y.X(x.y, I), I)
(λx.M (x))N →β M (N )
(where λ and g are unary function symbols and the binary application operator @ is
dropped from the left-hand side of the β-rule as in combinatory logic.) After the step
g(M.N.(λx.M (x)N )) →γ (λx.(λy.x)I)I the residual of the β-redex on the left holds the
one on the right. This example shows at the same time that the axioms for FD of [4, Ch. 3],
are not verified in general by (non-second-order) PRSs.7
Since the direct inductive proof of FD above generalises without effort to PRSs [6],
one could expect to lift the typical (combinatorial) second-order property of gripping to
a (logical) property which holds for all orders, and show that that property is parting for
developments in any orthogonal PRS. We leave this to further research.

5

Conclusion

We’ve indicated some relationships between different approaches to the finiteness of developments theorem. The axiomatic approach due to Melliès which is known to apply to
CRSs [4], was shown not to apply (without further ado) to PRSs. This is somewhat surprising considering the close correspondence between CRSs and HRSs as established in [5],
but as remarked there as well, although CRSs and PRSs have the same ‘matching power’,
the latter have more ‘rewriting power’. From a technical point of view, properties need to
be defined (and checked) for CRSs only up to order 2 (their substitution calculus is secondorder),8 whereas for PRSs they need to be defined for any order (their substitution calculus
is simply typed lambda calculus).
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8

To be precise, the axioms fd-3 and either acyclicity of gripping or axiom Z-1 cannot hold at the same
time.
CRSs are second-order in the precise sense that embedding them into PRSs as in [5] yields rules having
variables ranging over first-order functions (of type o → · · · → o) at the highest.
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1

Introduction

The rewriting calculus (or ρ-calculus) embeds the λ-calculus and the rewriting in a single
formalism. It endows all the basic ingredients of the rewriting with a status of first-class
citizens. In [4], a collection of type systems for the ρ-calculus was presented, extending
Barendregt’s λ-cube to a ρ-cube. For these type systems and for the similar formalism of
P 2 T S, the basic typing properties have been studied in [2,5]. Still, strong normalization did
remain an open problem for the type systems of the ρ-cube.
In this paper, we give a first positive answer to this problem. Together with the consistency of normalizing terms, already proved in [2], this result makes the ρ-calculus a good
candidate for a proof-term language integrating deduction and computation.
Conventions and notations Generally, the reader can assume that every capital letter denotes an object belonging to the ρ-calculus, and every small letter denotes an object belonging to the λ-calculus. Syntactic equivalence of terms will be denoted by ≡. If a substitution
θ has domain X1 . . . Xn and ∀i, θ(Xi ) ≡ Ai , we will also write it [X1 := A1 . . . Xn := An ].
−
→
To denote a tuple of terms B1 . . . Bn , we will use the vector notation B . To avoid confusion
between arrows, we will use the symbol _ for the abstraction arrow of the ρ-calculus (which
is the same for terms and types).

2
2.1

The languages
The rewriting calculus and the ρ-cube

The syntax of the ρ-calculus extends that of the typed λ-calculus with structures and
patterns [4]. Several choices can be made for the set of patterns P : in this paper, we only
consider algebraic patterns, whose shape is defined below.
Signature

Σ ::= ∅ | Σ, f : A

Context
P attern

Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, X : A
−
→
P ::= X | f • P

T erm

A ::= f | X | P _∆ A | [P ¿∆ A]A | A• A | A; A

The notion of free variables can be adapted for the ρ-calculus: in an abstraction P _∆ B,
all the variables appearing in the pattern P are bound. Similarly, in [P ¿∆ B]A, the variables of P are bound and may occur in A. Extending Church’s notation, the context ∆
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contains the type declarations of the variables appearing in P . As usual, we work modulo α-conversion and we adopt Barendregt’s “hygiene-convention” [1], i.e. free and bound
variables have different names.
The ρ-calculus features pattern abstractions whose application requires solving matching
problems. For the purpose of this paper, we consider only syntactic matching:
(ρ) (P _∆ A)• B

→ρ

[P ¿∆ B]A

(σ)

[P ¿∆ B]A

→σ

Aθ(P ¿B) if P θ(P ¿B) ≡ B

(δ)

(A; B) C

→δ

A• C; B • C

•

Let us briefly recall the various type systems that were proposed so far for the ρ-calculus:
• In [3], a first strongly normalizing type system was introduced; however, the proof of
normalization is based on a heavy restriction over the types of constants.
• In [6], we studied another type system allowing a broader class of constants and enforcing
subject reduction, but also allowing to typecheck some terms with infinite reductions.
• The type systems of [4,2] were inspired from Barendregt’s λ-cube, and were designed
for logical purposes. Until now, strong normalization was an open problem for these
systems. Here, we show this property for a slight variation of [4]. The simply-typed
system is recalled in Fig. 1. However, this is not a standard simply-typed system, in the
sense that patterns occur in the (left-hand sides of the) types; it would not be equivalent
to write “arrow-types” like in the simply-typed λ-calculus.
Σ, Γ `ρ A : Φ

Σ, Γ `ρ B : Φ

Σ, Γ `ρ A; B : Φ
Σ, Γ `ρ Φ : ∗

α 6∈ Dom(Σ, Γ )

Σ, Γ, α:Φ `ρ α : Φ
Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ A : Φ

(Struct)

(Atom)

Σ, Γ `ρ A : Ψ

Σ, Γ `ρ A : Φ

Σ, Γ `ρ P _∆ Φ : ∗

Σ, Γ `ρ [P ¿∆ B]Φ : ∗

Σ, Γ `ρ A• B : [P ¿∆ B]Φ
∀(X:Ψ ) ∈ ∆, Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ Ψ : ∗

Φ=ρσδ Ψ

Σ, Γ `ρ Ψ : ∗

α 6∈ Dom(Σ, Γ )

Σ, Γ, α:Ψ `ρ A : Φ

Σ, Γ `ρ P _∆ A : P _∆ Φ
Σ, Γ `ρ A : P _∆ Φ

Σ, Γ `ρ Φ : ∗

Σ, Γ `ρ A : Φ

(App)

(Abs)

(Conv)
(Weak)

(above α can be X or f )

Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ A : Φ

Σ, Γ `ρ [P ¿∆ B]Φ : ∗

Σ, Γ `ρ [P ¿∆ B]A : [P ¿∆ B]Φ

Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ P : Ψ0

Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ Φ : ∗

Σ, Γ `ρ P _∆ Φ : ∗

(Prod)

∀(X:Ψ ) ∈ ∆, Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ Ψ : ∗ Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ P : Ψ0 Σ, Γ `ρ B : Ψ0 Σ, Γ, ∆ `ρ Φ : ∗
Σ, Γ `ρ [P ¿∆ B]Φ : ∗

(DMC)

(DMCSort)

Fig. 1. The simply-typed system of the ρ-cube

Theorem 1 (Subject reduction) If Γ `ρ A : Φ and A 7→
→ρσδ A0 , then Γ `ρ A0 : Φ.
Notice that the λ-calculus is directly embedded in the ρ-calculus, by considering only variables for patterns. The systems of the ρ-cube are also a conservative extension of the λ-cube.
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2.2

The System Fω

The type system Fω was first introduced and studied by Girard; it allows one to define
terms depending on terms, terms depending on types and types depending on types. For a
detailed presentation, the interested reader can refer to [1].
Kinds
T ypes
T erms

k ::= ∗ | k → k
τ ::= β | Π(x : τ ).τ | λ(β : k).τ | τ τ
M ::= x | λ(x : τ ).M | M M | λ(β : k).M | M τ

Theorem 2 (Subject reduction) If Γ `Fω t : σ and t 7→
→β t0 , then Γ `Fω t0 : σ.
Theorem 3 (Strong normalization) If Γ `Fω t : σ, then t is strongly normalizing.

3

Untyped encoding

We begin with translating the untyped ρ-terms with algebraic patterns into untyped λterms. We use the following notations: S is the number of symbols appearing in the (arbitrarily ordered) signature. The ith symbol of Σ is denoted by fi . To build the encoding of
pattern matching, we need three conditions about constants and structures:
1. each constant fi has a “maximal” arity αi , in the sense that fi has at most αi arguments
(used when translating a constant);
2. in every matching equation fi • P1 • . . . • Pp ¿ fj • B1 • . . . • Bq , we have αi − p = αj − q
(used when translating an abstraction);
3. each term (A; B) has a maximal arity α (used when translating a structure).
This notion of arity can be properly defined using types: as in the λ-calculus, the type of a
term bounds the number of arguments it can take. The translation is given in Fig. 2.
4

JX K = X
4

J fi K = λx1 . . . λxαi . (λz1 . . . λzS .(zi x1 . . . xαi ))
4

J A; B K = λx1 . . . λxα .







λz.(J A Kx1 . . . xα ) (J B Kx1 . . . xα )

4

J X _ A K = λX.J A K
4

J (fi • P1 • . . . • Pp ) _ A K = λy.(y x⊥ . . . x⊥
|

{z

(αi −p)

}

x⊥ . . . x⊥ J P1 _ . . . Pp _ x0p+1 _ . . . x0αi _ A K x⊥ . . . x⊥ )
|

{z

}

(i−1)

|

{z

(S−i)

4

J A• B K = J A KJ B K
4

J [P ¿ B]A K = the term obtained by head-β-reducing J (P _ A)• B K
Fig. 2. Untyped term translation

Theorem 4 (Faithful reductions) For any ρ-terms A and B, if A 7→ρσδ B, then
J A K 7→
→β J B K in at least one step.
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}

The most interesting case is the simulation of a successful σ-reduction. An example is given
in Fig. 3. The translated reduction is:
(Y _ (f • X _ X)• Y )• (f • a) 7→ρ
7→ρ
7→σ
7→σ

z

J Y _(f • X_X)• Y K

}|

z

J f • X_X K

}|

(Y _ [f • X ¿ Y ]X)• (f • a)
[Y ¿ f • a][f • X ¿ Y ]X
[f • X ¿ f • a]X
a

{
{

 z

Jf K

}|

JaK

{z

}|

{

(λY. (λy.(yx⊥ (λX.X))) Y ) (λx1 .λz1 λz2 .(z2 x1 )) (λu1 λu2 .u1 )


7→β λY.(Y x⊥ (λX.X))





(λx1 .λz1 λz2 .(z2 x1 ))(λu1 λu2 .u1 )

7→β λY .(Y x⊥ (λX.X)) λz1 λz2 .(z2 (λu1 λu2 .u1 ))





7→β λz1 λz2 .(z2 (λu1 λu2 .u1 )) x⊥ (λX.X)


7→β λz2 .(z2 (λu1 λu2 .u1 )) (λX.X)
7→β (λX.X)(λu1 λu2 .u1 )
7→β (λu1 λu2 .u1 )
= JaK
Fig. 3. Translation of a successful delayed matching

One can notice that the untyped translation also has a an interest in the translation
of term rewriting systems into the λ-calculus. Indeed, some classes of TRS together with a
given strategy can be automatically translated into the ρ-calculus (see for instance [6] for
convergent TRS). Thus, we can design a two-step translation from (a subclass of) TRS into
the λ-calculus via the ρ-calculus. We will not treat this matter further in this paper, since
we are mainly interested in proving strong normalization for the ρ-calculus.

4

Recovering types in the translation

Here, instead of translating a term into a term, we translate a typed term into a (typable)
term. By lack of space, we do not give the full typed translation, but we give examples for
two key constructs appearing in the typed translation, explaining why System Fω is needed.
4.1

Typing the translation of a constant

Let us start from the untyped translation in order to explain the modifications we have to
make. We suppose S = 2 and Σ = {f : X1 _X1 :σ1 Ξ , g : Ξ}. We have then:
` Jf K
= λX1 . (λz1 λz2 .(z1 X1 )) : σ1 → (σ1 → β) → (σ1 → β) → β
x⊥ : τ ` J f • X1 _ A K = λy.(y λX1 .J A K x⊥ ) : ((σ1 → τ ) → (σ1 → τ ) → γ) → γ

where τ is the type of J A K.
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Therefore, the λ-term J f • X1 _ A K (J f KJ B1 K) has a valid type only if τ = β = γ. The
type variables β and γ should be changed to the return type of the function which will be
applied to J f • B1 K. Since it is impossible to guess what function will be applied to a given
term, we introduce the polymorphism of Girard’s System F in the target language:


` Jf K
= λX1 .λβ.(λz1 λz2 .(z1 X1 )) : σ1 → Π(β : ∗). (σ1 → β) → (σ1 → β) →
 β
x⊥ : Π(ι : ∗).ι ` J f • X1 _ A K = λy.(y τ λX1 .J A K x⊥ ) : Π(β : ∗). ((σ1 → β) → (σ1 → β) → β) → τ

Another interest of polymorphism is that the variable x⊥ with type Π(ι : ∗).ι can
be used whenever we want a placeholder with an arbitrary type: if J Γ K `Fω σ : ∗, then
J Γ K `Fω x⊥ σ : σ. With this simple manipulation, the use of x⊥ we had made in the untyped
translation becomes compatible with typing.
4.2

Typing a variable

The translation of some terms can have can have many different types, even if they have
the same type in the ρ-calculus. Consider the following examples:
(Ξ : ∗), (X : Y _Y :Ξ Ξ) `ρ X

: Y _Y :Ξ Ξ

(Ξ : ∗) `ρ Y _Y :Ξ Y : Y _Y :Ξ Ξ
(Ξ : ∗), (f : Y _Y :Ξ Ξ) `ρ f
: Y _Y :Ξ Ξ

The two ρ-terms Y _ Y and f can instantiate X since they have the same type.
However, the typed translation gives:
`Fω λ(βY : ∗).λ(Y : βY ).Y : βY → βY

`Fω J f K
: βY → Π(β : ∗). (βY → β) → β

We see that the return type can differ, but always uses βY . This leads us into using types
depending on types: we add a type variable βX (with kind ∗ → ∗) corresponding to the term
variable X, and we give J X K the type βY → βX βY . The types of the instantiated variable
and of the term can then be made equal by suitably instantiating βX ; in our
¡ examples, for
¢
Y _ Y we take βX := λ(γ : ∗).γ and for f we take βX := λ(γ : ∗).Π(β : ∗). (γ → β) → β .

5

Strong normalization

Strong normalization is shown by Theorem 4 and by the well-typedness of the encoding:
Theorem 5 (Well-typed translation) If Σ, Γ `ρ A : Φ, then ∃τ, J Γ K `Fω J A K : τ .
Theorem 6 (Strong normalization) If Σ, Γ `ρ A : Φ then A is strongly normalizing.
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6

Conclusion and perspectives

We have proved strong normalization of the ρ-calculus in the simply-typed system of the
ρ-cube. The proof relies on a translation from the ρ-calculus into System Fω. First, we have
encoded untyped pattern matching in the λ-calculus, ensuring that every ρσδ-reduction is
translated into (at least) one β-reduction. Then we have shown that the typing mechanisms
of the ρ-calculus can be reproduced only with the expressive power of System Fω, which is
rather surprising since we only deal with the simply-typed system of the ρ-cube. It hints
that the expressive power of the ρ-calculus could be greater than the one of the λ-calculus.
The property of strong normalization is finally proved by contradiction: a typed ρ-term
translates into a typed λ-term, which can have only finite reductions.
One development of this work would be to extend the proof to the other type systems
of the ρ-cube. In the long term, we could use the ρ-calculus as the basis for a proof assistant combining the λ-calculus (for deduction) and the rewriting (for computation). Strong
normalization is a stepstone for this work, since logical soundness is related to termination.
Long version: http://www.loria.fr/~wack/papers/rhoSN.ps.gz
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Abstract. Applicative term rewriting system handles terms having a tree structure with a function symbol
or a variable at every leaf node and a unique application symbol at every internal node. Because of this term
structure, direct application of standard termination proof methods, such as recursive path orderings, are
often ineffective for applicative term rewriting systems. In this paper, we introduce a simply-typed version
of applicative term rewriting systems and present a termination proof method for simply-typed applicative
term rewriting systems.

1

Introduction

Applicative term rewriting system (TRS) is a popular encoding in term rewriting which can
deal with higher-order functions. It is a first-order TRS where terms have a tree structure
consisting of a function symbol or a variable at every leaf node and a unique application
symbol at every internal node. For example, the higher-order function map, is expressed as
the following applicative TRS:
(map’F )’nil
→ nil
(map’F )’((cons’x)’xs) → (cons’(F ’x))’((map’F )’xs)
where “ ’ ” denotes the infix application symbol.
In an applicative term formulation, such as above, all subterms except constants and
variables have the same leading symbol. This makes a contrast with the usual functional
term formulation, such as map(F, cons(x, xs)). In applicative TRS, direct application of
standard termination proof methods, such as recursive path orderings [4] and the dependency pair technique [3], is ineffective. This is because these techniques make use of the
difference of leading function symbols.
In this paper, we introduce a simply-typed version of applicative TRSs and present
a proof method for their termination. We give a transformation from applicative TRSs
to TRSs in functional form for which standard termination proof methods are effectively
applied.

2

Simply-Typed Applicative TRSs

For a set B of basic types, the set of simple types is the smallest set ST(B) such that (1) B ⊆
ST(B), and (2) τ → ρ ∈ ST(B) whenever τ, ρ ∈ ST(B). The set ST(B) is abbreviated to
ST. As usual we assume → is right-associative and omit unnecessary parentheses. Based on
this abbreviation, each simple type τ is uniquely represented by τ1 → τ2 → · · · → τk → τ0
with τ1 , . . . , τk ∈ ST(B) and τ0 ∈ B, where k is called the arity of τ and denoted by arity(τ ).
Each function symbol or variable is associated with its type. The sets of function symbols
and variables of type τ are denoted by Σ τ and V τ . The sets of all function symbols and
variables are denoted by Σ and V . The arity of a function symbol f ∈ Σ τ is defined as
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arity(f ) = arity(τ ). Apart from members of Σ, we assume that there is a binary infix
function symbol “ ’ ” called an application symbol . The set ATST (Σ, V )τ of simply-typed
applicative terms of type τ is defined as follows: (1) Σ τ ∪ V τ ⊆ ATST (Σ, V )τ , and (2) if
s ∈ ATST (Σ, V )τ →ρ and t ∈ ATST (Σ, V )τ then (s’t) ∈ ATST (Σ, V )ρ . Each simply-typed
applicative term has a unique type and thus τ is also referred to as the type of s (denoted
by type(s)). The arity of a simply-typed applicative term s is defined by its type. The
set of all simply-typed applicative terms is denoted by ATST (Σ, V ) or ATST . The set of
variables occurring in a term t is written as V(t). A term without variables is said to
be ground . We assume the application symbol “ ’ ” is left-associative and usually omit
unnecessary parentheses as well as the outermost one. Based on this abbreviation, each
term s is uniquely represented as a’s1 ’ · · · ’sn for some a ∈ Σ ∪ V and s1 , . . . , sn ∈ ATST ,
where a is called the head of the term s and denoted by head(s). A substitution is a mapping
σ : V → ATST (Σ, V ) that satisfies the following conditions: (1) Dom(σ) = {x | σ(x) 6= x}
is finite, and (2) for each x ∈ Dom(σ), x and σ(x) have the same type. The homomorphic
extension of σ to ATST (Σ, V ) is also denoted by σ. As usual, σ(t) is written as tσ. A
substitution is ground if σ(x) is ground for any x ∈ Dom(σ).
A pair of simply-typed applicative terms written as l → r is a simply-typed applicative
rewrite rule when (1) l and r have the same type, (2) head(l) ∈ Σ, and (3) V (r) ⊆ V (l). A
triple hB, Σ, R i consisting of a set B of basic types, a set Σ of function symbols, and a set
R of rewrite rules is called a simply-typed applicative TRS (SATRS, for short). The rewrite
relation →R induced by an SATRS R = hB, Σ, R i is the smallest relation over ATST (Σ, V )
satisfying the following conditions: (1) lσ →R rσ for all l → r ∈ R and for all substitutions
σ, and (2) if s →R t then (u1 ’s) →R (u1 ’t) and (s’u2 ) →R (t’u2 ) for any u1 and u2 . An
SATRS R is terminating if there is no infinite reduction sequences s0 →R s1 →R · · · .
Example 1 (simply-typed applicative rewriting). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS where
B = {N, L}, Σ = {0N , sN→N , idN→N , addN→N→N , nilL , consN→L→L , map(N→N)→L→L }, and

→x
 id’x
→ id
add’(s’x)’y
→ s’(add’x’y)
R = add’0

map’F ’nil → nil
map’F ’(cons’x’xs) → cons’(F ’x)’(map’F ’xs)
Here is a rewrite sequence of R:
map’(add’0)’(cons’(s’0)’nil) →R map’id’(cons’(s’0)’nil) →R cons’(id’(s’0))’(map’id’nil)
→R cons’(s’0)’(map’id’nil) →R cons’(s’0)’nil

3

Removing Head Variables by Cover Instantiation

An applicative term can be translated into the corresponding term in functional form if
there is no variable at any head position. In this section, we introduce a transformation on
SATRSs for removing head variables.
Each rewrite rule can be transformed into an equivalent set of instantiated rules if every
variable is instantiated by appropriate terms which cover all instances. Such instantiation
can be used to remove head variables in an SATRS.
Definition 1 (cover instantiation). Let l → r be a rewrite rule and xτ a variable in l.
A set S of terms of type τ is a coverset with respect to l → r and x if (1) every ground
term tτ can be expressed as the form t = sσ for some s ∈ S and substitution σ, and
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(2) V(s) ∩ (V(l) \ {x}) = ∅ for every s ∈ S. A mapping ψ : V → P(ATST ) is a covermap
with respect to l → r if (1) its domain includes V(l), (2) ψ(x) is a coverset with respect to
l → r and x for every x ∈ V(l), and (3) ψ(x) and ψ(y) do not share the same variable for
different variables x and y. Let ψ be a covermap with respect to l → r. This covermap is
used to transform the rewrite rule into a set of its instances as follows:
Inst(l → r, ψ) = {lσ → rσ | ∀x ∈ V(l) σ(x) ∈ ψ(x)}
Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS. An indexed set of mappings Ψ = {ψl→r | l → r ∈ R} is
a covermap system with respect to R if each ψl→r is a covermap with respect to l → r. A
covermap system is used to transform R into a set of instantiated rewrite rules as follows:
[
Inst(R, Ψ ) =
Inst(l → r, ψl→r )
l→r∈R

Definition 2 (head variable). The set of head variables in a term t is defined as follows:
HV(a) = ∅
if a ∈ Σ ∪ V
HV(f ’t) = HV(t)
if f ∈ Σ
HV(x’t) = {x} ∪ HV(t)
if x ∈ V
HV(s’t) = HV(s) ∪ HV(t) otherwise
Lemma 1 (removing head variables). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS. Suppose a
covermap system Ψ = {ψl→r | l → r ∈ R} satisfies the properties that, for all rewrite rules
l → r ∈ R, (1) HV(ψl→r (x)) = ∅ for any x ∈ V(l), and (2) V ∩ ψl→r (x) = ∅ for any
x ∈ HV(l) ∪ HV(r). Define R0 = Inst(R, Ψ ) and R0 = hB, Σ, R0 i. Then, s →R t if and only
if s →R0 t for all ground terms s and t. Moreover, none of rewrite rules in R0 contain a
head variable.
Because instantiated rewrite rules can simulate only ground rewrite steps, existence of
a ground term of types in concern is required.
Definition 3 (ground term existence condition). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS.
We say R satisfies the ground term existence condition (GTEC) if the following conditions
are satisfied: (1) for every variable x appearing in R, there exists a ground term with the
same type as x, and (2) for every function symbol f ∈ Σ of type τ1 → · · · → τn → ρ
(ρ ∈ B), there exists ground terms ui of type τi for any i = 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 2 (termination by cover instantiation). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS satisfying GTEC and Ψ be a coverset system with respect to R. Define R0 = hB, Σ, Inst(R, Ψ )i.
If R0 is terminating then R is terminating.
Based on the observations so far, we define a transformation on SATRSs for removing
head variables which preserves non-termination property.
Definition 4 (transformation HVI). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS. The covermap
system for head variable instantiation ΨHVI = {ψl→r }l→r∈R is defined as
½
{f ’x1 ’ · · · ’xn | f ∈ Σ, type(f ) = τ1 → · · · → τn → type(x)} if x ∈ HV(l) ∪ HV(r)
ψl→r (x) =
{x}
otherwise
for all x ∈ V(l) where x1 , · · · , xn are pairwise distinct fresh variables. The transformation
HVI is defined as:
HVI(R) = hB, Σ, Inst(R, ΨHVI )i
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Example 2 (transformation HVI). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be the SATRS given in Example 1.
Then the transformed set of rewrite rules of HVI(R) are

id’x
→x




add’0
→ id




→ s’(add’x’y)
 add’(s’x)’y
map’F ’nil
→ nil


map’s’(cons’x’xs)
→ cons’(s’x)’(map’s’xs)





map’id’(cons’x’xs)
→ cons’(id’x)’(map’id’xs)


map’(add’y)’(cons’x’xs) → cons’(add’y’x)’(map’(add’y)’xs)
Lemma 3 (properties of transformation HVI). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS
satisfying GTEC. If HVI(R) is terminating then R is terminating. Moreover, all rewrite
rules in HVI(R) do not contain any head variables in both hand sides.

4

Translation to Functional Form

In this section, we introduce a translation from an SATRS to a TRS.
Definition 5 (translation FF). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS where all rules contain
no head variables. The set of function symbols in functional form is defined as
FF(Σ) = {fk | f ∈ Σ, 0 ≤ k ≤ arity(f )}
where the arity of fk is k. For each applicative term s ∈ ATST (Σ, V ) without head variables,
its functional form FF(s) ∈ T(FF(Σ), V ) is defined as follows:
½
an (FF(t1 ), . . . , FF(tn )) if a ∈ Σ
FF(a’t1 ’ · · · ’tn ) =
a
if a ∈ V
Note here that a ∈ V implies n = 0 by the absence of head variable. The set of rules and
the rewrite system are translated as follows:
FF(R) = { FF(l’x1 ’ · · · ’xk ) → FF(r’x1 ’ · · · ’xk ) | l → r ∈ R, 0 ≤ k ≤ arity(l) }
FF(R) = hFF(Σ), FF(R)i
where x1 , · · · , xn are pairwise distinct fresh variables.
Example 3 (translation FF). Let B, Σ, and R be the ones in Example 1. Then, we have
FF(map’(add’0)’(cons’(s’0)’nil)) = map2 (add1 (00 ), (cons2 (s1 (00 ), nil0 ))). The set FF(HVI(R))
is

id1 (x)
→x




add1 (00 )
→ id0




add
(0
,
x)
→ id1 (x)

2
0


add2 (s1 (x), y)
→ s1 (add2 (x, y))
map
(F,
nil
)
→
nil0

0
2




map
(s
,
cons
(x,
xs))
→
cons2 (s1 (x), map2 (s0 , xs))
2
2 0




map2 (id0 , cons2 (x, xs))
→ cons2 (id1 (x), map2 (id1 , xs))


map2 (add1 (y), cons2 (x, xs)) → cons2 (add2 (y, x), map2 (add1 (y), xs))
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Lemma 4 (simulation of rewriting). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS where every
rewrite rule contains no head variables. Let s and t be ground simply-typed applicative
terms. Then s →R t implies FF(s) →FF(R) FF(t).
Theorem 1 (soundness of FF ◦ HVI). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS satisfying
GTEC. If FF(HVI(R)) is terminating then R is terminating.
Example 4 (termination proof I). Let R be the SATRS in Example 1. Then FF(HVI(R))
is the one in Example 3. Its termination is shown by the recursive path ordering with
the precedence add1 > id0 ; map2 > add2 , cons2 > id1 , s1 . Therefore, by Theorem 1, R is
terminating.
Example 5 (termination proof II). Let R = hB, Σ, R i be an SATRS where B = {N},
Σ = {0N , sN→N , addN→N→N , multN→N→N , rec(N→N→N)→N→N→N , factN→N } and

add’0’y → y
add’(s’x)’y → s’(add’x’y)



mult’0’y → 0
mult’(s’x)’y → add’(mult’x’y)’y
R=
rec’F
’x’0
→
x
rec’F
’x’(s’y) → F ’(s’y)’(rec’F ’x’y)



fact
→ rec’mult’(s’0)
Termination of FF(HVI(R)) is shown by using the lexicographic path ordering [5]. We note
that termination of this SATRS can not be shown by other termination proof methods for
lambda-free higher-order TRSs such as [6], [7] or (the product-free fragments of) [1], [2],
[8], [9].
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Abstract. We present some initial results in an investigation of higher-order unification and matching in the presence of type
isomorphism.

1

Introduction

Two simple types S and T are isomorphic if their interpretations are isomorphic in every model of the
simply-typed λ-calculus, or equivalently, if there exist terms f : S → T and g : T → S, such that g ◦ f and
f ◦ g are each βη-convertible with the identity.
The study of type isomorphism is currently an active area of research, well-represented in Roberto di
Cosmo’s book [DC95]. There are connections with logic (cf Tarski’s “high school algebra problem”), with
category theory [FCB02], and with information retrieval in software libraries [Rit90,Rit91,RT91,ZW93].
Some of the most interesting work concerns polymorphic type disciplines but our focus here will be
restricted to simple types. Indeed, in this preliminary report we consider arrow-types only, in particular we
exclude product and unit types. Much of complexity of type isomorphism per se is avoided in this setting,
but the novel issues surrounding unification and matching still arise, as we will see. We also work only with
pure terms (ie, with no constants).
It is natural to want be sensitive to type isomorphism when one is doing higher-order rewriting, in particular if we are interested in code querying or transformation. For example, suppose one wants to perform
a code transformation with a certain function-pattern of type (A → B → C). The use of standard higherorder matching allows us to ignore the names of the arguments in a code fragment potentially matching the
pattern. But the order in which these parameters appear in the code is significant, since it determines the
code’s type. Since the type (B → A →C) is isomorphic to the original (A → B →C), a code fragment of the
this type may very well be a candidate that we want to consider. So it seems that a more refined tool than
standard higher-order matching would be useful.
Indeed, what we require is a richer notion of matching which accepts a match as long as the term being
matched is the same as the target term modulo a type isomorphism. That is, type isomorphism induces a
notion of equality on terms, more lenient than equality modulo βη, and it is this equality that we will want
to guide our matching. To our knowledge this relation on terms — which we call “term isomorphism” for
want of a better phrase — has not been explored in the published literature.
Definition 1. Given s : S and t : T , we say that s and t are term isomorphic, written s ' t, if there is a type
isomorphism p : S → T with ps = t.
Here and below, the equality symbol “=” denotes convertibility modulo β and η.
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In addition to higher-order matching it is also natural to consider higher-order unification modulo type
isomorphism, for example in the context of higher-order logic programming, when λ-terms are ubiquitous
as data structures, and type isomorphism induces a natural equivalence on this data.
In fact the problems we face and the solutions we propose arise equally in unification and in matching.
So for simplicity in this abstract we focus on unification: our goal is to explore algorithms to solve the
following problem.
Unification modulo Type Isomorphism
I NPUT: Two terms s and t, of isomorphic types
O UTPUT: A substitution θ such that θs ' θt

2

A naive algorithm

We first note that the consideration of type isomorphism does not have any consequences as to decidability.
Dezani [DC76] defined the notion of finite hereditary permutation, which is a term of the following
form:
λzx1 . . . xn . z(p1 xπ(1) ) . . . (pn xπ(n) )
where π is a permutation of [1..n] and each pi is a finite hereditary permutation, and proved that a normalizable untyped term p is invertible iff it is a finite hereditary permutation.
Any finite hereditary permutation is typable. So, as observed in [BCL92], a term p : A → B is a type
isomorphism iff its type-erasure is a finite hereditary permutation.
It is not hard to see that at any type A → B there are only finitely many finite terms whose type-erasures
are hereditary permutations. So we have the following
Proposition 2. For each pair of types S and T there are finitely many type isomorphisms p : S → T , and
these can be effectively generated given S and T .
In this way we can reduce any unification/matching problem modulo type isomorphism to finitely many
similar standard problems.
Definition 3 (Naive algorithm). Given s : S and t : T as an instance of the problem of unification or matching modulo type isomorphism, the naive algorithm for the problem is:
For each type isomorphism p from S to T , generate the standard problem ps = t. If any of these
problems is solvable, return that solution; otherwise return failure.
Proposition 4. The algorithm of Definition 3 is sound and complete relative to the soundness and completeness of the standard algorithms used.
In particular, at any type where the classical higher-order matching is decidable, the problem of matching modulo type isomorphism is decidable. Also, unification of higher-order patterns [Mil91] modulo type
isomorphism is decidable.
This is reassuring, but since there can be exponentially many finite hereditary permutations at a given
pair of types, such a generate-and-test algorithm is clearly not practical. We want to “build-in” (in the sense
of [Plo72]) type isomorphism to the matching algorithm.
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3

Building in type isomorphism

Consider a set of standard transformations for pure higher-order unification, such as described in [GS89]:
Imitation, Projection, Variable Elimination, and Decomposition. The idea here is to enhance this set of
transformations so that in addition to gradually building up an answer substitution as a problem is solved,
we also build up a finite hereditary permutation that serves as part of the witness to the problem’s solution.
The main work in unification transformations is the “guessing” component, where substitutions are
generated and propagated. These are represented in higher-order unification by the Imitation, Projection,
and Variable Elimination transformations. There is another transformation — Decomposition — which
breaks a problem into subproblems or recognizes that the current problem is not solvable and reports failure.
(Traditional) Decomposition
→
− .
−
E ; (λx . xe t = λyx . xd →
u)
.
.
E ; (λx .t1 = λx . u1 ) ; . . . ; (λx .tk = λx . uk )

if e = d, else fail

Perhaps surprisingly, with a little work one can see that in defining transformations for higher-order
unification modulo type isomorphism Imitation, Projection, and Variable Elimination need not be changed
at all. That is, the complexity of considering type isomorphism is completely reflected in the need for a
refinement of the Decomposition transformation.
This is because the soundness of the Decomposition transformation is the embodiment of a basic fact
→
−
−
about equality between terms: by the Church-Rosser theorem λx . xe t and λyx . xd →
u are βη-equal if and
only if e = d and corresponding arguments are equal. This is false when the equality in question is '.
So we see that the essence of building in type isomorphisms to the unification algorithm is to have a
good characterization of when an equation is valid (as opposed to unifiable) modulo type isomorphism.
That is, we are led to seek an incremental analysis of term isomorphism.

4

Characterizing term isomorphism

4.1 Labelled trees
In order to analyze the combinatorics of term isomorphism it is convenient to abstract away from variable
binding and work with ordinary labelled trees. In fact we work with partially labelled trees and partial
functions between trees in anticipation of the facts that terms with free variables will correspond to trees
which are not fully labelled.
Definition 5. Let L be a set of labels together with an arity function arity : L → N. A labelled tree T is
a tree domain T and a partial map label : T → L such that for α ∈ domain(label) the number of children
of α is arity(label(α)). Furthermore, a labelled tree comes with an arity-consistent equivalence relation ≈
defined on its set of labels.
The definition of labelled tree mapping below is somewhat tedious; the informal idea is as follows.
Labelled trees are isomorphic if they are isomorphic modulo permuting the order of the children of a
node — except that nodes with equivalent labels must have their children permuted in the same way. See
Example 7 below.
Definition 6. Let T and U be tree domains. A partial tree mapping Φ : T →U is a pair (Φa , Φ p ) such that
– Φa is a partial function from T to U whose domain is a subtree of T ,
– Φ p (α) is a permutation of [1..arity(α)] for each α ∈ domain(Φa ), and
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– Φa maps the i-th child of α to the Φ p (α)(i)-th child of Φa (α). That is, Φa (α · i) = Φa (α) · Φ p (α)(i).
If T and U are labelled trees, a partial labelled tree mapping from T to U is a partial tree mapping Φ
defined on labelled addresses of T satisfying
– label(α) = label(β) implies label(Φa (α)) = label(Φa (β)), and
– label(α) ≈ label(β) implies Φ p (α) = Φ p (β).
The labelled trees T and U are isomorphic as labelled trees if there is a labelled tree homomorphism
Φ from T to U with Φa a bijection between the nodes of T and U .
Example 7.
a
b

a’
a

c

b’

a’
d

a’

d’ c’

a’

b’

c’ d’

The first and second labelled trees above are isomorphic; the first and third labelled trees are not isomorphic.
Remark 8. If T and U are labelled trees with disjoint label sets L and L 0 , a partial tree mapping Φ : T →
U induces a unique partial mapping from L to L 0 in an obvious way. We say that this mapping on labels
is induced by Φ.
4.2

Labelled trees for terms

We first need some notation allowing us to track relationships among bound-variable occurrences in a Böhm
tree.
Definition 9. Let t : T be a pure term. We let BT(t) denote the Böhm tree for t. In BT(t) we make the
following definitions.
If the node at address α has binder λx1 . . . λxn and head variable y then we say that y has an occurrence
at address α and for each i we say that bound variable xi is introduced at address α, at index i.
We assume that whenever one or more Böhm trees are under consideration no name is used for both a
free and bound variable, and no bound variable name is introduced in more than one place.
Note the distinction between the introduction of a bound variable and an occurrence of a variable
(in particular an introduction is not an occurrence). Note also that a variable may have any number of
occurrences, but it is only introduced at one address and index.
Now, given a term t, we define LT(t), the labelled tree associated to t, essentially by forgetting the
binders in the Böhm tree for t (so that LT(t) will fail to have a label at those tree addresses with free
variables). The precise definition is Definition 10 below. By using bound-variable names from BT(t) as
our labels we are of course not determining the labels of LT(t) uniquely. But since we have adopted a
convention that Böhm trees always obey our strong variable conventions about not reusing variable names,
the differences in labelled trees we obtain for a term are identical up to renaming of labels. Indeed it will
often be convenient to be able to assume that the labels of a given pair of trees are disjoint.
Definition 10. The underlying tree of LT(t) is the underlying tree of BT(t). If there is a bound-variable
occurrence at α in BT(t) the label in LT(t) at address α is that bound variable name.
The relation ≈ is the smallest equivalence relation satisfying: x ≈ y if
– x is introduced in BT(t) at address αa, index i
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– y is introduced BT(t) at address α0 a, index i, and
– label(α) ≈ label(α0 )
Theorem 11. Let t : T and u : U be terms of isomorphic type. Then t ' u if and only if LT(t) and LT(u) are
isomorphic labelled trees.

5

The transformations

Theorem 11 allows us to define transformations for higher-order unification under type isomorphism; as
described earlier the key is defining a sound Decomposition transformation.
A system E B Λ | σ is given by a set E of equations, a partial mapping Λ on labels, and a substitution
σ. Λ and σ denote the label mapping and answer substitutions computed “so far”. Transformations are
presented as inference rules for deriving systems. If e is an equation, the notation E; e is shorthand for
E ∪ e.
In this short abstract we only present the transformations which are different from the standard ones.
Fail

→
− .
−
E ; (λx . xe t = λy . yd →
u) B Λ | σ
Fail

if the type of xe is not isomorphic to the type of yd .
We note that using the techniques of [ZGC03], failure can be detected in constant time, after a lineartime preprocessing step on the types of the original terms.
Decomposition
→
− .
−
E ; (λx . xe t = λy . yd →
u) B Λ | σ
.
.
E ; (λx .t1 = λy . uπ(1) ) ; . . . ; (λx .tk = λy . uπ(k) ) B Λ+ | σ

if Λ+ is a consistent label mapping

where Λ+ is Λ ∪ {xe 7→ yd }. The condition “Λ+ is a consistent label mapping” means that Λ+ is induced
by a set of partial labelled tree mappings between (the labelled trees for) the terms on the left-hand and
right-hand sides of the equations in the system.
It is possible that no permutation π allows Λ to be extended to a consistent mapping by mapping xe
to yd . In this case the procedure fails at this point. The decomposition can succeed either because Λ itself
determines the decomposition π, or because some label ≈ with xe or with yd was already bound by Λ, or
that no label was ≈ with either xe or yd and so we had freedom to extend Λ by {xe 7→ yd }.
Theorem 12. Replacing the traditional Decomposition transformation by the Decomposition and Fail
transformations above yields a sound and complete set of transformations for higher-order unification
and matching modulo type isomorphism. In fact the result of a successful sequence of transformations also
yields the finite hereditary permutation witnessing the term-isomorphism between the instantiated terms.

6

Ongoing work

This is a preliminary report, most of the interesting work remains to be done.
Of course we need to incorporate product types into our setting. We do not anticipate any conceptual
challenges here, but the algorithmic complexity of working with the types is known to increase due to the
fact that products allow more succinct representations of types.
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The most important task before us is to derive efficient algorithms to guide the Decomposition transformation defined above. We need to explore the problem of determining when two labelled trees are isomorphic and in particular we require a top-down algorithm (an “online algorithm” in algorithms parlance)
in order to be applicable to trees that are being generated during the unification process. Inspired by the
results of Zibin, Gil and Considine in [ZGC03] we hope to find algorithms which will ultimately lead to
unification and matching procedures which incur only a modest performance penalty for treating the more
flexible notion of equality modulo type isomorphism.
It will be important to derive complexity results and to do empirical studies of the performance of our
algorithms in cases known to be decidable, such as matching at low orders and unification of patterns.
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Abstract Pure type systems are a general formalism allowing to represent many type systems – in particular, Barendregt’s λ-cube, including Girard’s system F , dependent types, and the calculus of constructions. We built a variant of
pure type systems by adding a cut rule associated to an explicit substitution in the syntax, according to the Curry-Howardde Bruijn correspondence. The addition of the cut requires the addition of a new rule for substitutions, with which we are
able to show type correctness and subject reduction for all explicit systems. Moreover, we proved that the explicit λ-cube
obtained this way is strongly normalizing.

1

Introduction

The calculus of constructions was designed by Coquand and Huet [7] as an extension of Girard’s
system F [11] in order to provide a general typed language for proof assistants based on λ-calculus.
It was decomposed according to the different dependency kinds (type on type, term on type, type on
term) in the formalism of pure type systems (PTS in short) into the so-called λ-cube by Barendregt
in [3] (to which the reader may refer for a general presentation), starting from simple types and
adding a kind of dependency (i.e. an axiom between sorts) on each edge to culminate at the calculus
of constructions (cf. figure below).
λFω= λω

λPω=λC

λF =λ2

λP2

λω
λ

λPω
λP

Been based on the λ-calculus, the cube misses two key points. On the computational side, the
λ-calculus does not give a complete account of the substitution since it is described in the metatheory. Making it a first-class citizen yields calculi known as calculi of explicit substitution forking
into two main families, namely with de Bruijn indices [1,17] and with explicit names [6,10]. On the
logical side, it misses the important cut rule, which comes naturally as the typing rule for explicit
substitution. Unlike Verstergaard and Wells [19] who advocate for de Bruijn indices when dealing
with cut, we have chosen to consider the calculus with explicit names λx due to Bloo and Rose [6].
Following Bloo [5], we designed a variant of PTS that we call explicit pure type systems (EPTS
in short) as he does, although our system is slightly different from his: our cut rule uses explicit
substitution in both subject and predicate, and we have a new rule called xpand, which was needed
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for subject reduction and is an avatar of the drop rule of Lengrand et al. in [16]. So with all these
rules, we are able to prove correctness and subject reduction for explicit pure type systems. With
axioms on sorts we build a cube similar to Barendregt’s cube for λ-calculus; thus the main result of
this paper is a proof of its strong normalization.
Related works. Other approaches considering cuts are Di Cosmo and Kesner [8] and Di Cosmo,
Kesner and Polonovski [9], Verstergaard and Wells [19] and Herbelin [13]. In [18], Muñoz studies
dependent types and explicit substitutions. Those approaches do not consider the whole cube and
they are all but [13] and part of [9] in the framework of de Bruijn indices. Note also that Lengrand
et al. [16], speak about cut. Anyway the closest work related to ours is this of Bloo [4,5], but he
considers only explicit substitution in terms, not in types.

2
2.1

Explicit pure type systems
Syntax, reduction and typing

The basic definition of pure type systems remains unchanged: a pure type system is a triple (S , A , R )
of sorts, axioms (pairs of sorts) and rules (triples of sorts).
Definition 2.1: λTx-calculus
Let T = (S , A , R ) be a PTS. For σ ∈ S , let Uσ be an infinite countable set of variables of nature σ.
The set E x(T) of T-expressions (with explicit substitutions) is defined by:
R
E ::=σ x | σ | E E | λσ x:E.E | Πσ x:E.E | Ehσ x:=Ei ; σ x ∈ Uσ ; σ ∈ S
R
Knowing that in Mhx:=Ni, x is bound in M but not in N, the notion of αx-equivalence is defined as
αx
usual, and the quotient set ΛTx = E x(T)/ ≡ is the set of the terms of the λTx-calcul, to which the
operations of E x(T) can be canonically extended. In the rest of this section, we will forget about
sort decoration for variables.
The sets bv(M) and fv(M) of the bound and free variables of M are defined as usual.
The set av(M) of the available variables of M is defined as in [16]; this notion is more relevant than
free variables for terms with substitution. In what follows we shall as usual consider terms up to
α-conversion and use Barendregt’s convention.
The notion of reduction can now be defined:
Definition 2.2: βx-reduction in explicit PTS
One considers the following reduction rules:
B
(B) (λx:A.B)C
−→
Bhx:=Ci
X
X
(quant) (Πy:A.B)hx:=Ci −→ Πy:Ahx:=Ci.Bhx:=Ci (var) yhx:=Ni −→ y if x 6= y
X
X
(abs) (λy:A.B)hx:=Ci −→ λy:Ahx:=Ci.Bhx:=Ci (gc) Mhx:=Ni −→ M if x∈av(M)
/
X
X
(app) (A B)hx:=Ci
−→
Ahx:=Ci Bhx:=Ci
(subst) xhx:=Ni −→ N
x
X
The x-reduction, denoted −→,
is defined as the reduction relation induced by −→,
which is called
βx
X
head-x-reduction. The βx-reduction, −→, is defined as the reduction relation induced by −→
and
B
−→. Here we make use of the (gc) rule instead of the (var) rule on its own. In fact this does not
make much difference.
Definition 2.3: Typing in explicit PTS
A type assertion is a couple denotedR M : N where M,Rthe subject, belongs to ΛTx and N, the
predicate, belongs to ΛTx = ΛTx ] { }. The additional element, named pseudo-sort, is a special
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type introduced for reasons
explained afterwards. S is the disjoint union S ] { } and A is the
R
disjoint union A ] {(σ, ) / σ ∈ S }.
Typing context are finite ordered sequences (just as in PTS) with predicates in ΛTx.
Type judgements, of the form Γ ` T M : N, are derived from the inference rules enounced in table 1
below. Index T will be omitted in non-ambiguous cases.
R

(σ, τ) ∈ A
(axiom)
`σ:τ

Γ ` A:ρ

Γ`A:σ
x∈
/ dom(Γ)
(hypothesis)
Γ, x:A ` x:A

Γ, x:A ` B:σ (ρ, σ, τ)∈R ; x∈dom(Γ)
/
(rule)
Γ ` Πx:A.B : τ

Γ`A:B

Γ ` (Πx:A.B):σ Γ, x:A ` M:B x ∈
/ dom(Γ)
(Π - I)
Γ ` λx:A.M : (Πx:A.B)

Γ ` M : (Πx:A.B)
Γ`N:A
(Π - E)
Γ ` MN : Bhx:=Ni
Γ ` M:B

Γ, x : A ` M : B
Γ`N:A
(cut)
Γ ` Mhx:=Ni : Bhx:=Ni

Γ`C:σ x ∈
/ dom(Γ)
(weakening)
Γ, x : C ` A : B

∆ ` N:A

X
Phx:=Ni head
→M

Γ ` Phx:=Ni : B

Γ`M:A Γ`B:σ
Γ`M:B

(xpand)

βx

A ≡B

(conversion)

Table 1. Typing rules for EPTS

Explicit PTS contain two new rules with respect to PTS. (cut) corresponds to Bloo’s (substitution) rule in [4] with substitution in both subject and predicate (i.e. term and type expression). It is
the version with explicit names of Muñoz’s (ClosΠ ) rule in [18]. (xpand) is a not so straightforward
generalization of the (drop) rule introduced in [16].
Well-formedness and reduction and equivalence between contexts are defined as usual.
2.2

The “pseudo-sort” type

The need for the extra pseudo-type comes from the fact that in λTx, we apply substitutions
not only to term expressions, but also to type expressions – whereas for instance Bloo, in [4],
only applies explicit substitution to assertion subjects (i.e. term expressions), and not to assertion
predicates (i.e. type expressions). This choice implies the possible apparition of types of the form
σhx1 :=N1 i . . . hxk :=Nk i, which in fact is the same as sort σ.
βx
B:σ
A≡B
in order to be
We therefore wished to extend the PTS (conversion) rule: Γ ` M:A Γ Γ` `M:B
able to swap types A and B in case they both represent (i.e. are βx-equivalent to) a same sort σ.
The premise Γ ` B : σ of the (conversion) rule ensures that only correct types are used. The
problem is how to extend it enough to allow to swap A and B and nevertheless preserve the correctness. It turned out that the most appropriate solution was to accept that B might be of the
form τhx1 :=N1 iR. . . hxk :=Nk i provided that all Ni should be typable. As a solution we introduce
the pseudo-sort , which intuitively means “disguised sort”, but should not be included in the set of
sorts, because
it is well-known that type systems with the sort of all sorts
are not consistent. We will
R
R
manipulate like a sort using (axiom) and (xpand), but we insist that is no sort, since it appears
R
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nowhere in the set of rules nor in a context type assertion. This solution is in fact very appropriate
from the point of view of type correction.
2.3

xpand) rule
The (x

The introduction of this rule answers a specific identification problem linked with explicit substitutions. On the one hand, this rule generalizes the (drop) rule (cf. [16]), which enables to type some
terms like yzhx:=zyi. On the other hand, and this is the main reason of introduction of this rule, it
solves the following problem: it is sometimes needed to invert the discarding order of two hypotheses, e.g. x : A and y : B, but then x may well occur free in B. In the case of implicit substitutions,
a subsitution lemma solves the problem by establishing that if Γ, y : D, ∆ ` M : N and Γ ` C : D,
then Γ, ∆[C/y] ` M[C/y] : N[C/y]. But this lemma does not hold for explicit substitutions, two terms
equal up to x-conversion are then not syntactically equal. It is therefore necessary to lift the substitutions, and the (xpand) rule does it. In particular, (xpand) allows us to prove the subject reduction for
general pure type systems with explicit substitution, unlike Bloo [4,5], who has a counter-example:
βx
R
(λx:a.(λz:a.z)x)ha:=bi −→
→head λx:b.((λz:a.z)x)ha:=bi.
R
One could object that the following rule is not satisfactory from the point of view of type inference, because it performs a kind of subject expansion. But in fact this is not the case, as for type
inference rules must be read upward: this rule simply allows to “push” the explicit substitution inward enough to be able to type the term – which solves Bloo’s problem. Moreover, this corresponds
to the intuitive perception of explicit systems as lazy systems, where substitutions are not performed
when not needed.
In the conclusion of [18], Muñoz writes about problems related to a rule that he calls (ClosΠ ),
which is in the framework of λσ-like calculi of explicit substitution our cut rule. The problems
which he mentions are solved by (xpand).

3
3.1

Properties of explicit PTS
Type derivation lemmas

Lemma 3.1: Initialization
For any Γ well-formed: if (σ : τ) ∈ A , then Γ ` σ : τ and if (x : A) ∈ Γ, then Γ ` x : A.
Lemma 3.2: Weakening
Let Γ and ∆ be contexts, A, B be terms of ΛTx such that Γ ⊆ ∆, ∆ be well-formed and Γ ` A : B.
Then ∆ ` A : B.
Lemma 3.3: Generation
Let Γ be a context, M, T be terms of ΛTx. If Γ ` M:T , then:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

βx

M = σ∈S
⇒ ∃τ∈S , T ≡τ ∧ (σ : τ)∈A
βx
M = x∈U
⇒ ∃τ∈S , ∃U∈ΛTx, Γ ` U : τ ∧ (x : U)∈Γ ∧ T ≡U
βx
M = Πx:A.B ⇒ ∃(ρ, σ, τ)∈R , Γ ` A : ρ ∧ Γ, x : A ` B : σ ∧ T ≡τ
βx
M = λx:A.B ⇒ ∃σ∈S , ∃C∈ΛTx, Γ ` (Πx:A.C):σ ∧ Γ, x:A ` B:C ∧ T ≡Πx:A.C
βx
M = AB
⇒ ∃C, D∈ΛTx, Γ ` A : (Πx:C.D) ∧ Γ ` B : C ∧ T ≡Dhx:=Bi
βx
M = Ahx:=Bi ⇒ ∃C∈ΛTx, D∈ΛTx, Γ, x : C ` A : D ∧ Γ ` B : C ∧ T ≡Dhx:=Bi
βx
X
∨ ∃∆, ∃C, D, E∈ΛTx, Γ ` E:D ∧ ∆ ` B:C ∧ Ahx:=Bi→E
∧ T ≡D
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3.2

Type correctness and subject reduction

Theorem 3.4: Type correctness
Let k ∈ N be an integer, Γ be a context, A, B be two terms of ΛTx such that Γ ` A : B. Then
∃ σ ∈ S , Γ ` B : σ.
Theorem 3.5: Subject reduction
βx
Let Γ, Γ0 be contexts and A, A0 , B be three terms of ΛTx such that Γ ` A : B, Γ−→→ Γ0 and
βx
A−→→ A0 . Then Γ0 ` A0 : B.

4

Strong normalization for the explicit λ-cube

In this part we will only consider EPTS from the λ-cube, that is, with the following sorts and axioms:
S = {∗, } and A = {∗ : } and rules among RSe = {[∗, ∗], [∗, ], [, ∗], [, ]}. To show that
thess systems are strongly normalizing, it is enough to show that λCx is, as:
Lemma 4.1:
Let T be an EPTS of the λ-cube. Let Γ, A, B be such that Γ ` T A : B. Then Γ ` λCx A : B.
The proof of strong normalization in λCx is achieved through a two-step reduction:
(i) show that λCx is strongly normalizing if λωx is;
(ii) show that λωx is strongly normalizing if F x is.

F x is an adaptation to λx of Girard’s system F (cf. [12]), which we defined in a former work [14]
and proved to be strongly normalizing.And hence the theorem holds:
Theorem 4.2: Strong normalization for the λx-cube
All pure type systems of the explicit λ-cube are strongly normalizing.

5

Conclusion

We have studied explicit pure type systems (EPTS) which are an extension of pure type systems
(PTS) where λ-calculus is replaced by the calculus of explicit substitution λx.
We have defined in these EPTS an equivalent of Barendregt’s λ-cube and we have proven that
the explicit pure type systems of this cube fulfill subject reduction and are strongly normalizing. We
claim that our EPTS are the simplest and the most complete extensions of PTS with mechanisms
for internalized substitution.
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PSN Implies SN
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Abstract. In the framework of explicit subsitutions there is two termination properties: preservation of
strong normalization (PSN), and strong normalization (SN). Since there are not easily proved, only one of
them is usually established (and sometimes none). We propose here a connection between them which helps
to get SN when one already has PSN. For this purpose, we formalize a general proof technique of SN which
consists in expanding substitutions into “pure” λ-terms and to inherit SN of the whole calculus by SN of
the “pure” calculus and by PSN. We apply it successfully to a large set of calculi with explicit substitutions,
allowing us to establish SN, or, at least, to trace back the failure of SN to that of PSN.

1

Introduction

Calculi with explicit substitutions were introduced [1] as a bridge between λ-calculus [7]
and concrete implementations of functional programming languages. Those calculi intend
to refine the evaluation process by proposing reduction rules to deal with the substitution
mechanism – a meta-operation in the traditional λ-calculus. It appears that, with those
new rules, it was much harder (and sometimes impossible) to get termination properties.
The two main termination properties of calculi with explicit substitutions are:
• Preservation of strong normalization (PSN), which says that if a pure term (i.e.
without explicit substitutions) is strongly normalizing (i.e. cannot be infinitely reduced)
in the pure calculus (i.e. the calculus without explicit substitutions), then this term is
also strongly normalizing with respect to the calculus with explicit substitutions.
• Strong normalization (SN), which says that, with respect to a typing system, every
typed term is strongly normalizing in the calculus with explicit substitutions, i.e. every
terms in the subset of typed terms cannot be infinitely reduced.
These two properties are not redundant, and Fig. 1 shows the differences between them.
PSN says that the horizontally and diagonally hatched rectangle is included in the diagonally hatched rectangle. SN says that the vertically hatched rectangle is included in the
diagonally hatched rectangle. Even if they work on a different set of terms, there is a common part: the vertically and horizontally hatched rectangle, wich represent the typed pure
terms.
SN and PSN are both termination properties, although their proofs are not always
clearly related: sometimes SN is shown independently of PSN (directly, by simulation, etc.,
see for example [12,11]), sometimes SN proofs uses PSN (see for example [4]). We present
here a general proof technique of SN via PSN, initially suggested by H. Herbelin, which
uses that common part of typed pure terms.
In section 2, we formalize the technique and in section 3 we summarize the results we
achieved by applying it to a set of calculi. This set has been choosen for the variety of
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Terms with
explicit substitutions
Typed terms
Strongly normalizing terms
Pure terms
Typed pure terms
Strongly normalizing pure terms

Fig. 1. Normalization properties of terms with and without explicit substitutions

their definitions: with or without De Bruijn indices, unary or multiple substitutions, with
or without composition of substitutions, and even a symmetric non-deterministic calculus.
In the last section, we briefly talk about perspectives in this framework.

2

Proof Technique

The idea of this technique is the following. Let t be a typed term with explicit substitutions
for which we want to show termination. With the help of its typing judgment, we build a
typed pure term t0 which can be reduced to t. For that purpose, we expand the substitutions
of t into redexes. We call this expansion Ateb (the opposite of Beta which is usually the
name of the rule which creates explicit substitutions). Then, with SN of the pure calculus
and PSN, we can export the strong normalization of t0 (in the pure calculus) to t (in the
calculus with explicit substitutions).
In practice, this sketch will only apply in some cases, and some others will require some
adjustment to this technique. For our technique to work, we need that the Ateb expansion
satisfies some properties. The first one is always easily checked.
Property 1 (Preservation of typability). If t is typable, with respect to a typing system T ,
in the calculus with explicit substitution, then Ateb(t) is typable, with respect to a typing
system T 0 (possibly T 0 = T ) in the pure calculus.
Only some calculi can exhibit an Ateb function which satisfies the second one.
Property 2 (Initialization). Ateb(t) reduces to t in zero or more steps in the calculus with
explicit substitutions.
If we can get it, then we use the direct proof to be presented in section 2.1. Otherwise,
we need to use the simulation proof to be presented in section 2.2. In the sequel, SN will be
the set of strongly normalizing pure terms and SN x will be the set of strongly normalizing
terms of the calculus with explicit substitutions.
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2.1

Direct proof

We can immediately establish the theorem.
Theorem 1. For all typing systems T and T 0 such that, in the pure calculus, all typable
terms with respect to T are strongly normalizing, if there exists a function Ateb from explicit
substitution terms to pure terms satisfying properties 1 and 2 then PSN implies SN (with
respect to T 0 ).
Proof. For every typed term t of the calculus with explicit substitution, Ateb(t) is a pure
typed term (by property 1). By the strong normalization hypothesis of the typed pure
calculus, we have Ateb(t) ∈ SN . By hypothesis of PSN we obtain that Ateb(t) is in SN x .
By property 2, we get Ateb(t) →∗ t, which gives us directly t ∈ SN x .
2.2

Simulation proof

We must relax some constraints on Ateb. We will try to find an expansion of t to t0 such
that t0 reduces to a term u and there exists a relation R with uRt. The choosen relation
must, in addition, enable a simulation of the reductions of t by the reduction of u. If it is
possible, we can infer strong normalization of t from strong normalization of u.
To proceed with the simulation, we first split the reduction rules of the calculus with
explicit substitutions into two disjoints sets. The set R1 contains rules which are trivially
terminating, and R2 contains the others. Secondly, we build a relation R which satisfies the
following properties.
Property 3 (Initialisation). For every typed term t, there exists a term uRt such that
Ateb(t) reduces in 0 or more steps to u in the calculus with explicit substitutions.
Property 4 (Simulation ∗ ). For every term t, if t →R1 t0 then, for every uRt, there exists u0
such that u →∗ u0 and u0 Rt0 .
Property 5 (Simulation + ). For every term t, if t →R2 t0 then, for every uRt, there exists
u0 such that u →+ u0 and u0 Rt0 .
We display those properties as diagrams :
∗

Initialisation

Simulation

t
. R
Ateb(t) →∗ u

t →R1 t0
R
R
∗
u →
u0

Simulation
t →R2
R
u →+

+

t0
R
u0

With this material, we can establish the theorem.
Theorem 2. For all typing systems T and T 0 such that, in the pure calculus, all typable
terms with respect to T are strongly normalizing, if there exists a function Ateb from explicit
substitution terms to pure terms and a relation R on explicit substitutions terms satisfying
properties 1, 3, 4 and 5 then PSN implies SN (with respect to T 0 ).
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Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Let t be a typed term with explicit substitutions which
can be infinitly reduced. By property 3 there exists a term u such that Ateb(t) →∗ u, and
Ateb(t) is a pure typed term (by property 1). By the strong normalization hypothesis of the
typed pure calculus, we have Ateb(t) ∈ SN . By hypothesis of PSN we obtain that Ateb(t)
is in SN x and it follows that u ∈ SN x .
By property 3, we also have uRt, and, with properties 4 and 5, we can build an infinite
reduction from u, contradicting the strong normalization of u.

3
3.1

Results
λx-calculus

The λx-calculus [6,5] is probably the simplest calculus with explicit substitutions. It only
makes the subtitution explicit. Since this calculus provides no rules to deal with substitutions composition, it preserves strong normalization. It is for this calculus that the technique
has been originately used by Herbelin. Therefore, we can without surprises apply the direct
proof to get strong normalization.
3.2

λυ-calculus

The λυ-calculus [16,3] is the De Bruijn counterpart of λx. As λx, it has no composition
rules, and therefore satisfies PSN. For this calculus, we must use the simulation proof to
deal with indices modification operators. We succeed to use it and it is, as far as we know,
the first proof of SN for a simply typed version of λυ (see [19]).
3.3

λws -calculus

The λws -calculus [13,9,10] introduces an explicit weakening operator, which allows to preserve strong normalization even with composition rules. It has already been shown to be
SN [12]. We fail to apply the technique, due to the explicit weakening operator combined
with the rigidity of the typing environment one usually has in calculi with De Bruijn indices.
3.4

λwsn -calculus

In [12] a named version of λws was proposed. In current work, we developed a new version
of this calculus : λwsn . We already have a SN proof for this calculus, almost similar to the
original one, and this technique can be applied, using the direct proof. We cannot conclude
to SN by this way, since PSN has not yet been shown (see [19]).
3.5

λσ-calculus

The well known λσ-calculus [1] does not have either PSN nor SN, as shown in [17]. However,
we can successfully apply our technique, using the simulation proof. It does not gives us
SN, but it reduces the SN problem to that of PSN. If someone proposes a strategy which
preseves strong normalization, our work will give immediately a SN proof.
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3.6

λσn -calculus

Introduced in the same work [1], the named version of λσ suffers the same problem concerning PSN. We can also apply the simulation proof to it, and conclude similarly.
3.7

λµµ̃x-calculus

The λµµ̃-calculus [8,14] is a symmetric version of the λµ-calculus [18]. As for symmetric
λ-calculus [2], the symmetry raises difficulties in normalization proofs. We can build an
explicit substitutions version “à la” λx : λµµ̃x. In [20], we apply successfully the technique,
by direct proof, to show its strong normalization.

4

Perspectives

It seems that this technique can be used for many calculi with explicit substitutions. Its
application on named calculi is easy, in general, and leads to a simple direct proof. For
some others, as for calculi with De Bruijn indices, we must use the simulation proof, which
tend to be not so easy. Further work includes its application to the λws -calculus and to the
λlxr-calculus [15].
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Abstract We present a somewhat general technique to derive the strong normalisation of some specific
terms of various calculi with explicit substitutions from the strong normalisation of some (well-chosen) λterms. One main application of the method is proving the Preservation of Strong Normalisation (PSN) of
various explicit substitution calculi and the strong normalisation of the Cut-elimination in various sequent
calculi.

• The notion of PSN concerns syntactic extensions of λ-calculus with their own reduction
systems and states that if a λ-term is strongly normalising for the β-reduction, then it is
still strongly normalising when considered as a term of the extended calculus undergoing
its corresponding reduction system. Such extensions of λ-calculus are explicit reduction
calculi like λx [BR95], the reduction system of which reduces β-redexs and evaluate the
explicit substitutions.
The definition of the PSN property can be slightly generalised for calculi in which λcalculus can be embedded (by a one-to-one translation, say A), and the embedding
need not be the identity/inclusion. In that case PSN states that if a λ-term is strongly
normalising, then its encoding is also strongly normalising. This is the case for the
explicit substitution calculus λlxr introduced in [KL04] which requires terms to be linear
and hence is not a syntactic extension of λ-calculus.
λx

λ

λlxr
A()

λ

+3

• Another application is deriving the strong normalisation of Cut-elimination in intuitionistic sequent calculus. When using a term-assignment system to denote proofs of sequent
calculus, the Cut-rule is actually the typing rule of a term constructor that very much
looks like an explicit substitution, so that Cut-elimination consists in fully propagating
this “explicit substitution” operator.

1

The idea of simulation and its problems

The base idea to prove that a term M of a calculus with explicit substitutions is SN is
to interpret it as a strongly normalising λ-term L(M ) and then simulate its reductions by
β-reductions of its interpretation. Hence, after a certain number of steps, only reductions
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can take place that no longer modify the interpretation. Then it would suffice to show that
the reductions that do not necessarily induce at least one β-reduction terminate, so that no
infinite reduction sequence can start from M , as illustrated in Figure 1.

L()

M

+3 L(M ) ∈ SNβ
β∗
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Figure 1. Deriving strong normalisation by simulation

For PSN, if M = A(t) where t is the λ-term supposed to be SNβ , then we would take
L(M ) = t. For sequent calculus, it would be a typed (and hence strongly normalising) λterm that denotes a proof in natural deduction of the same sequent (using Curry-Howard
correspondence), so that the idea of simulating Cut-elimination by β-reductions is closely
related to Prawitz’s correspondence [Pra65].
There is one problem in doing so: an encoding into λ-calculus that allows the simulation
needs to interpret explicit substitutions by implicit substitutions like t{x = u}. But should
x not be free in t, all reduction steps taking place within the term of which u is the encoding
would not induce any β-reduction in t{x = u}.
Therefore, the sub-system consisting of all the reductions that are not necessarily simulated by at least one β-reduction is too big to be proven terminating (and very often it is
not).

2

Refining the simulation by using Church-Klop’s λI-calculus

Our contribution is to overcome this problem by encoding a calculus with explicit substitutions in Church-Klop’s λI-calculus [Klo80] instead of λ-calculus. On the one hand, λI
extends the syntax of λ-calculus with a “memory operator” so that, instead of being thrown
away, a term N can be retained and carried along in a construct [ − , N ]. With this operator, those bodies of substitutions are encoded that would otherwise disappear, as explained
above. On the other hand, λI restricts λ-abstractions to variables that have at least one free
occurrence, so that β-reduction never erases its argument.
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Doing so requires the encoding in λI to be non-deterministic, i.e. we define a relation
H between the calculus and λI, and the reason for this is that, since the reductions in λI
are non-erasing reductions, we need to add this memory operator at random places in the
encoding, using such a rule:
M HT
U ∈ λI
M H [T, U ]
For instance, λx.x H λx.[x, x] but also λx.x H [λx.x, λz.z], so that both λx.[x, x] and
[λx.x, λz.z] (and also λx.x) are encodings of λx.x.
Another problem that arises is that explicit substitutions are pushed down in the terms
of the calculus, whereas the memory operator cannot be pushed down in λI, making the
simulation difficult. Hence, we use a subtle side-condition for the encoding of an explicit
substitution hN/xiM :
M HT

N HU

hN/xiM H T {x = U }

x ∈ F V (T ) or N ∈ SN

1. Always requiring x ∈ F V (T ) would be too strong, because the substitution hN/xi
can be propagated into the sub-terms of M whereas x has no reason to be free in the
corresponding sub-terms of T , so the simulation theorem would not hold.
2. On the contrary, no side-condition would make the encoding too relaxed because U could
disappear and the reduction steps that could take place within N would be simulated
by zero reduction steps so we would have the same problem as with λ-calculus.
3. The side-condition x ∈ F V (T ) or N ∈ SN is the adequate balance:
• First, when we reduce N or reduce T , the side-condition is still preserved (because
reductions in λI are non-erasing).
• If N 6∈ SN, then x ∈ F V (T ) is required and for the same reason as in point 1
we cannot simulate the propagation of hN/xi. So we need to prove that from a
term which is not strongly normalising we can find an infinite reduction sequence
that never propagates such a substitution, and this can be done because instead of
propagating hN/xi, we can leave it where it is and infinitely reduce N instead.
• If on the contrary N ∈ SN, then we can simulate its propagation because we never
care whether x ∈ F V (. . .), but for the same reason as in point 2, reduction steps
within N might be simulated by zero reduction steps, but because N ∈ SN this can
only happen finitely many times (we call those reductions safe reductions).
Eventually, the reduction relation of the explicit substitution calculus is split into two parts
Y and Z that satisfy the following simulation theorem:
Theorem 1 (Simulation). Suppose M H T .
• If M −→Y N , there is a U such that N H U and T −→+ U .
• If M −→Z N , there is a U such that N H U and T −→∗ U .
Now it must be proven that every term M can be encoded into a strongly normalising
term of λI. This depends on the calculus that is being treated, but the following method
generally works:
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• Encode the term M as a strongly normalising λ-term t, such that no sub-term is lost,
i.e. not using implicit substitutions. For PSN, the original λ-term would do, because it
is strongly normalising by hypothesis; for a proof-term of sequent calculus, t would be a
λ-term typed in an appropriate typing system, the typing tree of which is derived from
the proof-tree of the sequent (we would get t ∈ SNβ using a theorem stating that typed
terms are SNβ ).
• Then encode t in λI with the following encoding:
i(x) = x
i(λx.t) = λx.i(t)
x ∈ F V (i(t))
i(λx.t) = λx.[i(t), x] x 6∈ F V (i(t))
i(t u) = i(t) i(u)
In [KL04] we prove that if a λ-term t is strongly normalising for β-reductions, then
i(t) is weakly normalising in λI. The proof simply consists in simulating an adequate
reduction sequence that starts from t and ends with a normal form, the encoding of
which is a normal form of λI. What makes this simulation work is the fact that the
reduction sequence is provided by a perpetual strategy (the definition of which involves
side-conditions similar to that of the above inference rule). Also, weak normalisation
implies strong normalisation in λI [Ned73], so i(t) is strongly normalising.
• Then prove that i(t) reduces to one of the non-deterministic encodings of M in λI, that
is, that there is a term T such that M H T and i(t) −→∗ T .
The technique is summarised in Figure 2.
Finally, it remains to be proven that the relation Z that consists of the reductions that
are not simulated in at least one step is now small enough to be terminating.

3

Conclusion

This technique works for λx, giving a new proof of PSN (already shown in [BR95]), as
well as for proving PSN of the explicit substitution calculus λlxr of [KL04], and for various
sequent calculi that range from propositional logic to a logic as expressive as the Calculus
of Constructions, and we believe that it can be applied to many other calculi.
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Abstract. We introduce a new framework for higher-order rewriting where function symbols and variables
have both a type and an arity. Rewriting is defined modulo βη. A novel feature is that rules of functional
type are admitted. It is shown that rewriting and equality coincide, a critical pair lemma is given, and a
termination method based on the higher-order recursive path ordering is given.

1

Introduction

Background. Higher-order rewrite rules are increasingly used in programming languages
and logical systems, with three main goals: describing computations, rule-based decision
procedures, and encoding other logical systems. As usual, the choice of the syntax in which
the rules are expressed plays a crucial role, as well as the definition of rewriting itself. Several
proposals for frameworks of higher-order rewriting have been made by Klop, Khasidashvili,
Nipkow, and by Jouannaud and Okada.
The first proposal for a format of higher-order rewriting are the Combinatory Reduction
Systems (CRSs) defined by Klop [8], inspired by the Contraction Schemes of Aczel [1].
Independently of Klop, Khasidashvili [7] introduced the similar framework of Expression
Reduction Systems (ERSs). CRSs are second-order systems, and are untyped. A drawback
is that the definition of rewriting makes use of a specific meta-language.
The second proposal are the Higher-Order Rewrite Systems (HRSs) introduced by Nipkow [11,9]. In HRSs we work with simply typed λ-calculus as a meta-language, and patternmatching is modulo βη. This is called higher-order pattern matching. The left- and righthand side of a rewrite rule of a HRS must be of base type. This rules out a rule of the form
diff(λx. sin(x)) → λx. cos(x). Further, rules must be written in η-long form, which may
be cumbersome, as for instance in the following rule for map: map(λx. F (x), cons(h, t)) →
cons(F (h), map(λx. F (x), t), where would be more natural to use F instead of λx. F (x).
The third proposal was made by Jouannaud and Okada [4,2]. In the Algebraic-Functional
Systems (AFSs) the rewrite relation is induced by a set of algebraic rules and the β-reduction
rule. In AFSs the definition of substitution is not internalized, so the right-hand side of the
β-reduction rule is not a term but uses meta-notation. AFSs use plain pattern matching for
firing rules, which is too weak for most encodings.
Problem. The question that is considered in this work is how to define typed higher-order
rewriting modulo βη (with higher-order pattern-matching) where function symbols and
variables have types and arities such that higher-order rewrite rules can be allowed.
Contribution. We define a framework for higher-order rewriting that combines the advantages of the three earlier introduced frameworks. Rewriting is modulo βη but uses βη-normal
forms instead of long-βη-normal forms as representatives of a βη-equivalence class. A novel
feature of our framework is that rules of functional type are allowed.
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2

The framework

In this section we discuss a few aspects of our framework.
Types. The set of (simple) types is inductively defined by the following grammar: σ, τ ::=
s(σ1 , . . . , σn ) | σ → σ 0 , where s is a sort symbol of arity n. A type is functional if it is of the
form σ → σ 0 , and a base type otherwise.
Type declarations. In our framework, function symbols and variables have besides a type
also an arity which is a natural number denoting the number of arguments it is supposed to
have. That is, we combine a typed setting as in HRSs and AFSs with the presence of arities
as in CRSs (all variables have arity 0 in AFSs). In order to express the combination of a
type and an arity, we use type declarations as in AFSs. A type declaration is an expression
of the form σ1 × . . . × σn ⇒ τ with σ1 , . . . , σn , τ types. Such a type declaration is a notation
for the type σ1 → . . . → σn → τ in which it is also expressed that the arity is n.
Typing rules. We use the following typing rules to derive statements of the form Γ ` t : σ.
Here Γ is an environment, containing type declarations for variables and function symbols,
t is a term, and σ is a type.
X : σ1 × . . . × σn ⇒ τ ∈ Γ
Γ ` si : σi
Γ, x :⇒ σ ` t : τ
var
abs
Γ ` X(s1 , . . . , sn ) : τ
Γ ` λx : σ. t : σ → τ
f : σ1 × . . . × σn ⇒ τ ∈ Γ
Γ ` si : σi
Γ ` t : σ app
f un Γ ` s : σ → τ
Γ ` f (s1 , . . . , sn ) : τ
Γ ` @(s, t) : τ
It is important that all bound variables have arity zero. Note that the variable x in the
abstraction rule has arity zero. The variable X in the variable rule has arity n with n ≥ 0.
We use the notation convention that variables written as x, y, z have arity zero; the arity
of variables written as X, Y, Z, . . . is zero or greater.
A second important point is that the typing system guarantees that symbols get exactly
the number of arguments as prescribed by their arity. Therefore, we use the notations
f (s1 , . . . , sm ) and X(s1 , . . . , sm ) if and only if f and X have arity m.
Modulo βη. In HRSs we work modulo βη and use as representative of an equivalence class
its (unique) long βη-normal form. Here we take a different approach and use instead as
a representative the (unique) βη-normal form. An expression is called a term if it is in
βη-normal form, and a preterm if it not necessarily in βη-normal form. The η-reduction
rule λx. @(s, x) →η s is subject to the usual side-condition, and in addition the arity of the
symbols plays a role here. We explain this by means of an example. The symbol f in the
term λx. @(f, x) has arity 0. Here we can apply the η-reduction rule which yields the term
f . In contrast, if f is a symbol of arity 1, then λx. @(f, x) is not a term. Then λx. f (x) is
a term, but here the η-reduction rule doesn’t apply.
Rewrite relation. We adapt the definition of patterns to our framework. The left-hand side
of a rewrite rule is required to be a term of the form f (l1 , . . . , ln ) with all li patterns. Rules
of functional type are allowed, but the left-hand side is not allowed to be an abstraction. An
example of a rewrite rule is diff(λx. sin(x)) → λx. cos(x) using the declaration diff : (R →
R) ⇒ (R → R). The rewrite relation is defined on terms (in βη-normal form).
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3

Results

In this section we describe the results obtained for our framework; in some cases this is still
work in progress.
Rewriting and equality. In HRSs, rules of functional type are not admitted. The reason is
that they cause the equality relation induced by the rewrite rules (viewed as equations) to
be different from the reflexive-transitive-symmetric closure of the rewrite relation.
In our framework, rules of functional type are admitted. We avoid the problem that
occurs in the HRS setting by requiring that the left-hand side of a rewrite rule is of the
form f (l1 , . . . , ln ). Because it is neither an abstraction nor an application, there is no overlap
with the rules for β- and η-reduction that are applied on a meta-level. Using one technical
lemma, we can show the following theorem.
Theorem 1. We have s =R s0 if and only if s ↓↔ s0 ↓.
Here s and s0 are preterms, and t ↓ denotes the βη-normal form of t. An alternative approach
could be to add extensions rules as those by Stickel in order to ensure coherence [3].
Local confluence. We use the following adaptation of the definition of patterns due to Miller
[10]: a pattern is an application-free term in βη-normal form where all free variables have
only different bound variables as arguments. By slightly adapting the standard unification
algorithm, it can be shown that unification of patterns (in our sense) is decidable.
The definitions of overlapping rules and critical pairs are almost the same as for HRSs.
Also the proof of the following theorem is similar to the analogous result for HRSs [11,9].
Theorem 2. The rewrite relation is locally confluent if and only if all critical pairs are
joinable.
Termination. Jouannaud and Rubio [5,6] introduce a higher-order version of the recursive
path ordering (HORPO). We adapt HORPO to the present setting. This yields a termination method for our framework: the rewriting system is terminating if l  r for every
rewrite rule l → r. Here  is used to denote HORPO. As usual, a key step in the proof of
correctness of this method is the following result.
Theorem 3. The ordering  is well-founded.
The proof proceeds as follows: for every term s and computable substitution γ it is shown
by induction on the typing derivation of s that sγ is computable. Using HORPO, we can for
instance show termination of the rewrite rule h(g(X, F )) → g(X, λyz. h(@(F, y, z))) with
the declarations h : A ⇒ A and g : A × (A → A → A) ⇒ A.
Further research. At the moment HORPO is not yet very useful for comparing an algebraic
term of functional type with an abstraction. It would be interesting to make HORPO more
powerful such that also those comparisons can be done smoothly.
Further, we aim to consider more general typing systems. Adding polymorphism as in
[6] should not be too difficult. However, adding dependant types could be hard.
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Abstract. An optimal implementation of λβ-calculus into interaction nets with one type of scope node t.

1

Introduction

We present an implementation of β-reduction on λ-terms. For any λ-term [1] (Section 2),
translating it by  to an interaction net [5] (Section 3), then performing a number of
interaction steps (Section 4), and finally unwinding the resulting interaction net by M to a
tree-like net isomorphic to a λ-term again (Section 5), yields a λ-term which is reachable
by a number of β-steps from the initial term.
Although optimality was the original motivation for our studies, we wil not high-light
it here. Instead, we focus on just presenting the implementation and some intuitions.

2

λ-calculus

In this section we present a factorisation of β-reduction in the nameless λ-calculus [3] into
replication and scope extrusion. The reason for presenting this factorisation is that the
implementation of β-reduction into interaction nets in Section 4 is obtained by localising
the global parts of this factorisation. We employ the following as a running example.
Example 1. The application 2 2 of the (Church) numeral 2 = λλ(S0)((S0)0) to itself, reduces
2 2 →β λ2(20)
→β λ2λ(S0)((S0)0)
→β λλ(λ(SS0)((SS0)0))((λ(SS0)((SS0)0))0)
→β λyλz(λx(SS0)((SS0)0))((S0)((S0)0))
→β λλ(S0)((S0)((S0)((S0)0)))
to 4 in the five steps displayed. (Application of Church numerals is exponentiation.)
We have employed unary notation for De Bruijn-indices in order to make the main point
of this section which is that the set of (closed) De Bruijn terms is a context free set of
terms [2]. Consider, from left to right, the syntax tree of 2 in the named λ-calculus [1]), the
syntax tree of 2 itself, and that tree again with some boxes added to it
λx

λ

λ

λy

λ

λ

@

@

x

x

y

@

@

S

S

0

0
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0

@

@

S

S

0

0

0

These boxes indicate how each S and 0 in the tree can be seen to match with a unique
λ. This notion of matching can be easily formalised by means of a push down automaton
(PDA): starting with an empty stack and walking from the root toward the leaves each λ
corresponds to a push and each S or 0 to a pop (and @s have no effect). Then the closed
De Bruijn terms are exactly captured by the requirement that each path is accepted by the
PDA. Alternatively, paths may be mapped to strings of parentheses by setting λ 7→ ( and
S, 0 7→ ) and forgetting @. Then the closed De Bruijn terms are exactly captured by each
path being mapped to a string of the form (n )m with n ≥ m. The upshot is that one should
not think of S as operating on the subterm below it, but instead of as matching with a
(unique) λ above it. The rest of the abstract is a consequence of this shift of viewpoint.
The first observation is that the notion of a variable being bound by a λ-abstraction
in the named λ-calculus corresponds in the De Bruijn representation to a 0 matching the
λ-abstraction. For instance, the leftmost x being bound by the topmost λ in the named
syntax tree in the figure, corresponds to the leftmost 0 matching the topmost λ in the
unnamed syntax tree. An occurrence of 0 in t matching the λ of a β-redex (λt)s then has
the operational meaning: put the argument s.
The second observation is that one may think of S as an end-of-scope operator [4]: if it
matches some λ, then no symbol below the S can match with that same λ again; i.e. all these
symbols are out-of-scope so to speak. That is, the boxes in the figure should be thought of
as (explicit) representations of the notion of scopes. An occurrence of S in t matching the
λ of a β-redex (λt)s has the operational meaning: throw the argument s away.
Combining these two observations yields the first replication phase of the β-reduction
of (λt)s in which the argument s is put at all 0s in the body matching the λ, in which all
Ss in the body matching the λ are elided, and in which finally the @ and λ of the redex are
removed. Applied to the first β-step of our running example, this yields the first phase of
its factorisation as (the first step in):
2 2 = (λλ(S0)((S0)0)) 2 → λ(S2)((S2)0) → λ2(20)
Note that the result λS2((S2)0) of the first phase is not yet a De Bruijn term, since S is
applied in it to a term instead of to a De Bruijn index. Rather it is a so-called generalised
λ-term [2], where successors can be applied to any (generalised) term instead of just to
De Bruijn indices. In order to turn the generalised λ-term into the ordinary λ-term λ2(20)
again, the offending Ss are pushed to the leafs in a matching-preserving way, as in the
second step above, a process which we call scope extrusion [4].
Formally, the grammar for the set GΛ of generalised λ-terms is
t ∈ GΛ ::= 0 | St | λt | tt
We employ t, s, u, . . . to range over generalised λ-terms and i, j, k, . . . to range over its
subset of (De Bruijn) indices, i.e. repeated applications of S to 0. We abbreviate indices
by natural numbers in sans-serif e.g. SSS0 is abbreviated to 3. Ordinary nameless λ-terms
are obtained by requiring successors to occur as part of indices. β-reduction on ordinary
(nameless) λ-terms factorises then as follows. First, replication is performed according to
(λt)s → t[s]0
with substitution t[s]i of s in t at depth i defined globally in Table 1. Next, scopes are
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0[s]0
0[s]Si
(St)[s]0
(St)[s]Si
(λt)[s]i
(t1 t2 )[s]i

=
=
=
=
=
=

s
0
t
St[s]i
λt[s]Si
t1 [s]i t2 [s]i

t0
0Si
(St)Si
(λt)Si
(t1 t2 )Si

=
=
=
=
=

St
0
Sti
λtSSi
Si
tSi
1 t2

Table 1. Global definitions of substitution (left) and minimal lifting (right)

extruded by reducing to normal form with respect to the scope extrusion rules
Sλt →λ λtS0
S(t1 t2 ) →@ St1 St2
where, for index i, minimal lifting ti is defined globally in Table 1. Note that using the
extrusion rules, the first step of Example 1, indeed factorises in the way which was displayed
above. In particular, note that S2 →λ 2 holds since 2 is closed. Here a generalised λ-term t is
closed if 0 ` t in the following inference system (read the rules top-down, like syntax-trees):
Si ` 0

0

Si ` St
i`t

S

i ` λt
Si ` t

λ

i ` t1 t2
i ` t1

i ` t2

@

An intuitive reading of the index i (the ‘stack’) in a judgment i ` t (read: term t is wellformed under index i), is as the (number of) variables bound by λs above this subterm t.
It is easy and instructive to verify that 2 is indeed closed.

3

From terms to nets

We present our translation of the nameless λ-terms to a class IN of graphs known as
interaction nets [5], with which we assume familiarity. The signature of an interaction net
consists of symbols each having a number of ports among which a designated principal port.
The interaction net signature we employ is
applicator

abstractor

@ argument
function

λ

delimiter

bind

i

duplicator

eraser

i

body

where ◦s indicate ports and •s indicate principal ports, i.e. ports along which a symbol may
interact (see below). Here i ranges over arbitrary indices, making the signature infinite.
Apart from @ and λ which will have the meaning one expects, the signature has symbols
for explicitly representing the different operations of the factorisation of β-reduction, as
presented in the previous section. In particular, the duplicator Oi (share, fan) and the eraser
} (garbage) will together serve to represent replication, as usual in graph implementations
of first-order rewriting. The delimiter ti represents the higher-order aspect of scope. When
an index is 0, it will be omitted.
Interaction nets are graphs the nodes of which are labelled by symbols of the signature,
and the edges of which connect to the ports of the (symbol occurrences labelling the) nodes.
To every port at most one edge may be connected. If no edge is connected to a port, then
the port is called free. A net is closed if it does not have free ports.
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The function  : Λ→IN mapping closed terms to closed interaction nets is defined in two
phases. First, a well-formed term i ` t is mapped to a net having i + 1 free ports, which is
defined by induction and cases (0, S, λ, and @) on the definition of well-formedness as:
@

λ
i`t
i

i

i ` t1 i ` t2
i
i

Si ` t
i

i

After that a }-node (the root) is connected to the (unique by closedness) free port. Here
a number i next to a slashed edge represents that in fact the edge is a ‘bus’ consisting
of i edges connected to an appropriate number of copies of its connected node. Since the
translation is uniform, it is on the one hand easy to prove properties about, but on the other
hand very inefficient: it generates many duplicator-eraser combinations whose net-effect will
be the same as that of an edge. To see this it is instructive to compute (2). Below, we will
work with the optimisation 2 instead where all redundant combinations have been removed.

4

Interaction net reduction

The intuitive meaning of the symbols in our interaction net signature, as presented above,
is operationalised by just two rule schemes, for f ,g arbitrary but distinct, and a rule:
...

...

f

n

f

g0

g

...
...
f0

...
f
...
...
annihilate

...

...

n

g0

@

...
...
f0

λ

.m
..
...
commute
m

Beta

where f 0 and g 0 are either identical to or updates of the symbols f and g, respectively. An
update is an increment of the index i (if any) of either symbol, which takes place iff the
other symbol is either λ or tj , with i ≥ j. Instances of the two schemes are called x-rules.
Example 2. Annihilate, commute, and commute with update are exemplified by
1

λ
1

1

λ
1

1

The set B of interaction rules which interest us is defined to be the union of x and Beta.
Note that the effect of operators is indeed as expected: the eraser acts as a garbage collector erasing anything it encounters; the duplicator acts as a copier duplicating anything it
encounters; the delimiter acts as an extruder putting anything it encounters into its scope.
All act locally in the sense that they affect one node at the time. This restriction, which
comes with the interaction net framework, explains our use of indexed delimiters: roughly
speaking, the way in which the global definition of minimal lifting of the previous section is
implemented, is to record the superscript there as an index to the delimiter. Similarly the
superscript in the global definition of substitution corresponds to the index of a duplicator.
Example 3. We display only a few nets along the reduction of 2 applied to itself, to Bnormal form. The net in the middle is the normal form which is a representation of 4. The
remaining steps serve to retrieve this term from the net and are the next topic.
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Beta

@

x

B

λ
λ
@

λ

λ
@

@

@

@

@

2

2

scope remove

unwind

2

loop cut

λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

@
1

1

1

1
@

@

@

1
1

1

1

1

@

@

@

@
1

S

1

1

5

S
1

2

@
@

@
@

S

S

S

@
@

S

S

S

1

From nets to terms

@

y

The function M : IN→Λ mapping closed nets to closed terms is defined in three phases, each
consisting of normalising w.r.t. an action first and the x-rules next. (Without touching the
root-}.) This yields the syntax tree of a unique (derivation of a) term, which is taken as
the result of M(ν). The three actions are the following graph rewrite rules:

unwind

@

P
i

S

scope remove

λ

s

λ

loop cut

Here the S is a new node type, the interaction of which is governed by the x-rules, i.e. S
behaves as a non-indexed ti . After the unwinding action, both abstractions and application
have their north port as principal port. This makes that all replication and delimiter nodes
are ‘pushed toward the leafs/variables’ (causing unsharing and extrusion) by the subsequent
x-normalisation phase. Once extruded, it is safe to forget the indices of the remaining
delimiters. By swapping their principal port as well, the scope removal phase causes the
remaining upward directed delimiters (which all have index 0) to be pushed toward the
leafs, and the replication nodes to become closer to the leafs than the delimiter nodes. Once
this has been done, cutting the loops causes all replication nodes to vanish by having them
interact with the eraser, yielding a tree proper as shown above.

6

Conclusion

The proof that the above is correct and is even optimal in the sense of Lévy is beyond
the scope of this abstract. Here we just wanted to stress the correspondence between our
implementation and the calculational approach to the λ-calculus of [3], and its simplicity;
the calculus is completely reduction-based, fits on half a page, and is trivial to implement.
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